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LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK
Union Truet Co
The Burrill National hank
O W Tapley—Insurance
Burriil National bank statement.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

In

BVeA: Day*.
From v.'Bsr—fi.ira m; 4.14 p tn.
From Ea^t-II.10 a w; 6.22 p n».
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War

Calls

You

to

Go to your

postoffiee—your bank—and
buy interest-bearing Government bonds
to help win the war.
Buy your first
25c Thrift Stamp to-day ; and buy more
as

often

The

investment

best

in

the

1

EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS
The American will give a Thrift Card and
Stamp for every new paid-in-advance yearly
subscription to The American, $1.50. it- you
already have your Thrift Card, a Thrift
Stamp will be sent. Write name and address of
subscriber plainly ; also your own name and address, and send, with money, to

AMERICAN,

and

j
j

Mark your address

carefully.

Heat of Stock and Workmanship.

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital
S

Years

Ed. G. Williams,

Bluehill, Me.

Local Agent for Stage and Express

c. c.

SON

&

BURRILL
-Established 18117-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE'INSURANCE
the leading

companies

FOR

of this

and foreign

countries

sale:

and Hatching Eggs.
Pedigreed heavy laying stock. Also Rhode Island Bed and
Barred Plymouth Rock breeding cockerels. Prices reasonable considering
quality. If you want day-old chicks, book your order now.
Rooks

Day-old Chicks

and Beds.

WIS/I. E. WHITING. Ellsworth,
OCfioo II. Reeidsno. 116-13.

IVlaiHo

telephones:

Home-Made Marmalade!
and
FOR

,

Shrub
SALE

Miss Carotin*
Ell.worth,

Harrington

I make a specialty of repairing fur garments
Also all
low prices; work guaranteed.
kinds of cleaning, pressing, cleansing and
repairing. Bear In mind that when you need 1
a suit or overcoat I have a small but well selected stock, and It will pay you to look it
otfer before you decide.
i
DAVID F-RIEfSJD
Ellaworth
(VlAir> Street
at

Maine

Albert N. Cushman

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
Electrician andContractor
Laundry

*“ Kinds of

Wirt.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Ooods called for aud delivered
special attention to parrel post work i
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Street,
Ellsworth. Me I
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and gave his life for his country
surely as if be had been killed

front in France.
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Estey Building

and Fixtures
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Telephone 38-11
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H., widow of W. Fred Emerson,
died at her home in Bangor 'Wednesday,
Jan. 1(1, surviving her husband only six-

cloudy
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fair
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Seth T. and Mary Hopkins Campbell of
Island Falls. Donald was nineteen years
of age. He was one of the first to enlist
after war was declared by this country,

.03

teen

days.

Ellsworth
10

ter

or me

Emerson

Mrs.

sixty-four
iaie

rranit

born in

was
a

years ago,
ivemner.

daughu

is

a

coincidence that her death occurred on
the same day as that of her sister-in-law,
the widow of the late H. H. Emerson of
Ellsworth.
Mrs. Emerson had devoted
the last years of her life to her husband,

here.

marriage at Greensboro, N. C., on January 14 of Clarence H., son of Mr. and
Mrs. O. W. Tapley of Ellsworth, and Miss
Mattie L. Phillips of Spray, N. C. The
ceremony was performed by Kev. J. H.

an
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long

who had been

a
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all rumors, and a
Bangor paper last
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Hancock County Savings Bank

time.

Announcement has been received of

Official

,

A War Savings Certificate
with stamps ailixed is increasing in value every minute.
They are
$5 Government obligations, bear <1 percent, interest, compounded
quarterly. They cost 84.12 in January, 1918 and are worth $5 in
1923. We have these Savings Certificates for sale, also Thrift
Stamps at 25 cents each.
Maine

Ellsworth,

TO PROPERTY OWNERS
I will ask—are you keeping insurance on your property to correspond with the
increased price of building materials? How about your stock?

F"ire

O. W. Tapley,

A

Insurance

Ellsworth

ARMY DRAFT.

SHORT CIRCUIT.

Electric “Juice” on a Rampage at Board Will Begin Physical Examij
Ellsworth Power House.
nations Next Week.
By the short-circuiting o'' wires at the i The local board will
tbi/ week begin
power house of the Bar Ha or & Union
River Power Co. about 4 o'clock Friday sending out notices for men in Class 1A to
morning, damage to the extent of more appear for physical examination. It is
than |5,000 was done, and electric light
proposed to send about sixty notices a
and power were temporarily cut off from
the men to appear beginning next
from day,
Bar Harbor and

partially

Ellsworth,

Bangor.
Just what caused the accident will prob-

ably

never

be

determined,

fusion of wires from

as

the

general

the intense heat gen-

j Tuesday.

LUMBERMEN

j
So
and

MAY ENLIST.

urgent is the need for

lumbermen

road-builders for immediate service

changes sets at
erated, which also set fire to the insula- in France that the war
department has
report published in a
tion, has destroyed evidences as to how it made
an exception to its previous ruling,
each
that
one
train
to the effect
week,
there
must
is
believed
It
Amanda
were
originated.
Young. Refreshments
way on the Mt. Desert branch was to be have been a defective wire, possibly from and will now allow experienced men of
served.
draft age to enlist,
under certain condiscontinued. The only change in the some
injury done during the unusually ditions.
District Deputy Henry A. Saunders of former schedule
is one of time, the
|
severe electric storms last summer.,
Bluebill this evening will install officers afternoon train down leaving Bangor at
!
Any man between eighteen and fortyAlton P. Royal, who was on
of Donaqua lodge, K. of P. The list of 3.10 instead of 3.20 as heretofore, and
dut^ when one years of age, who is qualified
the accident occurred, says there was a
officers has already appeared in The arriving at Ellsworth at 4.14 instead of
physically and by experience, may enlist
flash, and he jumped to throw out the
American.
for this service; but they must obtain
4.24. There is no through connection
switches. The flash was followed almost !
Ill vital ions are out for the aqyual re- with ibis train from Boston, however,
permission to do so from Major C. E.
shook
the
I
that
an
I instantly by
explosion
Chief of Engineers Office, War
Clarke,
ception and dance to be given by the high the day express leaving Boston heretofore
a
mile
heard
haif
and
was
away, j
building
D. C by mail
school seniors to the juniors at Hancock at 8 a. m. being discontinued. To connect
This explosion is attributed to the sudden Department, Washington,
now
to
it
is
or telegraph.
The
men
ball Friday evening. An excelled order with tljis train,
necessary
required will
of the air by the intense heat in
expansion
at
3
a.
Portland
be sent to France as 3oon as they are
of dances has been arranged.
Music by leave Bpston at
m.,
7,
the conduits through which the wires run
assembled, without being held here for
arriving in Bangor at 12.05 for a three- in the walls. At one
Higgins’ orchestra.
the wall was
point
military training.
The war work coudcU, Y. W. C. A., has hour wait.
bulged out by the explosion.
appointed Miss Minnie E. Holmes to
The firemen were called out, and with
K. of C. War Fund.
represent the association in Ellsworth.
out the fire which had
chemicals put
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
The organization at present is engaged in
Philip H. Sheridan council, K. of C., started in the insulation of the wires,
for the
successful campaign
the work of housing and feeding Ameri- closed a
reach
them.
tearing a hole in the wall to
Moses Cottle, who has been ill of grip,
Knights of Columbus war camp fund last
can nurses overseas.
Investigation after the smoke and dust is better.
The members of this
night.
Saturday
The two stores on the ground floor of
had cleared showed that the wires in the
Hollis Giles of Amherst visited his
council take this opportunity to thank conduitsJhad melted and
the Jordan building on Main street, adfused, and the
sister, Mrs. W. M. Davis, one day last
each and every one who in any way concoils of the large generator had burned
joining the new garage, are being thrown
week.
tributed towards making this campaign a out. The latter is the
into one room to be occupied by Silvy &
principal damage,
success.
The treasurer acknowledges re- and will
C. A. Higgins, J?\ M. Basler and Darius
It will make a
llagerthy’s garage.
require weeks to repair.
ceipt of the following:
The company immediately set to work Cousins, who are employed at Green Lake,
room about 35x50 feet.
were home over Sunday.
f363.97 to
Previously reported,
repair damage and renew service, and
Henry M. Jellison of Franklin was
Antonio Beruadini, D E Hurley, Dr F with
Mrs. Asa C. Flood has been in Bangor
commendable promptness, before !
arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal
P Laffiu, John J Duffy, P E Kearns, John noon had cut over wires from the
plant at several days, called there by the illness of
court Monday on complaint of Special
each.
E
Doyle, |3
Veazie, and had light and power on in her mother, Mrs. Mary D. Jordan.
Game Deputy J. H. Maccmber, charged
Thomas A Gaynor, Edward F Brady, C Ellsworth and on Mt.
Desert island. It ! Henry Hatch was hurt white working
with buying furs without a license. He
W Grindal, Fred D Fields, $2 each.
was necessary for a time for the Bangor
j in the woods on Monday morning. He
paid a flue of |20 and costs.
W E Harrington, Pratt & Smith, B B
Railway & Electric Co. to curtail car sei- ! was thrown Dy a tree, striking his hack
Officers oif Lygonia lodge
will be inE
Ed
M
F
H
J
Donovan,
Moore,
Walker,
vice. The smaller generator is now run- I across a stump.
stalled Thursday, Jan. 31. The installaTilden, J A Haynes, Thomas E Lee, Leon ning, and Ellsworth is again furnishing a
Hillard C. Schoppe of Bangor was here
tion, which will be at 5 o’clock, will be E
each.
Rowe, fl
partial supply of electric power to Bangor. Monday. He has purchased for Bangor
private. This will be followed by a bancash
By
|2.
It is understood that the General Elecparties a lot of land at Boggy Brook from
quet at 6.30 and a sociable in the evening
Other subscriptions were received from tric Co. has coils on hand for a generator
C. J. Treworgy and B. S. Jellison.
for Masons and members of their families.
E
L
Wardwell.
J
Clark,
Margaret
of this size, which will greatly facilitate
Augustus J. Sargeht died last Thursday
The literature club will meet with Mrs.
Total, f401.97.
repairs. When the plant here is carrying at his home near Brimmer's
bridge, after
The roll call
O. W. Tapley, January 28.
full load in the day time, both generators
a short illness of pneumonia.
Mr. Sargent
Couuty Teachers* Convention.
is quotations from “The Seven Seas.”
are used.
was in the eightieth year of his
The annual convention of the Hancock
age, but
Papers, “New Orleans and the Mardi
had enjoyed good health tor his yeara.
WEST KLil^SWORTH
Gras,” by Mrs. Tapley; “Some of the county teachers’ association will be held
He was the last of the family of the late
Biggest Things in the World,” by Mrs. at Ellsworth Thursday and Friday, Jan.
Ora Carter and wife of Bucksport w’ere David and lieliance Stanley
31 and Feb. 1.
Sargent of
Hagertby.
Ellsworth. For years he carried on 4
The convention will open w ith a gen- here last week.
Mrs. Joseph Tufts, who recently undereral session at Hancock hall Thursday
Mrs. Minnie Higgin* has returned from small blacksmithing business at Ellswent a severe surgical operation at the
worth Falls, moving about two years
The speakers will be State SuperNorth Ellsworth.
ago
Eastern Maine general hospital in Bangor, evening.
to the home of his son Henry. His death
intendent Thomas, Deputy Superintendent
Miss Eva Coulter, who has been emreturned last week.
The operation was
followed
of
that
his
son
P.
and
Mitchell
of
nine
by only
Ralph
Orono, ployed in Ellsworth, is home for a few
days.
successful and Mrs. Tufts is rapidly re- Starkey
Mr. Sargent was a veterau of the Civil
The Bluehill weeks.
State leader of boys* clubs.
war,
Mrs.
Her sister,
George
covering.
in which he saw over two
orchestra
will
furnish
music.
years’ servioe,
academy
Hopkins, is with her.
and an industrious and good citizen. He
foreuoon
there
will
be
Friday
departC. L. Morang’s garage crew is observing
leaves two daughters,
The Colonial, Bangor, Burned.
Mrs. Benjamin
the high school
mental meetings at
the fuel-saving order to the full extent.
Clark of Milo and Mrs. Amos Clark of
The Colonial hotel, Bangor was combuilding.
Beginning Saturday the garage closed for
Friday afternoou there will be another pletely destroyed by fire Tuesday after- Egypt. The funeral was held at the home
the ttve-day
period, during which the general session at Hancock hall, with noon. The loss is estimated at $150,000.
Saturday, Bev. H. W. Conley officiating.
crew is employed cutting cordwood on the
Prof. James L. McConaughy of Dartmouth
Stabawl road.
Monday closing until and Prof. Henry W. Brown of Colby as
Man on This Planet.
COMING KVKNIs.
March 25 will be observed in the same
Music by Bar Harbor high
speakers.
The antiquity of man is still an abmanner.
orchestra.
school
Saturday afternoon, Jan. 26. at K. of C.
sorbing topic among anthropologists
Mrs. Mary K. Butler of North Hancock
and other scientists, and fresh discus- i hall—Juvenile dancing party.
Ticket*,
died last Thursday at the home of her
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
*
10
cents.
sions arise with each new discovery of
son Howard in Brookline, Mass.
Mrs.
Thursday evening, Jan. 31. at Elks
Butler was nearly eighty-six years of age.
Mrs. Nora Sargent of Ellsworth is ancient human remuins. In this connection it is interesting To note that building. Central square.
She had many friends in Ellsworth and employed at Harold Maddocks.’
Cambridge,
Dr. Arthur Keith of Edinburgh, an au- Mass.-Eleventh annual hamoiue reunion
Hancock county. The body was brought
A son, Robert Oscar, w as born to Harold
50
cents.
on
the
believes
that
Tickets,
subject,
here Saturday and entombed, awaiting
Maddocks
and
16.
thority
E.
wife, January
The little one died Saturday
evening. the living Australian aborigine is of an
interment in the spring.
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 31 and Feb.
was
in
the
Interment
laruily lot at
The Ellsworth woman’s club met yes- Nicohn, Tuesday. The bereaved parenis older type than any of the fossil re- 1-Oouuiy teacher.’ com i,...... at Ellsmains of modern man found in Europe. worth.
ot ail.
the meet- have the
with Mrs U. R.
at the home of the

Thursday
president,

afterMrs.

_

%

Representing some of

learned with sadexpressions of sympathy of the
Sunday of Donald E., only son of

Clarence Alley, who is employed in Boston, is spending a few days at his home

noon

by Parcel Post

Established

itation

fair.cloudy cloudy

stallation of officers last

Shoeand Harness Repairs
way.

forenoon
fair

Precip-

The woman’s relief corps held its in-

Ellsworth, Maine

one

will he given by
attractive musical pro-

Another juvenile dancing party will be Earnhardt. The bride and
groom were
Society hall next Saturday after- attended by Miss Ola Phillips and V. L.
noon.
All are invited.
Phillips. Mr. Tapley is travelling repreThere will be a sociable at the Metho- sentative for the Factory Insurance assodist parsonage to-morrow evening.
Re- ciation of Hartford, Conn., and for the
freshments will be served.
past two years has been travelling in the
Miss M. E. Holmes received a telegram South.
this morning announcing the safe arrival
Particularly sad is the death on Saturin Europe of Roy C. Haines.
day of Mrs. Leon Lincoln of Taunton,
Albert A. Joy of Presque Isle, w ith little Mass., formerly of Ellsworth, leaving a
husband and five children, the oldest aged
son Austin, made a short visit to his parsix and the youngest twin sons little more
ents, Austin H. Joy and wife, yesterday.
Mrs. Lincoln was Mola week old.
A son was born
Monday to Mr. and than
Anna
Mrs. Carroll H. Brown at the home of lie, daughter of the late Arthur and
Mrs. Brown’s mother, Mrs. George L. Hall Shute, and was born in Ellsworth
thirty-seven years ago. the leaves, beMonroe.
sides her husbaua and children, one
Miss Marion Nealley, who has been at
brother, Capt. Martyn H. Shute, U. S. A.,
home since Christmas, returned Friday to
one half-sister, Miss Helen Shute, and a
Worcester, Mass., where she is taking a
half-orother, Arthur, of Ellsworth.
training course as nurse.

any Banker

Prompt Delivery.

A short address
An

win the War?

help

Buy U. 8. Treasury Thrift Stamps at 25c: Each
stamp is part-payment toward a $5.00 Government bond (the “War Savings Stamp”) bearing
4 per cent, interest compounded quarterly.

con-

conse-

held at

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS

Mail charges paid

—

26—
19—

Weather
condition*.

Miss Constance Purdy was called to
New York yesterday by the death of her
stepmother.

world.

■

THE

12 m
82—
22—

will be

will be arranged.

gram

death

Midnight Tuesday,

The Thursday club will meet Thursday
afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. J. T. Giles.

A sk you r Postmaster
or

ELLSWORTH.

Percival Wescott returned this morning
from a few' days’ visit in Portland.

Save and invest.

you can.

as

»

at

midnight.J

Temperature
4am

The

Ending

parish,

the

Friends in Ellsworth

Jan. 22, 1918.
t From observations taken at the .power
station of the Bar Harbor Sc Union Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
giyen in inches for tbe twenty-four hours
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At the

United Btates tfiag, also

a

pastor.

ness

WEATHER

time

tributed

tioiNo WE'iT—16.30 a m; 5.50 p m.
Ooino East—6.10 am; 3.8E> p m.

saving

service of unusual interest will occur

same

MAILS CIOSK

Are you

Congregational church next Bunday evening at 7.30. Eight young men
from this parish are now in the service of
the nation, and to signalize their participation in the great war, a service flag will

MAILS BBCBIVttD.

an

been postponed
from last
Rev. R. B. Mathews addressed the
club on the Red Cross and its work. The
club will return to its regular schedule, i
meeting next Tuesday with Mrs. C. R.
Burrill. Mrs. Louis F. Tapley of Bucksport will address the club on “Belgian
Women in War Work.”
week.

at the

cffecl, Jan. JO, 1916
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SUNDAY SCHOOL

HUSBAND
SAVES WIFE

Quarter, Janu
27,1918.

Lesson 4.—First
ary

THE

INTERNATIONAL

SERIES I i

IT
I

From Suffering by Getting
Her Lydia E. Pinkham’s

[

Vegetable Compound..
Text

of the

Lesson.

Mark

2:1-12-

Memory Verse, Mark 2:5—Goldei
Text, Mark 2:10—Commentary Pre
pared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

—_

all nations; in I’eter
Pentecost that the;
should repent and lie baptized in th<
name of Jesus Christ for the remissioi
of sins, and In Paul's declaration a
Antiocli that through this Man ii 1
preached unto you the forgiveness o:
sins, and by him all that believe an
justified from all things (Luke 24:47
Acts 2:38; 13:38. 39). On the oceusior
of the incident of our lesson he wa>
teaching in a house in Capernaum, and
there were Pharisees and doctors ot
the law sitting by which were come
out of every town of Galilee, and JuIdea, and Jerusalem: and the power of
the Lord was present to heal them
(Lnke 5:17). The meeting was disturbed by men uncovering the roof to
ilet down through It a man sick of the
palsy, lying on a bed, whom four of
his friends had brought to Jesus, believing that he would heal him. When
they could not reach Jesus with theli
sick friend because o£ the multitude
about the house, their faith and perseverance took this method of accomplishing their object. The Pharisees
and the doctors were probably disturbed by this unusual proceeding, but
the Prince of Peace was surely calm
as usual. He had been preaching the
Word to all who could hear him, opening to them the Scriptures, ns was his
custom (Luke 24:27, 44), but now he
turns to the sick man with the wonderful words, ‘"Son, be of good cheer, thy i
mime

ruya

and headaches. A
friend called tn y
attention to one of
your newspaper
advertisements and
immediately my

three

I,vdia E. Finkham’s

Vegetable
After

■

of

bottles

bottles

Com-

for me.

taking
1

ieic

two
line

and my troubles caused by that weakthing of the past. All women
I who suffer as I did should try Lydia E.
ness are a

Pinkh-m’s

;

Vegetable Compound.”—

|

Mrs. Jas. Rohrberg, (Lj Lnapp St.,
N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Women who suffer from any form of
weakness, as indicated by displacements,

inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
“the blues, should accept Mrs. Rohrberg’s suggestion and give Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
For over forty years it has been
correcting such ailments. If you have
mysterious complications write for
advice to Lvdia E- Finkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass.

ffintua! Benefit Column.

Ite Motto:

<

uivg.

,

brought that his body might be healed,
and many are thinking more of that
!
even now, than of the forgiveness of
their sins, but the healing of the soul
is the first and all-important thing.
“Ye must be born again" is the essen-

"Helpful

America’s Own Food—Com! It is the true American
food. The Indians, hardiest of races, lived on it.
Our forefathers adopted the diet and conquered a
continent. For a great section of our country it
has blong een the staff cf life. How well the South
fought on it. history teils. Now it can help America
win a world war.

Hopeful.”

The purpose* of this column are sucetne y
Mated In the title and motto— It Is for the mut at
oeneilt. and alms to l»e helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, U in for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the in
terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
Comon the support given it in this respect
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to

Here

are some

Act

Muffins.

Dumplings.
Gingerbread.

GOOD?
“What is the real Rood?”
I asked in musing mood.
Order, said the law court;
Knowledge, said the school:
Truth, said the wise man;
Pleasure, said the fool;
Love, said the maiden;
Beauty, said the page;
Frcedum, said the dreamer;
Home, said the sage;
Fame, said the soldier;
Equity, the seer.

tial word for even a Nicodemus. and
the new birth Includes the forgiveness
of sins. When we as sinners plead
guilty, and truly receive the Lord Jesus, putting ail our trust in his great
sacrifice of himself for our sins, believing that his own self bore our sins
in bis own body on the cross, wounded
I hare not tried it
gave me not long ago.
for our transgressions, bruised for'our
myself yet. but had tome of the cakes when
then we can rejoice that
the recipe was Riven, and C. said if I could
we have been made children of God,
make as good drop cakes as those, she would
accepted in the Beloved, and in him
like it! These had evidently been dropped
Spake my heart full sadly—
have redemption, the forgiveness of
a
from
teaspoon, as they were, small and
“The answer is.not here.”
dainty*
Cur sins, with the assurance that they i
Then within my bosom
All of the M. Bs. I am aure, sympathize
shall never be mentioned to us (Itom.
Softly this I beard:
with Mr. Chatto in the loss of hla borne, and
:3:19, 24; Isa. 53:56; I Peter 2:24; John
“Each heart holds the secret—
they have an interest in Hillcrest. for we
1:12; I John 2:12; Eph. 1:6. 7; Isa.
Kindness is the word.”
bad a very pleasant reunion there not many
43:25). It is written that Jesus saw
By John Boyl\Q'Reilly.
years ago. and so we kuow how he is^aitnated
'their faith (vs. 5), which may have innow. and are
glad that he haa such a
cluded the faith of the sick man, but Dear M. B. Friendz:
pleasant, sonny house.
we know from the story of the Roman
Many many times since the war began
There are several book* dealing with the
centurion, the Syro-Phoenician woman have the words of Christ come to my ! wwrtbat I can heart!fy. recommend: Gerard'*
and the Capernaum nobleman that our mind : “I came not to sendj peace, tut a
Four Years in Germany;” Christine”
faith can bring blessing to others sword.” I doubt not this world struggle by Alice Choimondeley, purporting to be letters
written
by an English girl from Germany
has brought them to many others, in the
comi.uuii. o:ao; ao
; juao
ing seems to please our Lord like great February number of the American Mag- just before the beginning of the war: and two
Mildred Aldrich, a former Boston newsfaith, a simple childlike confidence in azine there ia a most forceful article on by
paper woman, who. a few months before the
him, just taking him at his word and this subject written by Harold Bell : war began, went to live in a little cottage on
counting on him to do as he has said; Wright whose strong books are so widely a hill overlooking the valley of the Marne,
and without faith it is impossible to read that it has been stated no writer has within fonr miles of the point where the Ger'please him (Heb. 11:6), yet how often ever made a record like his, 7,000,000 mans were held by tbe French and English
he had to say to his disciples, “O ye of copies of his seven published novels hav- from advancing toward Faria. The titles of
the books are: **A Hilltop on tbe Marne,” and
little faith" (Matt. 8:26; 6:30; 14:31; ing been sold.
H.
it is impossible to quote enough from “At tbe Edge of the War Zone.”
16:8). The Scribes said truly when
they said, “Who can forgive sins but the article, in the limited space of our colMany thanks to H. lor this letter and for
God only?" (vs. 7). And if they had add- umn, to give an idea of the depth of bis
the recipes. Aunt Madge appreciates very
ed : This man must be God, they would thought, but here are a few sentences.
much all help given the column.
ihave reasoned correctly, but seeing
“Jesus, the light of the world, kindled the
RECIPES.
him only as a man they accused him fire of this world-war in those days when He
Chocolate Gingerbread-One cup
of blasphemy. No mortal man can for- declared for the divine rights of humanity
the
1
assumption of those.whc falsely molasses,
teaspoonful ginger, 1 tea;glve sins, whether he be priest, or against
claimed!* divine right to oppress and enslave spoonful cinnamon, a pinch of salt (& teabishop, or archbishop, or pope, but
humanity.
spoon j
cup rich sour milk, a level teathe humblest believer is authorized to
••With the passing of the centuries, the
spoonful baking soda dissolved in a little
lead a sinner to Christ and show him doctrines of the divine rights of
humanity, as
In the Word the way of forgiveness, taught and lived by Mary’s son, gained water, and 2 tablespoonfuls melted buttei.
and the Spirit by his Word will give strength and power in a world of slavery and 1 pint flour added by bandfuls, stirring all
the time, and last
of
all beat in 2
assurance of forgiveness to every true serfdom. In the fulness of time, this nation |
ounces
was born and dedicated to the cause of human
grated unsweetened chocolate.
.penitent.
From our shores this gospel of the Bake in a moderate oven about 40minutes.
Jesus perceives all our reasonings liberty.
man of Galilee and this
of our national
1 like 1 ounce of chocolate and melt it
1
(vs. 8) and knows every thought ol freedom have gone forthgospel
to every land. Our
over steam, instead of grating it.— H.
hearts and by his Spirit and his army is the army of this nation, but it ia
jour
Drop Cakes—One cup molasses, % cup
Word will cast down all reasonings more. It ia the army of the liberty loving
and bring all our thoughts into subjec world.
shortening, 1 egg, salt, % teaspoon ful each
“This man of Galilee a man of peace? Yes. of cassia, nutmeg and cloves, and % teaWon to himself (Ezek.ll :5; Ps. 139 :l-4
and this nation ia a nation of peace.
spoonful ginger, 2 tablespoonfuls coffee, 1
ill Cor. 10:4, 5, margin).
“The fathers, who bid their sons be men in teaspoon ful soda, 2% cups flour.
Having given the man forgiveness oi
this hour of humanity's greatest need are
sins, and health of soul, he also
peace-loving fathers. The mothers, who so
;gave him health for his body, and he
bravely give their boys that the world may
Olive Oil Llfta Foga.
went forth before them all carrying be saved from
;the brutality of those whc
Oil, though long known to be efthat which hud carried him, and hlf have violated the womanhood of
Europe, are
four friends, as well as himself, must peace-loving mothers. The young wives whc fective In calmiug a sea. has only rehave been filled with joy. Such faltt so eagerly watch | for the postman and scan cently been proved of value In preventAir Is prevented from comas theirs is never disappointed.
The the papers for news of training camps 01 ing fog.
treuch|do|not love war. And the young met
ing In direct contact with water
same great sacrifice of Christ, by whlct
of this nation, who from college and offic<
is
which
warmer than the air.
Tbua
we obtain forgiveness of our sins, in
and shop and farm are answering the call o
1 condensation of water vapor Is hinsures to us at the resurrection of the
manhood’)
humanity, are laying their
ijust a perfect body just like his glori strength upon the altar of the red god—them dered. It has been found that olive
Ifled body (Phil. 8:20, 21; I John 3:1 men I say are not lovers of war. They ari oil when spread out over a calm sea
will begin immediately to lift the fog.
|2). Between our salvation and tha: lovers of peace.”
“Grass islands" entirely obscured by
bright morning of his coming again h<
Dear Aunt Madge:
the fog bank at only a few yards have
will see to it that these mortal bodle:
1 am sending recipe for chocolate ginger
been discerned as far away as a mile,
shall have all the health that will glo
bread, thinking that in these days of n<
in line with the clearing made by the
rify him provided that we are fully cake and so much gingerbread and molasse 1
oil.
Wind, of course, tends to counyielded to him, a living sacrifice, eve: cookies, it may make a variation. I als«
only all for him. determined that h< send a recipe for drop cakes which a friew teraet the effect of the oil, except in
,! the direction in which It is blowing.—
.•_. ■■■!
shall be magnified in these bodlei 1
I Popular Science Monthly.
t
life or death (Korn. 12:1
whether

|
[

«

■

[his

-—-

I

|

""

by

WAS FEELING ALL Rt'N DOWN.

2; Phil. 1:20). Those who witnesset 1
Croup at MMnighi; Wflt in Morning.
Symptoms of on-coming kidney trouble de
Gils miracle glorified God, saying, “W > serve prompt attention, for neglect invite > j **A lew nights ago one of my patrons had a
serious illness.
Louis Buckner. Somerset
small child taken with croup about midfashion"
this
it
on
(vs.
saw
12)
never
Va
writes:
“I was feeling all run down
night,” writes M. T. Davis, Bearsville, W. Va.
tired, with pains in my back.
After takin.
or, “We have seen strange things to
“They came to my store aud got a bottle of
Foley Kidney Pills I felt like a new man.
j
so
are
Foley’s Honey and Tar. Before morning tne
There
man;
day” (Luke S:26).
Backache, rheumatic pains, stiff Joints, sor
child was entirely recovered.
The father's
muscles, rwolien ank.es, pettiness under eye*
name is C. C. craven.”
Isn’t it unwise to ex*
palsied or paralyzed people in all thi ; and
sleep-disturbing bladder ail_ exits yieh
with unknovru cough medicines
I
periment
an<
feet
and
hands,
churches, whose
quickly to this time-tried remedy, a boon t
when you can get the genuine Foley’s
Honey
middle-aged men aud women.—Moore's L>ru r a d Tar? Best for coughs, colds,
tongues refuse to, glorify God by won
croup and
la grippe —Moore’s Drug Store.
j Store.
or deed.

shadowgraphs

of

®

island.

Cannibal

III of the farce will be given in two

midst
The silrnt reaper ,ias called from
our esteemed brother. Albert Treworgv. u hr»
was a charter member an it also a pt»t m-ster
Therefore be it
of Arbutus grange. No. 4V)
ffeaotrerf, Tbst by the d«-.th if Hro»ber
has
lo-t a loy*' mem J
Trewo-gjr. our grange
ber, whose interests -fere always with and
for the advancement cf those who were bis
brothers and sisters.
Rt*o!verf, That while we monrn our loss,
our hearts full of sympathy go out to the bereaved family, and that car charter be draped
for thirty days.
jfmofmf, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed upon our records, a copy sent to
the bereaved
family and a copy seal to
Thb Ellsworth American tor publication.
Mabbllb A. Clark.
Ruth Swbtt,
8. J. Trbworoy.
Committee.

158, NORTH BUCK8PORT.
Jan. 8, H. J. Harriman of Buckeport,
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. A. L. t imer, inFLORAL,

per

ensuing year. Sapby the lady officers.
Master O. W. Chipman gave a
served

was

Worthy

Speeches
evening.

short address.

completed

the

478,

BAY8IDK.
At the last

degrees

and

a

A

>■**<><

i

Any Dru« St or.

CARIHOt

i«te Justice John R.

Houlton died

Mfld'gnn of

.Saturday, aged fifty-five

year*.

children of Mr. sod Mrs.
Connor, nesr Caribou,
were burned to death in a
tire that destroyed their home early Tuesday of last
The

six

Charles

Bard of

week.

8O0TH HANCOCK.
Miss Jennie Merchant
North Bradford.

visiting

is

in

George Gay of Gardiner recently visited
nephew, C. 8. Colwell.

his

A daughter was born to Mr. aod Mrs.
Howard Young Jan. 18.

Mrs. Earle Bryant, with her little daughter, is visiting her sister in Milford.
Mr*. Prank Shaw, of Prospect
is

visiting

her

daughter,

Mrs.

Harbor,
H. Co!

A.

well.

social hour

Jan. 21.

KLL8WORTH.

meeting the third and fourth
conferred

were

on

candidate.

one

8CHOODIC, 420. FRANKLIN.

January 17, officer*

were
installed by
L. Clark. The first and
second degrees will be conferred on five
February 7.

Master C.

SCENIC, 529, WALTHAM.
January 11, it was voted to change
grange meetings from Friday back to
Wednesday night, and to begin at &
o’clock. Officers were installed by Past
Master Thomas
J. Turner and Sister
Geneva Ooogins.
I.AMOINK, 264.

No
was degree work.
January 15 because of

January 8 .there
meeting

held

was

tbe storm.
SRDOWICK, 244.

There
It

W.

was

turers’

were

forty present January

voted to send

lecturer to lecAugusta, Feb. 6

was

DELICIOUS CORN MUFFINS.

stalled officers in
freshments

were

an

able

served and

manner.

Re-

short

pro-

a

381, SULLIVAN.
installed Saturday by Mrs.

JOHN DOR IT Y,

Officers
lAieila

were

Dunbar.

Two candidates

given tbe third and
Clam stew was served.

fourth

were

degrees.

408.
19, officers were installed by Josie
Here's an old fashioned recipe for j Clark, assisted by Alta Cunningham and
Lester Carter. Committees were chosen
corn muffins that has recently been
revived and used with unusual success lor the year. Refreshments were served.
HADVRSTT HOMK.

WRMf

El.LKWn^T*?.

Jan.

In

NEW CENTURY, 256, DEDHAM.
Tbe storm Jan. 12 prevented the all-day
session for installation and it has been

postponed

able to return

who

is

employed

home ill last week.

in

He

Saturday.

Alvia Walls, w ho has been employed in
Waterville since spring, while there attended an evening busiuesa school, from

wbichfbe was recently graduated,
position In Hartford, Conn.

and ha*

a

Jan. 21.

Y.
maria vi lee.

William
died

in

Jellison, formerly of Marisville.
Billings, Mont., Dec. 29, aged

seventy-three years. Deceased went to
Montana eighteen years ago, and had resided in Billings and vicinity ever since.
He was of a retiring and home-loving
nature, but made many friends on account
of bis unfailing good nature and sterling
integrity. He is survived by a widow
(formerly Caroline Rollins of Ellsworth
and two sons, Leroy of Billings,
thur of Miles City, Mont.

J«n. 17.

and

Ar-

8PKC.

REACH.
of

Stonington is the guest

Caleb Lowe.

Mias Nellie Haskell will leave for Boston
to take a training course a*
nurse at Forest Hills
hospital.
J*n.

Monday

Remember the Golden Rule.
Remember to do unto men what you
would have them do unto you.
H %I> Til R GRIP THltFK WF»«8.
WUb January rome* la grippe. Lingering
colds seem to settle in the system, causing
one t« ache all over, feel feverish and chilly,
aud drooping
'*rs. Liuie Tytes
Henderson, Kjr., writes. “My daughter hat!
la grippe for three week*.
I had the doctor
and bought medicine and none of| it did any
good. I gave her Foley’s Hooey and Tar anil
now she ia all right.
1 have told all my
friends about it.“
Insist on ihe genuine
Foley # Honey aud Tar —Moore's Drug store

tiredyheavy

dotin'latmtnu

to Jau. 26.

VIOLATES ORDER, LOSES CROP

Wens—A Danger to Ciillrei

gain in a child’s health and strength ia
possible until all worms are removed.
No

dikui

British Farmer Also Gets Prison Sentence and Fine of $1,000 la
Inflicted.
London.—The severest penalty yet
given for violation of the furin cultivation acts has just been administered
to Alfred White, a farmer of Maidstone.
He was ordered by the au-

Sometimes war songs become real
national anthems, and sometimes the
tune of the natioual anthem Is made to
fit topical words, but In every Instance
each phase of a war has Us particular
song that is sung and whistled till It
Is implanted forever in the hearts of
the men who fight and those who watt
at home, t'sually the tune is a swinging march, that the men cun sing as
they advance, but sometimes It Is a
haunting melody whose sentimental
quality makes it uppeal to the man
who Is nearer to death than to home,
and oftqn friend and foe alike sing
the sume tune with different words.

at

2L_L.

gram followed.

War Songs.

was

Frank Damon of

RAINBOW, m NORTH BROOEHVILLE.
Jan. 17 Herbert Grindle publicly in-

several of the larger New York hotels: To make three and a half doaen
muffins take one quart milk, six ounces
butter substitute, twelve ounces of
light syrup or honey, four eggs, pinch
of salt, two ounces baking powder,
one and a half pounds commeal and
The
one and a half pouuds rye flour.
butter and syrup should be thoroughly
mixed; then add the eggs gradually.
Pour In the milk and add the rye flour
mixed with cormneal and baking powder.

Higgins,

the

at

conference

18.

K. E.

Waterville,

and 7.

1

At

NORTH LAMOINE.

Fruit gems.

J

mrSSSSSS:

KIITKRY TO

stalled officer* for the

I

1“My

>

cor

HEARTY DISHES
Corn-meal fish balls.
Corn-meal croquettes.
Meat and corn-meal dumplings.
Tamales.
Italian polenta.
The recipes are m Farmers’ Bulletin 565, "Com
Meal as a Food and Ways of Using It," free from the
Department of Agriculture.

WHAT IS THS REAL

The *t*nd«rd cold cure for 10 jrt*n—
in tablet form -safe. aure. n opiate*
curt* cold in 24 hour*
(rip in 3
d*y«. Money back if it fail*. Qetthe
genuine box with Red top and Mr.
Hdl'a picture on it.
Cotta leas, give*

MRMOSIAL fcJBIOLtTIOXa.

Waffles.

Ellsworth, Me.

CASCARA^ QUININE

reason.

weeks.

Past

DESSERTS
Corn-meal molasses cake.
Apple com bread.

Biscuits.
Griddle cakes.

The American,

Jiniquities,

and

suggestions:

HOT BREADS
Boston brown bread.
Hoecake.

Your Health

ARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.
19, worthy master appointed committees for the year.
The “boys'’ program consisted of stories, recitations,
set 11 of “Joining the Tinpaoites” and

There are at least fifty ways to use com meal to
make good dishes for dinner, supper, lunch or breakfast.

Save Your
Cash and

es-

Jan.

Corn’s Infinite Variety—Hew much do you know about
About the many
About how good it is?
com?
delicious ways of cooking it? And what you miss
by not knowing more about it? Here are a few
of its uses:

MAOGK".

and

good

It’s a
It isn’t one food.
Leam Something—Com!
dozen. It’s a cereal. It’s a vegetable. It’s a bread.
It’s a dessert. It’s nutritious; more food value in it,
dollar for dollar, than meat or eggs or most other
vegetables. It’s good to eat; how good you don’t
know until you’ve had corn-bread properly cooked.
Best of all, it’s plentiful and it’s patriotic.

thorough trial.

r.DtTKO BT "AOST

war

There’s a
The Corn of Plenty—Com is that food.
surplus of it. Providence has been generous in the
hour of o*r need. It has given us corn in such bounty
Tons of com. Trainas was never known before.
loads of com. Five hundred million bushels over and
above our regular needs. All we have to do is to
learn to appreciate it. Was ever patriotic duty made
And so clear?
so easy?

bought

husband

pound

at

xui^mcu

ire

I

among

exhortation

uatKovuc

cttuseu

1

us

the Orange,

The column ia open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
✓ hort and concise.
All communications must
be signed, bat names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

situation is critical.
as they never yet have
JL>
fought, defeat threatens. Hungry men cannot fight
France. England,
at their best; nor hungry nations.
and Italy are going hungry unless we feed them.
face the facts. The
Unless the Allies fight

ET

to

pecially to.tbe granges of Hapcock county.

It is the
Wheat Savfng*—They must have wheat.
best food to fight on. It is the easiest to ship. We
alone can spare it to them. By saving just a little—
less than a quarter of w hat we ate last year—we can
support those who are fighting our battles. And we
We have only
can do it without stinting ourselves.
tc substitute another food just as good.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—“For many months
1 was not able to do my work owing to
a weakness which

1

This lesson on the forgiveness of sin:
’Is found In Matt. 9 and Luke 5, as wel
The necessity of the for
as in Mark.
giveness of our sins is seen In Christ"
commission that repentance and re
mission of sins should -he preached it
his

*

This column is devoted

FACE the FACTS

i

muu( »imiHtiu*

©rangtr*.

the

thorities to cut down his acreage of
hops to one-half. He paid no attention to the order, declaring that he
would make a profit of $50,000 out of
hops, and so could well afford to pay
a substantial fine.
The court fined
him only $1,000. but ordered the forfeiture of the entire crop of hops and
added a sentence of two months In

I

►

^

™

ui

nviuis

i/ctau|(cu

swollen upper lip
stomach,
sour stomach, offensive breath,
hard and fall belly, with occasional (tripinps and pains about
the navel, pale face of leaden
tint,
eve#
heavy
and
dull.

Iraat 9mtt*. MM

twitching eyelids, itching of
the note, itching of the rectum, short dry
cough, grind! ugfof the teeth, little red points
•ticking out on tongue, starting during steep,
•low fever.
Ulyou'see any of these symptoms in your child don’t ^lose another minute, but get a bottle of?I>r. True's Elixir, the
Family Laxatlve’aud Worm Expelier.
Mra. Norrat of|Houstou. Texaa. writes: 'i
would not be without! Dr. True’s Elixir in my
borne
No better Laxative made for young
or old.
At all dealers',
^
40c. 60c and $1. Write to
(/Aultra.Ifclaa
us for further information.
—.

jf./r<4MUv

prison.

REASON FOR LESS

CHICKENS

After Eleven Years

High Price of Grain Has Caused Many TLU
Farmers to Part With Fowls—
Eggs Also Higher.

ZtmnttBacana

Because of the present prices of
i grain, there Is a tendency this year on
! the part of poultrymen to keep fewer
A Guaranteed Treatment That Has
hens and to raise fewer chickens. The
Stood the Test of Time.
price of grain Is higher now than for
Catarrh cures comes and catarrh cures go,
Many furmers killed off their
years.
but Hyomei continues to heal catarrh and ;
docks last year and many are keeping
abolish its disgusting symptoms wherever
a smaller percentage than ever before,
civilization exists.
Every year the already enormous sales of i They have not stopped to consider the
this really scientific treatment for catarrh
poultry situation seriously. While feed
grow greater, and the present year should
has gone up GO to 70 per cent daring
show ail record? broken.
If you breathe Hyomei daily as directed it | the past year, eggs also have Increased
will end your catarrh, or it won t cost yon a
In price.
cent
If yon have a hard rubber Hyomei inhaler

NO MORE CATARRH

!

somewhere around the house, get it out and
OCR JITS*KV orrKR-Thl* ami 5r.
it at once to forever rid yours elf of catarrh.
I
DON'T MISS THIS. Cat out Ibis .lip, enC. E. Alexander or any other good dragclose with 5c and mail it to Foley &
Co.,
gist, will sell vuu a bottle of Hyomei (liquid), *j:h3& Sheffield Ave
Chicago. 111.,
writing
start to breathe it and notice how
quickly it your name and address clearly. You will
clears out the air passages and makes the enreceive in return a trial package containing
tire head feel fine.
.Foley's Honey and Tar Comuouid, for
Hyomei used regularly will end catarrh, coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
colds,
bronchitis
or asthma.
in
sides and back, rheumatism,
coughs,
A comlor pain
plete outfit, including a hard rubber pocket backache, kidney and bladder ailments;
inhaler and bo.tle ot Hyomei. costs but little. and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome,
No stomach dosing; Just breathe itIt kills sod thoroughly cleansing cathartic for con*
the germs, soothes and heals the iufiamed stipaiion. biliousness, headache and e ugmembrane.
gisb bowels.—Moore’s Drug Store.

start

«

Remain* Unshaken.

Testimony

Time is ibe beat teat of truth. Here ta
Ellsworth Falls story that has stood
the test of time.
It is a story with a point
which will come straight home to many ot
an

us.

Frank E. Fernald, Waltham St., says:
“1 had a severe spell with my back and
could hardly stand the pain. It was hard
tor me to stoop over or straighten up. I
a great deal about Doan’s Kidney
Pills aud i got a supply. It took only one
box to benefit me. l have since had return symptoms ot the trouble, but Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured at E. O. Moore’s
Drug Store, again gave me immediate relief.” {Statement given February 7,1906.)
On December 4, 1916, Mr. Fernald said:
“Cold* sometimes disorder my kidneys,
but 1 can rely on Doan's Kidney Pills ta
relieve me. The satisfactory experiences
I have had with Doan a
Kidney Pills
strengthen my faith in them aud I recommend them more highly than ever.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Mil burn Co.,
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

had read

'itrtjrrtisnnnit*.

In time of need
woman should know the comfort and expert
the relief of a reliable remedy that can be depended upon to right conditions which cause headache, dizziness, languor, nausea and constipation. At
such times, nothing is so safe, so sure and speedy as

Every

Waicott, Since Shot

ence

Down Over

German Lines. Tells of
Comrades Daring.

MAKES D!YE OF 10,000 FEET
Aviator

Reaches

Ground

though All the Wires
chine Are Loosened

on
—

Safely AlHis Ma-

Spend

Holiday in Air.

During

the pas! sixty yean, millions of women have found them
most helpful In toning and strengthening the system, and for regulating the stomach, liver and bowels. These famous pills are entirely
vegetable and contain no harmful or habit-forming drugs. Use them
with entire confidence for they cause no unpleasant after-effects, and

Washington.—Word pictures of the
work of the members of the Lafayette
Squadron and other American aviators
In France are given In letters which
Dr. Charles D. Walcott, secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution, has received from his son, E. S. Walcott,
whose airplane fell “somewhere behind the German lines" along the west-

will not fail you
Direction* of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggiat* throughout the world. In boxea, 10c* 25c.

front. The allusions to the work
of the American aviators contained In
these letters are all the more Interesting at this time In view of the fact
thnt the men about whom Walcott
wrote have Just been commissioned In
the American air service on the recommendation of General Pershing.
Doctor Walcott has received a dispatch from Paris Informing him that
his son fell within the enemy lines
December 12 while fighting three single-seaters, after having demolished an
enemy two-seater, and that his fate Is
uncertain. Inquiries are being made
to ascertain. If possible, from Germany
whether young Walcott was seriously
Injured or not
In a letter dated November 13, In response to an Inquiry about Campbell,
an aviator from Chicago, who was reported lost, young Walcott wrote as
ern

foundation have been scattered broadcast,” said the Canadian statement
“Nor have they come to life casually.
They have started simultaneously In
different parts of the country and in
each Instance hare been calculated to

CORN WILL WIN
DEMOCRACY'S WAR'

!

public indignation.
“They are insidious, subtle, persistBit by bit they dissipate public
ent
arouse

N

America’s Greatest Cereal

Crop

Is Now Moving to
Market

MAINSTAY IN NATION’S

CRISIS.;

•

Surplus
Hat

Wheat

trust the great essential in the work
of food control
“It lies with every Individual to for* bear from criticism; to refrain from
passing on the vagrant and harmful
story, and thus the more effectively
1
to co-operate In wctk which Is going
to mean more than the majority of
i
people yet realize.”

of the United Stats*

Been Sent to Famine Threat-

NORTH CA8T1NE.

ened Europe.

MUs

America’s great corn crop, exceedI ton to work with his team,
ing 3,000.000,000 bushels, will save the |
Byron Leach, wife and baby have reworld’s food situation, officials of the |
turned to Bangor after a visit here.
United States food administration believe.
Mrs. Helen Sprague Whitebouse and
son of Booth bay Harbor are visiting at
Corn Is the nation's best food cereal,
Manfred Mixer's.
housewives are beginning to realise.
It contains all the elements needed to
Miss Ruth Dority has closed her school
keep the bod; In a state of health and in Penobscot and is attending normal
when used according to the scores of, school.
tneu

rnitm,

ra^miijr

** ucu

wui*

Ingalls,

Roscoe

blned with an added portion of oil or *
fat, will sustain life Indefinitely. In-,
dlan warriors In colonial days lived on
parched corn alone for many days at a
time, and at Valley Forge parched
corn was at times the sole ration of
the Continental soldiers.

recently

who

buildings

by lire, has moved
house owned by John Vogel!.

lost bis

Word has been received of the death of
Rev. C. W. Wallace in Boston. He had
many friends in this
Jan. 21.

Owing to transportation difficulties
caused by the war the corn crop moved
more slowly to market this year than

vicinity.
G.

Vernon Laity and
employed

in

Woodbury

son

are

Now, however, the cereal
Eugene Reed and Reuben Smith are
la reaching the millers and consumers,
working in Bath.
in the meantime the nation's surplus
Miss Beatrice Lunt was a guest of Mrs.
wheat has been sent to Europe.
Lizzie Stanley last week,
Today there are approximately 30
P. W. Richardson fell on the ice last
bushel* of corn for every American. j
This quantity Is greater by Bve bush- j week and hurt him quite badly, requiring
! medical attendance.
els than In former years.
George Luring U at home from teaming
Corn has become tlie nation’s mainHe spent the past
in the upper woods.
stay In the crisis of war.
week in Bangor hospital for treatment.
Just ss this cereal saved the first
ever

before.

American colonists from famine on
many occasions. Just as It served as a
staple food during the War of the Revolution and during the Civil War, King
Corn has again come to the front In
<
the natlon'a battle with autocracy.
Corn meal Is dndlng greatly Increased use In the making of ordinary white
bread.
Hundreds of housewives and
many of the larger bakers are mixing
20 per cent, corn meal with wheat
This
flour to make leavened bread.
kind of a mixture la worked and baked
In the same recipes and with the same
methods that apply to straight wheat
bread.

illness of their

Corn oil, excellent for frying and for
•very other purpose Oiled by salad oils,
la appearing on the market In large
quantities. It comes from the germ of
the corn.

nephew, Walter Staples.

Howard, who is in the
Eastern Maine general hospital at Bangor,
serious
is reported comfortable after a

operation Friday.
L.

Jan. 21.

before.
Housewives are
coming to realize that every pound of
wheat saved In America means a pound
of wheat released for shipment to the
nations with which America ts associated In the war.

_

BROOKSVILLE.
No. 3 closed Friday after a suctaught by Mrs. Grace Condon.

School

cessful term

been

[

ill at

Sauborn, who has
home, has returned to his work at Cape
Rozier.
Lew is Billings has sold weir material to
E. H. Herrick, who intends to build a
Waiter

weir

soon.

A.

Jan. 21.
UOTTS ISLAND.
In the
paign,

Red

ten

Cross

names

membership

were

cam-

added from this

island.

Jones, who has been visiting Mrs. Maggie Trask, has returned to
Bertha

Mrs.

Dover.

MADE-IN GERMANY LIES
CIRCULATED IN CANADA

chips, Jr.

Jan. 20.

lamoine.

bas;built a camp near the
C. B. Young and wile.
Mrs. Elvira Young spent last week with
her parents, Mr. and Mr*. Smith.
RJan. 21.
Mr. Liarres

milt lor

Canada Is also having trouble with
ttade-la-Germany lies calculated to
hinder Canadian food conservation according to an official statement received from the Canadian food controller by the United States food administration.
The stories bothering Canada are
of the same general character as those
the United States food administrator recently denounced In this country, such as the ridiculous salt and
blueing famine fakes and the report
that
the government
would selzo
housewives' stocks of home canned

goods
The Canadian food controller estithat when the people listen to
and pass en such stories, each oos
has the power «f destruction that lias
In a hattalloa sf soldiers.
“Stories without evea a vestige of
mates

FRENCH BOKO.
The ioe has takeu the bridge down.
Charles L. Wallace has returned Irom
visit in Waldobord.
Jan. 21.

tne

other

machine

with

various

mixed among the cables
and struts of one side of his machine.
They both landed in France, one on his
wheels, followed by a cupotage, or
somersault turnover, the other quite
completely upside down. Then a term
In the hospital, and back they are

Marston

Mrs.

ever

There are a score of corn products
that today possess unusual Importance
for Americana. Corn syrup for sweetening corn cakes and buckwheat cakes
and for use In the kitchen instead of
granulated sugar la one of the leading
products made from corn.

ana

parts

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Allen of Sedgwick is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. S. B. Condon.
and Mrs. Vinton Gray went to
Mr.
Ayer, Mass., Friday, called there by the

Corn bread—using corn meal entirely—ts gaining a greater popularity
than

ago they were on patrol together and collided In the air. One
machine cut the tall rigging completely off the other plane, and then they
separated, one plane without a tall
months

Officers of Tremont chapter, O. E. 8.,
were publicly installed Jan. 17, by Mary
Rich
vras
Matron
Past
M. Rich.
presented with the jewel of her office,
which was gracefully acknowledged. A
short program and supper followed.
I Jan. 21.
P. M.

|
I

|

1

of a tall

again.
“Kenneth Marr, an American and a
friend of Pete’s, had the commands of
both his controls cut In a combat, the
rudder and elevator, leaving him nothing but the aileron, the lateral balance
control, and the motor. He lauded with
only a skinned nose for casualties, and
got a decoration for It.
Dives Vertically 10,060 Feet.
"Another chap, In an attack on captive balloons, dived for something like
10,000 feet vertically and with full motor on, thereby gaining considerable
speed, as you can Imagine. He came
right on top of the balloon, shot and,
to keep from hitting It, yanked as
roughly as he could, flattening out his
dive In the merest fraction of a second. Imagtne the strain on the maWhen he got home all the
chine !
wires had several Inches sag In them;
the metal connections of the cables Into the struts and wood of the wings
had bit Into the wood enough to give
the sag.
aiucum^s

me

uuui

iu
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WEST FREMONT.
will

The Red Croea workers
Reed's ne*t;Friday.

.ueet

at

Mrs. B. B.

B. Reed has moved his lamily to
Mr. Reed is employed by
Brookiville.
F. N. Sawyer.
Jan.
E.

21._Thelma.

The Quarrel.
Where one will not. two cannot quarrel.
__
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A helpful Remedy
Constipation and Diarrhoei.
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Loss OF Sleep
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TEAS

Clean, clear, crisp, fresh leaves selected, tested
anJ packetl with one idea uppermost—suiting
your good taste in such manner that Superba
WH1 be a never-forgotten name every time you
buy Tea. Knowledge of how well we have
succeeded is offered in the half pound, pound"

All Types.
Formosa;

Ceylon,
Pekoe
„

CflSTORIfl

Copy of Wrapper.

Exact

_

All Prices.
t_

and 10-cent sealed packets, at your dealer

If you say SUPERBA
you will be sure to be satisfied.

when you buy Coffee

or

s.

Canned Goods,

MILL!KEN, TOMLINSON CO, Importers and Packers. Portland, Me.

Paper

Butter

1317

Printed At

The American Office
Best quality Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

paper and

Price, including

500 sheets

special printing:

pound size, $2.00 ; half-pound size, $1.75
“

“

“

1000

“

3.00;

“

printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size,
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid:
pounds add Sc^a pound for postage.
Plain

shooting

COUNTY NEWS

BANK

EDEN.

WEST

Negro Proves Ownership to Garment
by Disclosing Location of
Savings.

monia at the Bar Harbor

hospital.

Reed left last Thursday for bis
He was accomhome in Elmira, N. Y.
panied as far as Portsmouth, N. H., by his
sister-in-law, Mrs. J, W. Reed, who found
Elmer

Mrs. Hamor very low. Mrs. Hamor died
Mrs. Reed came back

Friday morning, and

Saturday. Mrs. Keed will
go to her home in Ellsworth this week.
Winfield Reed returned to Boston Tueswith Mr. Hamor

community

again saddened by
Lillian Simmons, wife of Melville

This
death.
Hamor

of this

Hamor

nearly fifty

is

passed away at
Friday morning.
born in
Jonespoit,

place,

N.

Portsmouth,

was

H.,

years ago, but had lived

here

nearly all her life. She was a most estimable woman, always ready to do anything for the uplift of the place. She was
Eden Baptist
a faithful member of the
church and a great helper
Sunday
school; aiso a member of the Mt. Desert
She was a devoted wife and
O. E. S.
She leaves a nusband, a son,
mother.
Archie, who resides in Montana, a daughin the

|

held in the church SunRev.

James

choir sang

McLeod

appropriate

There was a profusion of
flowers. Interment was in Mt.
View cemetery.
Jan. 21.
M.
beautiful

BLCEHILL.
Everett Crocker of Steuben has moved
here.
The ladies’

aid of the Baptist church
sale, supper and entertainment
chapel afternoon and evening, Jan.

will hold
at the

a

31.

a delightful entertainment
Friday evening.
Edward Linscott, principal of Burry

church gave

high school, has been chosen superintendistrict, to dll the
vacancy caused by the resignation of E.
W. Hutchinson who becomes principal of
the high school at Winter Harbor.
dent of schools for this

The Boy Scouts basket-ball team dethe town team Thursday evening.
Score, 29-14. The next game between
these teams will be played at Kane’s hall
Jan. 24. Proceeds wilt be used for the
feated

purchase
Jan. 21.

of

equipment

for the

Boy

Scouts.
8.

Mrs. Carl In-

by a former marriage,
galls of Bar Harbor, and two
ter

were

afternoon,
officiating. The
day

35 cents a
under four

The Y. P. 8. C. E. of the Congregational

day.

Mrs.

neral services

2.75

selections.

Effie Keed is critically ill of pneu-

Mr*.

oiauu

I|
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Frenchmen.
“An early patrol this morning, despite low clouds. Lots of fun It was,
ducking In and out of the clouds, keeping from hitting other machines In the
clouds and from losing the patrol. Saw
a few Boohes, but all they had to do
was to slip up out of sight when the
patrol approached. Every now and
then their antiaircraft guns would
blaze away a bit, bat there was lots of
room for them to miss and for us to

they

|

\

AlxSrfM

AxieliSaffl
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JhmptmSmt
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Yesterday wns Thanksgiving day.
and. praises be! the Lafayette hunch
Invited me and my partner to dinner,
or rather to the feast. They have the
most remarkable chef.
Soup and fish
prepared the way for a most rematkably big bird called the turkey, barricaded by chestnuts. And then a plum
pudding—a regular American one—and
I sat at the
as good as I ever tasted.
table with Captain Thenault, Lieutenants Thaw and Lufbery, and some

mense pressure on the under side of
their wings. In some acrohutic manNew York.—Monroe Smith, a negro,
euvers I was trying the other day I
made mistakes and caused the machine i Insisted In the court of special sesoverto stall and then fall In such a way sions that he had not stolen the
coat of Leslie Davis while he entei*
that the full weight was supported hy
said
the upper surface—by the wires which tatned Davis In his home. Smith
the coat was his own property and he
in most machines are supposed merely
to support the weight of the wings had a right to pawn It.
“I can prove I own the coat,” said
when the machine Is on the ground.
“There Is nine dollars sewed
“Yes. the Spad is a well-built ma- Davis.
chine, the nearest thing io perfection In the lining.”
Promptly the Justice ordered the
In point of strength, speed, and climb- ]
lining ripped open and the money
ing power I’ve seen yet. Of course, it’s
heavy, and that’s why they put 150-230 was found.
horse power In them. The other school,
that of a light machine with a light
KILL DEER TO REDUCE COST
on
motor, depending for its success
of
lack of weight rather than excess
Chippewa Falls Park Board Forced to
mapower, may supplant the heavier
Slay Because of Cost
chine In time; I can’t tell.
of Keep.
"Yesterday there was a review here
Chippewa Falls, Wls.—An Increase
in honor of Guynemer, and decorations
In the herd of deer at the public park
for the pilots of the group who had
Three Americans received In this dty and an Increase In the cost
won them.
the Croix de Gueare—members of the of food for the animals, has caused
Lufbery, the the park board to have five of the deer
Lafayette Escadrille.
slain, and the venison placed on sale
American ace, carried the American
flag presented to the escadrille by Mrs. In one of the markets. Permission to
McAdoo and the employees of the kill the deer had to be obtained from
besides the two the state conservation commission.
treasury

department,

fonta®
i Cheerfulness and Rest
neither Opiam.Morptnne
Mineral. Not

■

—

p-

tin^theStomachsandlkwels^

|H| firvTremgnji^
Promoting Didrthon

|

a

similatimStheFoodbyRe^ula_.
|

occur:

leave the place
at.”

j

AVedelaWe Preparation farAs
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"It’s lots of sport to try to keep with
the patrol; be behind the chief of patrol. see him disappear, and then bump
into a fog bank, a low-hanging cloud,
and not see a darn thing. Then dive
down out of the cloud, wondering
whether the other guy Is right underneath or not: dart out of the cloud and
see him, maybe 500 yards away, going
Then back up and
at right angles.
turn around fast and give her the gear
—full speed to catch up—and so on.
See a Boche regulating artillery Are.
start to maneuver Into range, and,
zip; he’s out of sight in the clouds,
and the next you see he Is beating It
far bark of his lines. Not very dangerous this weather, but lots of fun."
In a letter from the front, dated
November 30, the following passages

“There are many similar cases
where men brought down with crippled
machines, or wounded, escaped destruction by a miracle. The only sure
thing Is when a machine goes down In
flames or Is seen to lose n wing or two.
“For Instance, there are two officers
In the group who are In the best of
health and dally working.
Several

Boston.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

possible.

many.

McKinley.

For Infants and Children.

stronger the machine Is than Is necessary for plain flying. The Spad Is made
so that a man can’t ‘bust’ it, no matter
what he does In the air—dive as far
and as fast as he can and stop as brutally as he can, it stands the racket.
Of course, motors do stop, and If It
happens over a mountain range—well,
that’s Just hard luck.
“Have had a few patrols since last
I wrote. One at a big height—4.000 to
4,500 meters, considerably above the
clouds, which almost shut out the
ground below; a wonderfully beautiful
sight, but beastly cold—and a couple
when the olouds were low and solid.
The patrol stays at Just the height of
the clouds, hiding In them, slipping out
again to look arbund. If It stays below the enemy antiaircraft guns pepper it whenever near the lines, and at
a low altitude that is rather awkward,
so the patrol shows Itself as little as

asked them about him. He was on a
patrol with another chap; they attacked some Boches, aryl when It was over
the other chap was alone. Campbell
was brought down In German territory
and so reported missing. I believe the
chap he was with has seen and talked
to Campbell's father or some close relative since.
"Another chap named Bulkely was
brought down In similar circumstances
about the 1st of September. Ten days
ago word was received from the American embassy that he had communicated with them, a prisoner in Ger-

into the

mm

1, young Walcott says:
“I tried to give you some Idea of the
strength of a Spad In a letter a while
ago. At home people speak of a factor
of safety, manning the number of times

follows:
“Campbell was In the Lafayette Escadrllle, and they are a member of the
same group as Squadron 84, so I have

Marks is visiting her
cousin, Miss Bernice Conner.
John Dority has gone to East EddingLenora

HbbtrtlMmenct.

aviation emblems of France. He was
called to receive his decoration for
having In the course of one day held
seven combats, descended (six) one
German plane In flames, and forced five
others to land behind their lines,
(which means that he Is officially credited with one—his thirteenth—and that
the other flve, though probably brought
down, do not count for him because
there were not the necessary witnesses
required by the French regulation.)
“Aviators are not very military. The
chief of one of the escadrilles was commissioned to command the mechanics,
who are plnln soldiers with rifles and
steel helmets, for the occasion. He Is
a bit of a clown and amused the entire
gathering, kidding with the officers.
The pilots of each of the flve escadrilles were In more or less formation,
most of them with hnnds In their pockets, for It was chilly, and presenting a
mixture of uniforms unparalleled in
Its heterogeneity. Every branch of the
service represented endless personal
Ideas in dress.
Spent Their Holiday In the Air.
“Because of the occasion, repose had
been granted to the entire group for
the afternoon, another group taking
over our patrols.
So that after the
review every one had the afternoon to
waste—a sunny day, which is quite
Within n half
unusual this month.
hour every machine that was In working order was In the air, forming Into
groups nnd then off for the lines, just
looking for trouble—voluntary patrol,
they call it. Which opened my eyes a
bit as to the spirit In the French aviation service after three years of wnr.”
In another letter, written December

AIR FEATS OF
1AFAYETTE MEN

sons,

Mel-

| ville and James Hamor. The latter is in
the navy and is at present in England.
The family has the sympathy of all. The
remains were brought to the home of her
slaughter at Bar Harbor Saturday. Fu-

Hhake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot-Kase. the antiseptic powder for
painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet. It
takes the st'.ng out of corns and bunions.
Over 100,000 packages are being used by tLe
American, French and British troops at the
front. Bold everywhere, 24c.
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To Subscribers and Correspondents.
The M onday closing order of tue
the

necessitates

was

ening of

onr

much to be deoired.
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working week

one

day

curtailment

This is

an

Henrv L. Moor ol
the famous “Cold

of

Ellsworth says

Friday’

was

that

sixty-one

The
years ago to-day -January 23, 1857.
thermometer registered 40 below zero in

exigency of

Ellsworth._

and we ask you to bear with ns.
The taking of Monday, one of the
busiest days of onr week, the day

war,

when most

GOSSIP.

available, the short-

will necessitate the
news matter.

fast

realize that a government
coming
of self-centered academicians leaves

power, our office is heated by steam,
With
and we are not allowed heat.
extra labor not

are

William E dmund

Walker, only

Mr. and Sirs. William A.

Walker

son of
of Caa-

from

t me, ia one of the men to be picked
the Maine Coat artillery, which has been
doing guard duty at the Watertown
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communication from citizens of Sul-

elsewhere the order
letter.
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proved, and pronounced hopeless.
The only activity in town seems to be
tbe cutting and hauling of pulpwood.
Heavily laden teams are dally on the way
to Bucksport with wood for shipment to
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‘Section 10—Any person, firm, associaAugust 10, 1917, anf! finding it tion or corporation which violates or reto
out
the
essential effectively
carry
pro- fuses to conform to the above regulation
visions of this act to make provision for
may be liable to the penalty prescribed in
of
a more adequate supply
fuel for rail- t be aforesaid act of
Congress.
roads domestic consumers, public utiliH. A. Garfield,
(Signed)
ties, and for other uses necessary to the
United States Fuel Administrator.’*
national security in certain parts of the
United State* hereby makes sad preOKLAKD.
scribes the following regulation:
District Deputy George Harmon visited
“Section 1—Until further order of the
Sun lodge, P. and A. M., Thursday
United States fuel administrator, all Rising
evening, Jan. 17.
persons selling fuel in whatever capacity
shall, in filling their contracta or orders j One of the saddest occurrences in this
was the removal of Ira Leach
i now on band, give preference to current community
i requirement* of: Railroads, domestic on January IS to the Eastern Maine hoeHia condition ia unimconsumers, hospitals, charitable tnstiiu- i pital at Bangor.
iiuUBi Blmy

;
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ferred to

utilities, by-product coke plants supplying gas for household use, telephone and
telegraph plants, shipping for banker
purposes, the United Btates for strictly
governmental purposes (not including
factories or plants working on contracts
for the United States), manufacturers of

loj
lij

.....

Nicolin..ill

Mississippi river, including the whole of
the states of Louisiana and Minnesota.

purposes of the said order snd of the purposes of the act of Congress therein re-

M
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powered t« grant such relief as mey be essential to prevent injury to health or to
prevent destruction of or injury to property by fire or freezing.
“Section »-This regulation is effective
throughout tbe United States east of the

administrator,
acting under the authority* of an executive order of the President of the United
States dated August 23, 1917, appointing
said administrator in furtherance of the
“The
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specifically
representatives
roads, domestic consumers, public utili- authorized so to do, are hereby emties, and other
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as

produc-

desirable and effective than simply bringing
:
aliens here under our draft law. For inare
received, may necessitate the
(Maas.) arsenal, to be sent to the officers' stance. in tbe case of Eagland. they draft
various mills. The roads are none too
to
changing of our
citizens
between
and
eighteen
thirty-four
training and instruction camp at Fort
easy because of much snow.
we
of
and
if
them
brought
with the consequent up- Oglethorpe, Georgia, and is now stationed : years
age.
simply
Burton M. Hutchins of Boutb Orland,
under oar laws, we conld only take those
food or of food for necessary
setting of onr mailing schedule and there.
the young man who committed tbe rash
between twenty-one and thirty-one^ They perishable
immediate
and
consumption,
municipal, act of forgery last week at Bangor, is aaid
The Maine Central
terry steamers had better all go home and fight so long
; oeaible complications as to
Moose head. Rangeley and Samoset are to ; as we are fighting a common enemy. That county or state governments for necessary to be mentally irresponsible.
When
aavertising and our mall
uses.
to
work
ont.
is
wc
that
are
Any tonnage remaining af- fourteen years of age hia malady was conpublic
trying
be taken over by the government and are
the.plan
and now being
One
that
we
were
thina
This we wish to avoid, if
ter
the
negligent
might
foregoing preferred shipments sidered grave, and since then many things
pat in condition for service.
in not passing a law at ance bringing aliens have been
made, may be applied in Oiling have
so The Moosehead and Rangjley are sister j
to that end urge
bis unbalanced mentality.
under the draft. If the plan above menother contracts or orders.
used in the summer between Ml.
craft,
any
far as
the next ten
tioned works out, it will be much more
Beth R. Hutchins, who for several
Capt.
“Section 2—On
the following days,
Desert ferry and Bar Harbor. Taking
and a better result will be
weeks has been confined to tbe house, is
weeks to mail letters to reach ns these three leaves tbe Maine Central with advantageous,
21 and 22, 1918, the
accomplished without any friction with namely, Jan. IS, 19, 20,
1
so far improved as to be able to go to BanIf the blue pencil is un- only smaller and older boats, and just how foreign governments, which
might ari.se if state fuel administrators and their accredJan. 22, where be will enter
will tbe summer traffic is to be accommodated we should draft their citizens for service ited representative* in the various com- gor Tuesday.
usually severe, we
for an operation.
tbe Paine hospital
without their consent.
is a problem.
munities in the territory iir wblcn this
make dne allowance.
Miss Nina Hodgdon, a professional nurse,
A resolution has jnst been introduced in regulation
applies are hereby empowered will
accompany him. Mrs. Angie HutchMany friends in tbe coast towns of the Bouse asking tbe secretary of state and directed to divert such fuel as arrives
Theodore Roosevelt has consented
Hancock county will sympathize with to inform ns what progress is being made in such communities in c*rlo*d lots to ins will stay with Mrs. Hutchins.
to speak at the
State con- Aimer H. Walker of 101
A.
Jan. 21.
Newbury street,1 by his department along these fines. From meet the current requirements and to
the above you will see that we are far from
vention in
March 28.
Boston, Mass., in the death of his wife, i
an adequate and normal supply
provide
GOILDSBORO.
in this matter, and 1 hope that someFlorence M., which occurred at Bethany asleep
for such consumers of fuel as are specified
’ thing will soon be accomplished to remedy
George Stanley of Sutton is visiting
Dnder a bill approved by the food Deaconess hospital in Brooklyn, N. Y., the situation.
in section 1 hereof.
here.
Mrs. Walker died of
administrator and introduced in Con- Sunday, Jan. 13.
Yours truly,
“Section 3-On the following
deys.
Mach interest is being manifested by
Mrs. Walker
cancer, after an operation.
Joan A. Piters.
gress last week, wheatless and meatnamely Jan. 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. 1918.
the ladies of the Red Crosa relief society,
accompanied her husband when, aa evanless days would be made
and also, on each and every Monday
and much work is being done.
gelist soloist, he was with Seacoaat MisAviation Examinations.
instead of voluntary as at present.
beginnning Jan. 28, 1918, and continuing <
sionary MacDonald on the yacht Sun- j Within the last week, men applying for up to and including March 25, 1918, no
Tbe girls of Mrs. McDonald’s Sunday
beam.
She leaves besides her husband, commission* as
officers in tbe aviation
j
manufacturing plant shall burn fuel or ! school class, aged from ten to twelve
Radical changes in the govern- a mother, Mrs. Margaret
Reynolds of section of the signal reserve corps, have use power derived from fuel for any years, have purchased material and made
ment's
are Brooklyn, one sister and four brothers.
appeared at Portland before an examining purpose, with the following exceptions: : wash mils, towels and 3 pairs wristers.
in bills to establish a war
board recently appointed to bold exam“(A) —Plants which necessarily must j Roy Spurling, while working in the
Where
Wilson
Fails.
council of three members,
inations for applicants from Maine and be continuously operated
seven days
woods last week, bad one of bis eyes
I Boston Transcript.)
ful under the President, and to create
New Hampshire.
each week to avoid aerioua injury to the ! cut badly by a limb flying back and cutThe Garfield coal order has brought j
a director of war munitions.
the
3.
U.
A. Aviation ExBy addressing
Tbe
plant itself or its contents may use only iing quite a gash in tbe eyeball.
to a head a situation which has been
amining Board, 806 Congress street, Port- such quantity of fuel as is necessary to sight was not injured.
months
but
shaping up for
which,
land, information may be had which prevent such
The Teutonic allies and the BolsheJan. 21.
injury to the plant or
until the investigation of the war departshould he of interest to young men of its contents.
viki are still deadlocked over the
ment by tbe Senate committee, and the
The
between nineteen and
great Saturday rrasimpi is really a
“(b) Manufacturers or plants manu- j
question of peace terms. The stumb- unexampled act of stagnating the indus- good physique
(both inclusive), who want to tunng perishable foods or foods for magadne—for tbe price of a newspaper. It
thirty
block
is the evacuation tries of the country as the direct result of
ling
is tbe Saturday edition of the Boston Transerve their country and incidentally learn
necessary immediate consumption.
of occupied territory, demanded by executive incapacity and official mistakes,
and is one of tbe most interesting of
to fly.
Men somewhat older who have
—Manufacturers of foods not per- trripi
“(C)
all our home papers.—Adn.
the Russians in order that the inhabi- could not have worked out to a practical technical
or business experience
ishable and not necessary for immediate
training
tants may have a free rein in express- conclusion without psychology to aid it.
ilong certain lines, may qualify as non- consumption may burn fuel to the extent
It has now been demonstrated to tbe
tthmtilL
ing their desires as to their fntore
flying supply officers, adjutants, etc., to authorized by the fuel administrator of 1
country that Woodrow Wilson is a great the
the state in which such plant is located
government.
flying squadrons.
spiritual leader, who has rendered to his
or by his duly authorized representative i
which ia valuable to owner for light work, and
country and the world a matchless and
Registration of Germans.
upon application by the United Stales s good driver. Address R. F. D. No. 1, Box
Winfields.
of Surry necessary service in
The attorney general for the United
defining the war aims
food administrator.
30, Ellsworth Palls. Me
aunounces that he will be a candidate of the United States and
its allies and in States has designated
the period from
“(D) —Plants necessary to the printing j
in the
the placing the war upon so high a moral Feb. 4 to 9 inclusive, tor tbe registration
primaries
and publication of daily papers may burn
nomination for the full term of county plane as to command tbe solid support of of Germn alien enemies.
fuel or use power derived therefrom as
German alien enemies residing in towns
commissioner.
was the nation. In thus unifying sentiment in >
Harry village, house and six acres of
usual, except that on every Monday from
land at a bargain.—G. H. Wassox. East
elected two years ago for the two his own country and becoming the living or areas of less 1 ban 5000 population should Jan. 21 to March
25, 1918, inclusive, they Surry. Me
voice of liberty throughout the world, the present themselves to the postmaster of
years of the unexpired term of the
may burn fuel or use power derived therePresident has achieved a place of glorious the offic^ from which they receive their
Thrift
Stamp* ami Help
iate
J.
from only to such extent as is necessary ;
of Ellsworth.
distinction of which history cannot rob mail.
Have Tour Country.
He has served
to print and publish such editions as such
and efficO END for our circular on wood saving out*
him.
Tbobxdikb Macbixb Company.
plants customsriiy print and publish on O bta.
Past custom seems to entitle
SOUTH BLUE HILL.
But as a practical manager he has lacked
legal holidays other than the bahbalb. or, ; Portland. Maine.
him to renomination for the full term. initiative and
Miss Ruth Simpson is visiting her sisexecutive capacity, he has
if such plants do not customarily print or
played politics with great ciuse, and he ter in Brooklin.
publish any editions on such legal bolt- j
Politics at
Yea, there has permitted small men to attempt the
Ransom Conary, who has been in Maryday, they may burn fuel or use such power \1 T O M B N and girls wanted for beat
is and
will be.
Bnt it duties which could be performed efficient- land some time, is home.
hotels in Maine. Waitresses, chainYf
lo »ucn exiem as is necessary 10 issue out
bermsids. kitchen, dish, laundry, pastry and
must be remembered
ones.
ly
The
of
only
by
great
that Senator
gravamen
j
Mrs. Earl Kane of Brooklin spent last edition on the said Mondays.
all-around cooks. Girl- for noasework. Apply
the
the
fuel
against
charge
adminittraat once and always to Matitrf Hotel tower.
Chamberlain, who declared last week
; week with her parents, E. B. Simpson and
“(E)—Printing establishments may burn 90
Main street. Bangor. Me., for reliable hotel
t'»on is not that Dr. Garfield ordered the
that “the
j wife.
fuel on Jan. 18,19, 20, 21 and 22, 1918, to , positions.
establishment of
of
the
manufacturing plants
country
the government has fallen
extent
as is necessary to issue cursuch
is
Albert Bowden and wife of Brooklin
closed, but that in the early summer the
a democrat.
Senator
were the guests
of Herman Olson and { rent numbers of magazines and other pubwho at- administration
rejected the advice of
lications periodically issued.
tacked Theodore
wife
I
is also s practical men whose
recently.
and
rr/~k MEN wanted for Conductors and
patriotic
willing
“Section 4—On each Monday beginning
R- lo »Dtl
democrat, but of a different type. He efforts could have prevented the catasFrank Candage died at his home ThursvJV/ Motormen lor Street R.
and continuing up to and in- outside of Boston. (Not for Boston Elevated.)
Jan.
21,1918,
is one of the notorious “little group trophe, and by its own narrow
of heart failure. He was .the oldest
Jobs. Come
conception day,
March 25, 1918, no fuel Inexperienced men taken; steady Phone.
eluding
Monday,
EnUs*
at once and get 10 on this.
of wilful men”, so called by President of its task and its own mistakes in pursu- citizen in the place, being about eightyshall be burned (except to such extent as close postage If answer is wanted by mail.
four years of age. He had lived all his life
s star-chamber
Me.
Wilson when, a year ago, by
had
made
90
Main
ing
inChobch.
Bangor,
Bt-,
policy
repreis essential to prevent injury to property L P.
_..■■'■!—T""-!'
evitable the disaster which has overtaken here, respected by all. He leaves one son,
hensible
they prevented
from freezing) for the pnrpoee of supplyand
one
Leslie
the
both
Eugene,
grandson,
T.,
people.
a vote on the bill Co allow the Presi>; oners.
heai for.
ing
of this place. He was a member of MassaThe country is now, thanks to recent
dent to arm American merchant
•
“(A)—Any business or professional ofASNl'AL MEETING.
events, able to differentiate between the paqua grange.
The
fices, except offices used by the United
of the United
annual meeting of the stockholders o
steamships.
21.
Jan.
O.
of
the President in
great accomplishment*
the
Hancock
County Agricultural 80
govor
States,
municipal
state, county
States know him. As the New York a held in wmch
he has no living rival, and
clety of Bluehill, will be held at the store of
PROSPECT HARBOR.
ernments, transportation companies, pub- Merrill A Hinckley, in Bluehill. on Saturday,
Herald puts it, “to be attacked
his
mistakes
in
by
practical undertakings !
p. m., to a^supon the
George Gey of Gardiner is visiting his lic utilities companies, telephone or tele- Jan 26, 1918. at 2 o'clock
him is about the
tribute that which he had not the experience to avoid
following business, to wit: To hear report of
Mrs. George W. Colwell.
graph companies, banks, trust compa- officers, to elect a board of directors and to
the splendid patriotism of Theodore nor the breadth of action to permit com- sister,
transact any other business legally brought
Charles Blance has sufficiently recovered nies, physicians or dentists.
before said meeting.
Roosevelt could receive.”
petent agents to assist him. The line beN. L. Gkimdkll. Secretary.
“(B)—Wholesale or retail stores or any
tween executive genius and executive in- from hie illness to be nut again.
Bluehill. Jan. 18.1918
business
or
bouses,
The
Mrs. Frank Shaw went to Hancock Sat- drug stores, business
for failure to capacity has now been drawn so clearly
whatever, except that for the
tackle the railway problem in
CARD OP THANKS.
time, that even the shivering workman, waiting urday to visit her daughter, Mrs. Allison buildings
the
of selling food only, stores may
for an unfortunate for bis
purpose
Colwell.
to
can
see
desire to extend to friends and
it
and
can
reopen,
plant
heat
on
of
the
selection as fuel
any
maintain necessary
and
neighbors our sincere thanks and
that it is one thing to “stand i
Mrs. Charles Blance
her
celebrated
the
appreciation of their -kind helpfulfor the resultant appreciate
days until 12 o’clock noon, and grateful
ness shown in so many ways at the death of
by the President*’ when he voices the j seventy-fifth birthday Thursday with a specifiedthat for the
of
Ijave
forced
purpose
selling our brother and uncle; also to the Masonic
except
of
the
world
and
another
dinner to her daughters, Mrs. L. P.' Cole
highest thought
H. H. Rice post and the relief
the issuance of tn€ GarAeid edict,
drags and medical supplies only stores bodies. Win.
to support the chief executi e in his and Mrs. Daniel Libbv.
corps for their beautiful floral tributes.
rest
upon thd shoulders of
L. S. HASKKLL AMD WIFE.
may maintain necessary heat throughout
of
stubborn
defence
discredited
subordiJan. a.
He has
C.
R. K. Haskell.
the commander-in-chief.
the day and evening.
Feank 8. Calc.
to date to run the war nates and his continual refusal to accept
Mbs. Coba L. Welch.
moving picture houses,
“(C)—Theatres,
BAY81DE.
in
chosen
the
and
counsel
of
cabinet
assistance
with a clerical
experienced
Jan.
1918.
Ellsworth,
22,
billiard
rooms, private or
bowling alleys,
refused
Maynard H. Murch has blood poisoning
peace for peace work; he has with a men.
pablic dance halls or any other place of
in his loot.
to support or strengthen them
he has been Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
public amusement.
SMwrhanstnV
competent war
George Day, Capt. David Closaon and
“Section 5—On each Monday beginning
nnable to rid himself of an ingrained by local applications, as they cannot reach
Thomas Pinkham are ill.
the diseased portion of the ear.
There
is
he
to
and
advice;
and
Jan. 21, 1918,
continuing up
against expert
only one way to cute catarrhal deafness,
SEAMEN.
Henry Bartlett and wile were called to including March 2S, 1918, no fuel shall be
has failed to realize that “faith with- and that is by a constitutional
remedy.
Catarrhal deafness Is caused by an inflamed Center Sunday by the illness of his burned for the
out works” will neither save democpurpose of heating rooms Chance for
of
the
mucous
oondition
the
The
of
Advancement—Free.
enemies
lining
racy nor destroy its
in which intoxicating liquor is sold or
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is in- brother Albion.
caunot win the war without flamed you have a rumbling souud or imU. 8. Shipping Board free navigation school
J»n. a.
served on these days.
C. A. C.
trains seamen for officers’ berths
that.
know
Rockland
at
when
and
it
is
they
perfect
bearing,
entirely
the
| “Nothing in this regulation shall be in new Merchant Marine. Bhort cut to the
cannot win the oosed. Deafness is the result. Unless the
But the
AMHERST.
Two years’ sea experience required
can be reduced and this tube
construed to forbid the heating of res- bridge.
That the inflammation
Native ot naturalized citizens only.
war without the
Course
restored to its normal condition, hearing
The lumbermen are complaining of toO
will be destroyed forever. Many cases of
tauract, hotels or other places in which six weeks. No enlistment. Apply at school,
government must be
Fbdbbal Bgildimc,. Rockland.
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is an much snow.
are
in
no
meals
but
which
intoxiserved,
I
Tra nitenpt
inflamed condition of the mucoua surfaces.
Mrs. Mary E. Bunker and Miaa Lillian 1 eating liquor is sold or served on the
Medicine
acts thru
Hall’s Catarrh
the !
*u
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system. I Johnston are ill of
the
to
!
obey
said
of
Mondays.
pneumonia.
It is the part
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
for old or broken set*.
•’
“Section 6—No fuel shall be burned on
Mrs. George Dorr of Aurora is
fuel conservation order of the gov- case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be !
.Send
Parcel
Post
or
visiting
write
for
parcured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine. Circulars her
any of tbe Mondays specified in the fore- ticulars.
sister, Mrs. Emily Johnston.
It is the part of human |1 free. All Druggists, 75c.
ernment.
F. i. CHENEl & CO. Toledo, OJan. a.
going section for the purpoee of supply- team* Sort C* ten 44. liafteatM, K. T.
and
p.
!
the
necessity
to
nature

legal
privileges.
possible,
correspondents,
possible, during

In Effect

rooms or

used in connection

RAILROAD

Jan. 20, 1018.

of any mine or plant producing
shall this regulation be construed

operation

only places doing busi-

Main street

on

was

was

MAINE CENTRAL

the Sunday previous thereto.
“Section 7-Nothing in this regulation
shall be construed to apply to or affect the

The text of the order follows:

thia country.
This matter wss considered by the House
of Representatives last summer. A member
of tl e foreign relation* committee, which
had it in charge, consulted me in relation to
tbe draft of a bill and its effect, and a bill
was drawn that had tome real teeth in it—
more so than a bill which had passed tbe
Senate. At thia point the secretary of state
intervened, came before the committee in
executive session, and gave them some very
urgent reasors why farther action should be
deferred until he had taken tbe matter up
with the foreign governments interested.
The committee granted bis request, as it was
obvious that to get the best results we must
work in harmony with the alliesI believe it is the purpose of tbe state department to make treaties with other governments so that their subjects eligible for military service shall be sent home in exchange
for any of our subjects similgrly situated in
their countries.

to

hydro-electric

plant is operated by

people

The

Peters,

in

I am glad to advise you not only as to my
attitude toward tbe military service of aliens
in this country, but also as to what has already been done about it.
1 am very earnestly of the opinion that
aliens in this country, subject* ot countries
in this fight oh our aide, should either be
brought under tbe provision* of our selective
draft law or placed where they can be reached
by the governments of their own countries
for the asme purpose. It would be a disgrace
to fight thia war with our own boya sod leave
any alien slacker enjoying the hospitality of

The fuel administrator with

passed.

ft

A.

Fuel

Text of

XM»tmsmvnt#

in* power for the movement of surface,
elevated, subway or aurburban cars or
trains in excess of the amount used on

FCJKL.

SAVK

Administrator’* doting Order.
Fuel Administrator Garfield’s drastic
order restricting the use of fuel, went
In Ells wort", es
into effect last Friday.

bet-

Subject.

writes:

insniting haste, forestalled this action
of the Senate by signing the order
twenty minutes before the resolution

closing of our office on Mondays until
While onr
and including March 25.

this

livan, making some criticism of the attitude of this government toward aliens in
this country, citizens of countries allied
with ua in this war, as regards drafting,

order became known, and a resolution
asking postponement of action for
five days was rnshed to passage in the

_

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23, 1«18.

administrator

to

millions of laboring

to

on

Congressman John

people. And the people, through
Cong-ess and the press, have questioned the wisdom of such action. A
storm oi protest raged at the national
capitol when the drastic nature of the

-ibea •iresee'i
B alBPai1 eon* Mtunf cation a
* r*.er* made pay
o, &&d all check* aott morjy
Publishing
atite to Thf. Hvhcoci Couktt
Go.. IHeworth, Maine.

fuel

ter*

citizens of a democracy to question
the judgment and efficiency of an
administration that, with scarcely
twenty four hours’ notice, issues an
order that paralyzes industry and

oajuoc* w)vyT\ publishis* w»
W

Congressman Peter* Replies to

rather than speeds up war preparations: an order that will undoubtedly
morally strengthen and encourage
It is the part of the
the enemy

Al

TO

DRAFTING AUKNS

the wisdom of an order that takes
hundreds of millions of dollars out of
the pockets of labor and slows down

She ^llsojortti American

;.;.j
Sullivan..f.I

..

...

4M.~
io|.
o&
m I r

77
rf
ft 45I ft

Sorrento..
Bar Harbor..

ar..j

m
I a
i
Stop* on signal or on notice to conductor.
*
Daily. Sundays included, f Daily, except
Sunday.

t

DANA C. DOUG LABS.
General Manager.
M
L HARRIS
General Pasaeuger Agent.
Portland, Mains.
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Bank Slatrmmt.

proved

Saturday.

hope they

J

REPORT OP
;

CONDITION

(

-OP THE-

|

j

BDRfilLL NATIONAL BiNK

republican
Bangor

at

Ei!•worth, in the State of Maine, at the close
of business on December SI. 1917.

—

j

compulsory

j

j

RESOURCES.
Loans and dlacoanta.

j

j

|

war-making machinery
proposed
all-power-

j

\

...

j
!

Ertx^RA.

—

evidently

1

j

j

Treworgy

republican

tfor

Capt. Treworgy

f
|

military

down”,
Stone,
Roosevelt,

I

people

n

|

|

j

|

!

xpcnal

THE

highest

responsibility

responsibility

responsibility
r?hicb

|

WE

administrator,
Anally

squarely

attempted

...

council;

prejudice

people
government;
government
people.
tanght—Boston

|
|

FALSE

loyalty

|

question

4.

■

TEETH,wWp,to

90.917

SS

14*46 75
133 M3 09

Reserve bank stock
Stock of Federal Reserve
bank.(30 per centof sub-

2.150*)

..

1*00 00
7*76 55

Farniture and fixturesReal estate owned other
than hanking house.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bans.
Cash in vaalt and net
amount due from na
tional banks.
Checks on other banks m
the same city or town as
reporting bank-.....»••••
Total of uems.
Checks on banks located
outside of city or town of
eporting bank and other
cash items.
Redemption fund with 17.
8. treasurer and due
from U. 8. treasurer
War Savings and
Thrift
Stamps...

1.000 00
19.011

36

20*8154
621 91
21.90S 46

3*06 90
2.500*)

..

Jkjtlp CHantA.

j

Allibustering,

00

■

I

j

5*06

scription).

jtrmalc Jitlp tflantrb.

Washington?
always

28,000 60

etc...
Stocks, other than Federal
..

—

j

always

1

Buy

Capt. Henry Joy
f&ithfally
iently.

11*9901

unpledged

{ AT

j

pledged to secure Mate
deposits or bills
payable.

or otbvr

Collateral trust and other
notes of corporations issued for not lees than
one year nor more.
Total bonds, securities,

JFot Stit.

j

-..

Bonds other than 17. 8.
bonds pledged to secure
r. 8. deposits
Bonds loaned (other than
17.8. bonds;..
Securities
other
than
U. 8. bonds
(not including stocks) owned

i

I

Capt.

9934*03 92

Total loans. 324.6*2 92
bills redisNotes and
than
counted
(other
bank accepances sold)
$11*00 w...
Foreign bills of escban ge
or drafts sold with indorsement «tt this bank. 32.500 00 9292,102 W
Overdrafts, secured, 9906-51;
unsecured 9357.ua
1,166*4
U. 8. bonds deposited to
secure
circulation par
value ;.
50.000 <w
Total V. 8. bonds (other
than Liberty
bonds)
and certificates of indebtedness
99.9*9 M
Liberty loan bonds, unpledged, S*« percent, and
4 per cent.16*50,00
Liberty loan bonds. 8S»
per cent, and 4 per cent.,

81134

Total.

$665.20$

04

Capital stock paid ha.

$50,000
10.000

oc
0)

5,156

44

standing.

50,000

00

LIABILITIES.

I

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits. $16423*2
Less current expenses, interest and taxes
$.168 W
paid.
outCirculating notes
Net amounts due to national banks
Net amounts due to banks,
bankers snd trust com-

473$:

plies.

3.389

Total of items.
Individual deposits subject
to check.
Certificates of deposit due
in less than 30 days (other
than for money borrowed).
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstand-

ing.
Dividends unpaid

129,018 51

11406 1$
37 35
1.028 *4
3 00

-.

Total of demand deposits
(other then
bank deposits) subject to reserve. 141,383 93
Certificates
of
deposit
(other than for money

borrowed)

..

ject

to reserve.

W ar loan deposit account,
Other United States deposits,
including deposits of U. 8. disbursing officers.
Other bonds borrowed for
which collateral security
was furnished.

274,086 06
14,790 GO

14.760
6.000 00

Total.
Liabilities for redUcouut*.
including those with
Federal Reserve bank...
Total

6,000 o*
969,0** 06

..

Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits sub-

70

3473 61

contingent liabilities,

00

5,000 00

$556,269

04

32400 00

$32400 00

STATE OF MAINE.
Cot'UTT or Hancock »*.:
I.Bdw. F. Small,
do
cashier
of Uic above-named
bank,
solemnly swear that the above statement U
true to the best of my knowledge and beliefBow. F. Small. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th
day of January, 1918.
Edmond J. Walsh,
Notary PublicCorrect—Attest:
Cmas. R. Bo shill.
1
Directors.
Lbwis HodokiN'
U. C. Jokda*,
I
—

[

COUNTY FARM NEWS.
OtmeniitnUlon

„biI Agricultural Clubs.
the

{From
JIEW

office of the county agent.
Worden. EHswortb I

MARK

N

BOYS’ AND OIRLB’

FOR

HKT

■Q

SmttWibian

CLUBS.

One

retch

Already

clut>s

organized

are

a* Sullivan

and Hancock, and one girl of the Ellsworth Falls club has even so early in the
new year canned 28 pints of fruit on her
1918 record. This girl alons last year
canned over 1,000 pints, and she will probably be the first one to equal such a record
during the year to come.
During the week of January 28, Mias
Bills will be in the county organizing
cooking clubs, and on March 1 the real
drive for this glorious cause will start.
Tbe date tor the next county contest
has

girls

already been set, and the boys and
are ready and more eager to enlist

part than ever before.
Every boy and girl in the county, from
those in the unorganized townships to
those on tbe islands off the coast, should
be given ao opportunity to join a club,
to do their

a
whole-hearted, self-sacrificing
leadership must and will come from our
liberty-loving people.

and

There

never

was

a

time when tbe need

of this particular work was so great, or
when, as • result of it, so much good
could be accomplished. Any community
it present without a club and desiring
to get started, should communicate with
tbe Farm Bureau, Ellsworth, at once.
EAST FRANKLIN.
Piui Blaisdell and Shirley Wallace have
North Jay to work.

cone to

Mr* Marcia Joy is teaching at West
Prsnalin and Miss Valina Wallace in the
South bay district.
Mrs. Beulah Paine of Bar Harbor is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence

Hooper.

Marcia Woodsum of New Portland
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. C.

Mrs.

Springer.
Reginald Joy

George Hooper

and
and

called,
Devens.
been

have

to

gone

have

Camp

more

evident that

vast region, continental or made up
of great islands, has collapsed west of
the Pillars of Hercules, otherwise called
the Strait of Gibraltar, and that its
collapse occurred in the not far distant
past. In any event, the question of
Atlantis is placed anew before men of

<

Ho«srd Huibert aud Sherman Joy, who
working in Caribou, are home.
B.
Jin. Zl.

To many

minds Atlantis

has

been

a

fabled country, a part of the interesting
mythology of the Eastern World, and
an inexhaustible subject for poets from
the days of Plato on, but now M. Termier
says:

“It may be, indeed, that the poets were
once more right.
After a long period of
disdainful indifference, observe how in
the last few years science is returning to
the study of Atlantis. How many naturalists, geologists, xoologists, or botanists,

asking

are

to-day

another

one

whether

far east as Egypt,
Tyrrhenian sea.

and

Europe

far

as

as

the

“All this power was once united to subjugate Athens, but the Athenians stopped
invasion

the

living

and restored att the nations

that side (east) of the Pillars of

on

independence.
“Later,with great earthquakes

Hercules to

iu
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and in-

auu uue

The Ellsworth steam

laundry

has

opened

agency with E. G. William* in Bluehill. Work w ill be sent every Tuesday

returned Friday.
The basket-ball game scheduled to be
played between the Boy Bcouts and town
teams Thursday evening, aa announced
elsewhere in this issue, has been cancelled.
Next Tuesday evening the town team
will meet the
Buck sport Athletics at
Kaoe’s ball.

and

_

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Clara Clapp
visiting here.
The K. of Ps.

of

will

Sargeutville
have

is

installation

•nd

supper January 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric
CTosson
Saturday from Providence, R. I.
Jan. 21.

arrived
X.

DEDHAM.
Etdridge of Brewer is
mother, Mrs. Wenftworth

Gladys

visiting
Staple*.

her

\

Alfred Gray and Wentworth Staples
are 18 the
general hospital, Bangor, for
surgical treatment.
Jan. 21.

B.

that the dimensions of the island

thought

of Atlantis

but

slightly exaggerated here,
remember that the Egyptian

are

must

we

priest thought of

Asia

as

what

know

we

as

Minor.
Plato also develops the Egyptian tradition of the fabulous origin of Atlantis,
fallen

to

which

this

the share of

Neptune

placed

god

and

his ten

on

mortal

The Surry Red Croaa auxiliary will meet
Rural hail Wednesday afternoon, Jan.
All having completed work are requested to bring it.
•t

lived at this time who could
withstand the great reaction and transmit the memory of it.

Nowadays
permit

ences

the

even

most

modern sci-

belief in Plato’s legend.

our

liny

llils Way to
Honey in 178(1.

Stale

war

closed

and the

the

tract

the

control

of the land has

..

*•

opening

the island.

into the central

About it

a

part of

circle of mountains

protect the plain from the icy blasts of the
north; in these superb mountains there
are numerous villages, rich and populous.

plain there is a magnificent city,
palaces and temples of which are con-

structed from stones of three colors drawn
from the very bosom of the island; here

j and there areMroioea yieldmgall the metals
useful to men,
the inland rise

and

dually the sbort-s of

perpendicularly

manding above the tumultuous
Vte may smile iu readiug,

geographic description

of

the

and

com-

sea.

but
island

remained

640, 1280 and 2560 acres.
“The grand prize was one entire township of 23,010 acres. This was No. 42 in
Hancock county, one of the best of the
timber tracts. The tickets were |24 each.
Neither the grand prize nor many of the
larger ones were drawn by those who purchased tickets.
who drew

lots,

liking

not

locality, exchanged them for lots
There
a

such

was

resolve

a

of the lots this
there

cases

plan

which had

laid

lots

were

In

some

the

on

actually

laid

out.
“Of the
land

fifty townships

lottery,

unoccupied

some

and

included

twenty-seven

in

are

the

Btlll

unorganized.
places have

arisen from
lottery tract, such as Cherry field,
Columbia, Columbia Falls, Princeton and
Home sizeable

the

Baileyville.
boundary of the land included in
lottery tract started near the southeast corner of the city of Ellsworth, ran
“The

is

of the sort which one jokes about
tallies
forgets. This description
well with what we would imagine to-day
of a great land submerged iu the region
of the Azosea and enjoying the eternal

north 36 miles to the northwest

corner

not

the town of Greenfield and then

and

miles to the chain of Grand

is the

in

the hold-

down

been

never

the

near

passed by

was

giving
privilege.

the General Court in 1835
ers

the

clamor

endowment of

ing in

northeastly

a

east

of
38

Lakes, follow-

course

the Schoodic

river to the Ht. Croix and then down the
St. Croix river to the northwest

corner

of

these

present city of Calais, then southerly
again byjhe east side of Baring and Char-

basement

lotte to the southeast

springtime

which

formed from a
a land
islands;
of ancieut rocks bearing, with
some
fragments of whitish calcareous
mountains
volcanic
extinct
terranes,
and lava flows, black or red, loug since
grown cold.
Bucb is the

story of the Atlantis of
Plato, a history fabulous in its origins,
like th* majority of histories, yet extremely exact and highly probable in
its details and tragic termination.
This is all that antiquity teaches us,
for the accounts of
Theopompus and
Marcellus are interesting only from the
impression that they leave us of the
wide circulation of the legend among
the Mediterranean
the peoples along
Down to
there

was

nearly our
general belief,

very
a

own

era

all about

ancient
in
the
Meditcrra uean,
Atlantiau invasion, which was checked
the

the

then west

corner

the south line

on

of

Charlotte,

of Charlotte,

zigzag course, to the southeast corner
of Columbia Falls, and finally west about
36 miles to the point of beginning. The
in

a

southern line of the

pHfcticallv

lottery

the line of

the

tract

is

now

Washington

County railroad.

“Only

two

or

three

people

who lived

present borders of the State of
Maine bought tickets. Officials of Harvard college drew lot 36 in Baileyville
township, where the big pulp and paper
within the

mill

is

A

located.

now

number

of the

tracts have since become valuable.
“The

president

and fellows of

Harvard

college drew three other tracts, tw# of
320 acres and one of 160 acres. The Belief
Fire Society of Boston, through its treasurer, Moses Grant, took a chance in this
land gamble.
"Among

me

chusetts who

noiea

bought

people 01 Massatickets were Rufus

Cheerful Mind.
of the Atlantic Green Amory of Boston, who drew friO
the physical geography
To be cheerful when the world Is
acres, Rev. John Murray of Newburyocean tends to show us what might well
going well with you Is no great vir- have been the base of this great oceanic port ; Sylvester Gardiner of Boston, Maj.
lies of Hingham, Hon. Oliver
tue. The thing is to be cheerful uncontinent, the loftiest spires of which Hodijah Bay
der disadvantageous circumstances. If form the Azores. He looks forward to the Wendall, John Tudor, Leonard Jarvis, all
Tufts of Newburyport
one has lost
money. If business pros- day when the charts of the Atlantic wilt of Boston. Samuel
Pects fall. If enemies appear trium- be exact and detailed, affording a closer also drew some land and Leonard O. Borland of Boston, whose occupation is given
phant, if there is sickness of self or study with this point in view.
made a haul of 1200 acres
those dear to one, then Is It, Indeed, a
Geology also indicates the possibility of as ‘gentleman,'
virtue to be cheerful. When poverty there once having been a great tableland w ith his ticket. John Penniman of PaxPinches day after day. month after surmounted with volcanoes in the eastern ton captured 1920 acres and Mr. Fuller of
month, or through the years as they Atlautic, where now Gough island, 8t. Ludlow was fortunate ir drawing a tract
Pa»», and one has ever to deny self of Helena, Ascension, Cape Verde islands, of 3840 acres.
every little longed-for luxury, and the the Canaries, Medeira. the Azores and a
“Dr. David Cobb of Taunton, aid-depuzzle of how to make oue shilling do few others, all of w hich are either integ- camp on the staff of Gen. Washington,
the work of two has to be solved, then rally or in the greater part formed of lava, William Cushing of Pembroke, Hon. Olithe man who can still be cheerful Is a and many of which bear volcanoes, appear ver Phelps of Granville, Mass, and Theohero. He Is a greater hero than the above the surface of the sea.
dore Sedgwick of Stockbridge all drew
soldier who faces the cannon's mouth.
Mr. Phelps untimately went exThese islands seem Indicative of a great lota.
8uch cheerfulness Is the kind that we upheaval, and the depths which surround tensively into the timberland business
heed to cultivate.—Exchange.
them are the resting place of earlier moun- throughout the country and finally owned
He invented
tains, volcanic lava from some of which more than 6,000,000 acres.
and Appreciation.
To make courtesy popular It must
be shown that It pays,
pays In dollars
and cents us well as In
happiness, an
exchange says.
Appreciation makes
for greater efTort and creates one of
the most valuable assets and builds
up
a spirit of team
work. Much good always results when people think more
about their obligations and less about
rights. There are many discouraged
hearts everywhere that would be
helped wonderfully by a word of appreciation.

has been

dredged up.

The entire eastern

of the Atlautic

bottom, continues the author, is in movement, forming an unstable zone on the
planet, and in such a zone great cataclysms have occurred and may again occur

system of townships and ranges which
has been adopted by the United States in
Mr. Sedgsurveying government lands.
wick in 1802 was speaker of the National
House of Representatives.
the

zone

at any moment.

Not only oceauography and geology
teach us the possibility, even probability,
of there once having been an Atlantis,
but zoology shows a certain continental
origin of the present fauna, or animal life,
of the Atlantic islands which still remain, as well as the strange* relationship

“Dr. James Thacher of Plymouth, and
Nathaniel Appleton of Boston, founder of
the cotton manufacturing business in New
England, Col. John Glover of Marblehead,
who raised a regiment of fishermen for
the Revolutionary war, Rev. Jonathan
Homer, a noted divine of Newton, and
Judge John Lowell of Newburyport, all
tqjpk a chance with the tickets."

be

at

home

to

was

1

Mrs.

day night
Friday.

a

at

noon

letters

from

her

Wood and

Henry

the army.

Lieut.

ular army. He reports six inches of
there, which is quite unusual. Sergt.
ry Wood
writes in

quickly

from

know

{following

Hen-

some

of the other

camps

Squash, tb.s
Turnips, tb.
Pumpkins, each.

Cyrus Bridges,
Falls, Mass., is

Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz.
Bananas.

Hutchins and Miss Rena
Littlefield left yesterday for a visit in
Miss Ibelma

A

Violet Perkins has returned to her

SedgwicY

after

a

pleasant social

affair

was

tbe

ceremony,

Beef,

Veal,

picnic

lunch

Charles

22 325

..

30350
to<340
25 340
40
45 §50

lb.
...

35

34

$12 00
Flour, bbl.
4 00
Dorn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
Shorts. $2 60 <j$2 70
Mixed feed and middlings.
$2 MO3$3 60
2 76
Oats, bag, 21 bu.

Young of

Otter

awjmtsnnents.

Creek has been

here.

James Regis of Old Town visited
She is

teaching

bis

I

the

winter term of school.
Millard

Spurting

and

little

son

Emerson and Mrs. Ida Rice visited their
mother, Mrs. W. A. Rice, last week.
Loring landed freight here
last week and is moored in Northeast
The Herbert

Harbor for the remainder of the

Jan. 21.

winter.

Tot.
STONINQTON.

The

Stonington branch of the Red Cross,
since its organization Oct. It, has shipped

following articles: Eighteen sweatpairs socks, 24 pairs wristlets, 12
surgical shirts, 60 suits pajamas, 10 sheets,
the

ers.

tb.

Rice is home for the winter.

wife here last week.

Mrs.

lb

steak

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

was

SUTTON.

visiting

86yl00

..

Woodlocke.

Wilbert A.

roasts

..

served.

Jan. 21.

20.<*40

35 360

Lam b, tb
Hams
}.
Bacon.
Salt pork, tb.
Lard, lb.~.

Wardwell, presented the retiring W. M.
with the P. M. gavel. Mrs. Bridges responded pleasingly.

10
14
10

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.

during installation. After the
the retiring W. P., Dr. M. A.

A

36

FEW STAPLES.

instal-

of officers of Penobscot chapter, O.
E. 8., Jan. 18.
After business, officers
were impressively installed by the retiring
W. M., Mrs, Nella Bridges. Master Jean
Dtfnbar kindly played three selections on

lation

the violin

45

45&60

Coffee, tb.
Tea, lb.
Molasses, gal.

month with her

mother, Mrs. J. B. Sellers.
A

06
02
06
02
10

Sugar, granulated,tb.
powdered.
yellow.

Massachusetts.
Miss

03

...

Clement.

work in

45
06

FRUIT.

Chicopee

home of W. B.

the

3$12

Beets, tb.
Onions, !h
Carrots, tb.

Miss Vera Leach is at home from Augusta, ill.
Herman Perkins has moved bis family
to West Brooksvilie.
at

$10

Potatoes, pk.

PENOBBCOT.

who has been in

45
60
28
30

..

Cabbage, tb...'.

108

BORN.
BROWN—At Ellsworth, Jan 21, to Mr and
Mrs Carroll H Brown, a son.
LEIGHTON—At Sedgwick, Jan 18, to Mr and
Mrs Linwood Leighton, a daughter
PAOE—At Bucksport, Jan 17. to Mr and Mcs
Harry C Page, a son. [Stanley Oscar.]
MARRIED.
CHICK-ASTBURY-At Ellsworth, Jan 18,
by John H Brimmer, esq, Mrs Ethel M
Chick to Thomas E Astbury, both of Ellsworth.
CHOATF-SMITH-At Sedgwick. Jan 14. by
Rev Daniel W Kimball, Miss Annie L
Choate to Victor R Smith, both of Brooklin.
Mc KADDEN —BRIDGES—At Bucksport. Jan
19, by Harry H Carley. esq. Miss Mary L
McKadden to Eugene F .Bridges, both of

Bucksport.

PHlLLIPS—TAP1.EY—At Greensboro, N C..
Jan 14, by Rev J H Barnhardt, Miss Mattie
L Phillips of Spray, N C, to Clarence H
Tapley of Ellsworth.

CLEANS THE BLOOD
TONES THE NERVES
The gratifying results attending
the faithful use of the new medicinal combination, Hood’s Sarsaparilla before eating and Peptiron
after eating, are seen in purer blood,
1
stronger nerves, improved condition
! of the whole system.
L They are results that make this
course of treatment the most economical for sufferers from impure,

impoverished blood, weak, unsteady
nerves—no other accomplishes so
much for each cent expended.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Pept-

iron aid each other, and to take
both is to derive a four-fold benefit.
If a laxative is needed in connection with them, the gentle and thorough Hood’s Pills should bo used.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST

Twenty

PRICES

Experience.

Years'

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders prompt I > attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-2.

DIED.
At
BARTLETT
Jeon, Montana. Jan
8,
Quincy Bartlett, formerly of Bartlett's Island. aged 87 .tears, 3 months, 8 days.
BUTLER—At Brookline. Mass, Jan 17, Mrs
Mary R Butlei, of North Hancock, aged 85
years, 8 months.
CANDAGE-At Bluehill, Jan 16. Addie W
Landage, aged 8 years, 4 months, 6 days.
CANDAGE—At Bluehill, Jan 17, Levi Frank
Caudage, aged 88 years, 9 months, 4 days.
DYER—At West Franklin, ;Jan 18, Capt
Alonzo P Dyer, aged 73 years.
EMERSON-At Baugor. Jan 16. Mrs Ella
Kelliher Emerson, aged 64 years.
GARLAND—At Lakewood, Jan 16, Edward
Garland, aged 68 years, 6 months, 10 days.
LINCOLN—At Taunton, Mass, Jan 19, Mollie
Shute. wife of Leon Lincoln, aged 37 years.
MADDOCKS—At North Ellsworth, Jan 19,
Robert O, infant son of Mr and Mrs Harold
E Maddocks, aged 8 days.
POWER—At Bucksport, Jan 15. Mrs Effie
Power, aged 4U years, 6 months, 15 days.
SARGENT—At Ellsworth Palls, Jan 17. Augustus J Sargent, aged 79 years, 6 months.
SMALL—At Bucksport, Jan 14, Mrs Mary P
Small, aged 84 years.
—

|

StBrrttsnunu*

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

way.

Boy Walks Mile in “Nightie."
Monana, Iowa.—Everett Newcomb,
an eleven-year-old farm boy, walked
barefoot in bis night gown from his
home to town, one mile, asleep, and
was none the worse for the experience
when awakened.

PRODUCE.

VEGETABLES.

pretty comfortably situated.”
Jan. 22.
Krr.

such exemplary punishments, which.
Instead of serving as u warning, had
the opposite efTect of exciting pity and
provoking dangerous comparisons between the fate of those who evaded
military service and that of others who

prices in Ellsworth

Fresh eggs, doz.
Fowl, lb.
Chickens, lb.
Hay, loose, ton.

we are

disgusted at the

retail

COUNTRY

get very few luxuries, and I assure you that a parcel from home goes a
long way towards cheering a fellow up.
I don’t suppose we should complain, for
with

are

Dairy butter, tb.

we

compared

MARKETS.

to-day:

probably

As you

M.

ELLSWORTH

flue climate

the

has much to do with it.

Leach and Edward
Karri man
hauling lumber from the Johnson

snow

France,”
passes fairly

time

Perhaps

spending the
the Johnson

always increasing.

“somewhere in
“The

part:

here.

is

father at

-jHappy Is Lover of Books.
Without the love of hooks the richest man is poor; but endowed
this treasure of trenwros
poorest
man Is rich. He has wealth which go
power can diminish, riches which arg

“Phil” is stationed at Cbickamauga Park,
Ga., and has just successfully passed his
examinations for a captaincy in tbe reg-

minority.

£ave

interesting

week

] nephew's, Philip Shaw
| Gerard Wood, now in

It must be admitted that up to the
present the mistaken impression prevailed that the hardest share of fighting was borne by the peasant and laboring classes, who suffered most of
all from the war. This Impression Increased to such an extent that a great
proportion of the men who returned on
short leave from the front felt discouraged and dissatisfied when they realized that every city and town In the
country was crowded with young men
who evaded military service or who
even if called to the colors succeeded
In remaining away from the front and
saw no actual fighting.
Some Deserters Are Shot.
As a result, besides those men who
returned to fight when their short leave
expired, others felt Justified In deserting. Some of the latter were arrested,
court-martialed and shot, and their
comrades were not impressed with

point

county”

the

her

mill to Rucksport.
Jan. 21.

Mrs. Eleanor Htevens Wooster received
this

so

their lives for a moment of weakness.
There were, no doubt, other concomitant causes that contributed to weaken
resistance on the Italian front when
the well planned Austro-German offensive was timely initiated. Thanks to
their superior intelligence services at
the front and their espionage system In
this country the Austro-Germans knew
where and when to attack with success.
They resorted to propaganda
among the Italian troops holding positions where no fighting had been going
on for a long time.
It is known now that after the riots
at Turin most of the munition workers
who were socialists had been sent to
the front and attached to the units
holding these positions. It was among
these men that the enemy propaganda
was successful, and the deficient resistance, due to weakness or treachery,
that rendered the Invasion of Italy possible originated at a point which could
be easily defended by a handful of
men, as It was naturally strong and
formidably fortified because it afforded
the shortest way for invasion. Unfortunately the men who held this

uoq

Smith

Hazel

George
are

working constantly
dangerous coating of ice
The tirst train since Mon-

came

a

camp,

been

the

from tbe rails.

bush.”
The sons of well-to-do tradesmen and
farmers as a rule, are drivers of motor
lorries and ambulances, and those of
upper middle classes and nobility, tftio
should be officers, often prefer to drive
staff officers’ automobiles unless they
succeed In getting clerical work In offices away from the front.
It Is true that many young men volunteered for active service as officers
In Infantry regiments and sacrificed
their lives for their country, but they
were

has

remove

purchased

nas

Miss Rebecca Leighton is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Harrison Gray.

Revere after

in

winter with

shovels

many professional officers
calmly working on the four simple
rules of arithmetic, and In 24 hours
he had the case brought before a cabinet council and a royal decree was Issued postponing the work of the 148
officers, who were ordered without delay to the front.
No figures are available as to the
number of men physically fit yet exempted from active military service.
Cases of so-called “lmboscamento,”
meaning literally “hiding In bushes”
to evade military service, have been
frequent In Italy.
The socialists, who oppose the war
and whose peace propaganda contributed toward the recent military disaster, repeatedly told the masses that In
Italy the war was bping fought by the
peasants. The rich people do not fight,
said the socialists, as when one has
money he can easily “hide In the
sight of

—

the

the

Signor Nltti

“In advertising the lottery it was stipulated that no clanks were to be sold, and
that the minimum tract was to be 160
acres.
There were larger tracts of 320,

“Some

EAST ORLAND.

George Robertson
new driving horse.

Washington Junction Last week was the
of much activity because of the tieupof all the train traffic from Washington
A
county.
big crew with picks and

Royal decree la. Issued.

the

one

liam Bingham of
came
known as‘Bingham’s Tract.’ ExUnited States Senator Eugene Hale was
at one time agent for this property, and

this direction that

and

the remainder of

lump to WilPhiladelphia, and it be-

sold in

was

announcing

scene

Minority—Deserters

By PHILIP R. MACKENZIE.
Rome.—On the eve of the great war,
while General Cadorna was hard at
work creating the Italian army destined to unite Trent and Trieste with
the kingdom 148 officers of all ranks,
from colonels to sub-lieutenants, were
given special work. This work consisted In finding out how much money
was wasted during the Tripoli war.
A corridor in the ministry of the
treasury accordingly was set apart for
these officers, who during the last three
years have been auditing accounts and
taking their time In doing it, while
their cemrndes fought the Austrians
and were wounded or killed In action.
There is every reason to believe that
the great task of auditing the accounts
of the Tripoli war would have been
prolonged indefinitely, but the new
minister of the treasury. Signor Nittl,
discovered the 148 officers hidden In
the corridor.

with taxation problems and at the same
time Shay was fomenting rebellion among

anticipated.
“In 1793, however,

They will

Are 8hot.

commonwealth had been having trouble

a

Courtesy

teers In

in the office of

just

was

been received

many friends in Hancock and Washington counties will unite in congratulations.

Great Disaster to Cadoma’s Army May
Be Blessing in Disguise—Volun-

the Maine state auditor.
“Well they had one. It was in 1786.
Massachuset ts was hard up at the time ana
the state needed the money. The Rev-

olutionary

have

marriage of William

Henry Derby
and
Stevens Godfrey on Tuesday,
Out Jan. Emily
Mrs. Derby’s
1, at Kevere, Mass.

SEARCH IS ON FOR OTHERS

“I wonder how many people nowadays
know the Bay State once held a big lottery for Maine land,” says Elbert D. Haychief clerk

Cards

Raise

look

ford, formerly

WASHINGTON JUNCTION.

Feb. 15.

MAINE LAND LOTTERY.

He deacribes the cradle of the Atlautis
race as a
fertile plain located near the

country from which they came.
According to M. Termier, the study of

Keep

i

Minister of Treasury Routs
148 Officers and Sends
Them to Front.

47 pillow slips, 33 comfort kits, 36 comfort
he id kerchiefs and 40 Christpillows,
mas boxm.
It has also fitted oat each of
the seven boys leaving for camp Dec. 11,
with a sweater, a pair of socks, pair wristlets and comfort kit. It has 406 members.

NEWS

Mrs. Chester Lounder recently visited
in Boston.
tbe

men

children.

the

■

ex-

isted, that zoology and geology prove that
cataclysm, not unlike that mentioned by
Plato, occurred, and that It now remains
for science to solve the problem as to
whether

COUNTY

ITALY IS MAKING
SLACKERS FIGHT

must

a

coast towns.

shores.

EAST BCRKY.

indicating that they
closely connected.

Terraier believes that Atlantis

M.

mini

night, all who had been warriors against
Athens were swallowed up, and the island
of Atlantis disappeared beneath the sea.”
The author says that the above narrative
has not at all the coloring of a fable, but
an exactness almost scientific.
It may be

the

an

and

have been

discontented farmers in the western
Plato
transmitted to us, with
part of the state.
slight amplification, a page from actual
“As 1 said before, the old Bay State was
history of mankind.”
hard up for spare cash. It decided to
M. Termier quotes a part of Plato's diaspring the lottery. It included 50 townlogue “Timaeus,”or “Concerning Nature,”
ships between the Penobscot and St. Croix
from which the following facts, as stated
rivers in what is now the State of Maine.
by an old Egyptian priest, are secured:
“The lots were laid out under a resolve
“Athens was destroyed by a powerful
of the MassacbusetB General Court. The
army which came from an island larger lots were run
out by Gen. Rufus Putnam,
than Libya, and even Asia, lying in the
who bad been a trusted engineer under
Atlantic ocean beyond the strait called Gen.
Washington. He was a relative of
the Pillars of Hercules.
lien. Israel Putnam, who left his plow to
“In the island of Atlantis reigned kings
get into the Battle of Bunker Hill.
of amazing power, having under their do“Only 427 of the 2700 tickets offered for
main several other islands also, and some
sale were sold, and not quite f85,000 was
parte of the’conlinent, as wallas Libya, as realized, where a cool half million w'as
his not

In the

BLUSH ILL.

islands,
once

science.”

sea

hsve been

Mia#

permissible,

Asia

Miss Nettie Hooper is home from Milbridge for a short visit.
i>

yet

a

$25,000.

five times that amount.

and reappearance of certain marine animals and shells found only on these

Report:

Annual

“No affirmation la
but it seems more and

The Hancock County Farm Bureau will
and girls
make a drive to have 1000 boys
acacomplete I heir club work the coming
products worth at least
,co, sod raise
of the big men "higher up” recently
uid: “The work ol the agricultural club
tBd all that pertains thereto, is a very imif not the
portent part of war-winning,
Bioel important part."
Tbe 288 boys and girls who completed
tbeir work last year raised products valued st more than ff>,000, but this coming
vss/e with many more enlisted in the
irons, this total will easily be made to

ATLANTIS.

French Scientist Believes that Island
Once Existed.
Concerning the story that the great
continent of Atlantis may once have
existed, M. Pierre Termier of the French
Academy of Sciences, remarks in the

nurei.il

Work -Kurin

KABLKD

«

High Grade

Granite and Marble

Monuments, Tablets

and Markers

The mail-order house is advertising
for your business.
What are you going
to do abaut it t

Wood Wanted
We

are

in the

market

for

White Birch, Yellow Birch,
Rock Maple,
also Poplar.
Good Prices, according to

quality of stock.
at our

office

or

Please call

address

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.
AUTOMOBILE
STORAGE

BATTERIES

REPAIRED

RECHARGED

Batteries stored and given
proper care through winter
68 STATE ST.
A. P. ROYAL,
Next to Court House, Ellsworth

13to£tflBtnnaI Carhe.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
AgentUnlon Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of rort*
furnish I ug Probate and Surety Bond
und, for
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Water 8ts. (over Moore's Drug
Main
and
Cor.
Store). BiUworth. Me.

aimctusoro;.*.

fore the

URGED TO SLAY
ANO SPARE NOT

».

A

**Fruit-a-tives’* is now made in the
United States. This will be welcome
news to thousands of people who have
been send in g to Canad a for their supply
of these famous tablets, which are
made from the juices of apples*
oranges* jigs and prunes.
So great has been the demand for
•*
Frun-a-tives from all parts of the
United States, that the proprietor*
deemed it wise to establish a branch
right in this country.
Oftces and fruit tablet works are in
active operation at Ogdensburg, New
York from which point druggists and
stores

are

HSbcrtUKnumt

A VALUABLE TEAM

GAVE HER 1
DELICATE CHIU

veil as by letters vriilen by Ger“November 4. 1914.
soldiers in the field. The bra-The battles are everywhere exzen effort of Emperor William to
tremely tenacious and bloody. The
cast the odium of the fearful deeds Englishmen we hate most and we want
on the Belgians is also shown.
Quo- to get even with them for once. While
now and then sees French prisontations given are from documents one
ers. one hardly ever beholds French
already made public or in the pos- black troops or Englishmen. These
session of the government at ffosA- good people are not overlooked by our
Infantrymen: that sort of people is
ington.

It Built Him
Him
~

wagon will carry.
The better attention paid to the preparation of the soli, the handling of the seed, and the control of diseases, the bigger the yield of
two-dollsr-a-bushei wheat commercial fertilizers will produce. If they
are applied In sufficient quantity and are of suitable analysts.
When you take np the lines the next time and drive what you
consider the beat team of horse* In your county, remember tiiai you
keep that team because It Is profitable. Remember, also, that It
would not be profitable If It got beyond your control.
Still further,
remember the fact that the larger amount of work you can get the
team te do, the more profitable It Is to you.
At the same time, think
of the cloee analogy that fertilizers for your wheat crop, corn, potatoes
and other crops bear to your team of horses.
The better you feed
the crops, the larger the yield. Recall, furthermore, the fact that your
good team could not do tta valuable work If any of the Important
parts of the wagon were broken. Fertilizers. In the same way. will
attain thetr highest results and be moat profitable when you have
done everything within your power to make conditions most perfect
for crop production.
High priced crops a re worth help.
Make conditions best for the fertilizer “team" and It will return
largest profits to you this year. Top-dress your winter wheat with fertilizer.

man

being supplied.

V}

Fertilizer*. like a strung, vigorous, well-bred team of burses, are
most profitable to the farmer when conditions are nearest perfect for
their work; when they are suited to their task, and when they are
properly handled.
Study the picture closely. I* the Importance of orgnnlc matter,
proper tillage, sufficient drainage, the use of lime, the proper handling
of the seed, or the control of disease and Insert pests exaggeratedi
The stronger the running gear, the bigger the load of wheat the

as

•‘FRUIT-A-TIVES’' is the only
medicine in the world made from fruit
juices. An English physician in
Ottawa discovered a process whereby
frmt juices may be combined in such
a way that the natural medicinal properties of fruits are many time*

|

The
This Interview was reprodneed In mowed down without mercy.
the Berliner Tageblatt of November losses of the Englishmen must be enor- !
1
rnous.
There Is a desire to wipe them
20, 1914.
increased.
root
and
all.”
reout,
Mr.
F.
Walcott
of
the
C.
Belgian
Fruit-a-tive* '* has manv time*
lief commission b-JIs in the Geographurjjeu 10 mu vvunout riiy.
proved its value in cases of Stomach*
ical Magaalne for May. 1917, of meet- ]
Liner end Kidney Trouble—in RheuExtract from another letter to a
Gen
von
Bernhardl:
matism, Headaches, and Neuralgia—
Ing
brother:
tn Dyspepsia and Constipation
in
“As I walked ont, Gen. von Bern- Schleswig. 2$. 8 14 (Ang. 25. 101-0.
/Nervousness, general /weakness and
"Dear Brother.
hard! came Isito the room, an expert
Too will
Skin Diseases.
artilleryman, a professor In one of shortly go to Brussels with your regiFruit-a-tives •' is sold by dealer*
their war colleges.
I met him the ment as you know. Take care to pro•t 50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size,
next morning, and he asked me if 1 tect yourself against these civilians,
25c. or sent postpaid on receipt of
had read his book. ‘Germany In the especially In the villages. Do not let
price by Fruit-a-tives Limited,
Ogdeasbur-, Nsw York.
Next War.’
anyone come too near. They are very
iw you
clever, cunning, fellows, these Bet
t ssto
tie saiu;
nca.
know, my friends nearly ran me out gians; even the women and children
Never
are armed and fire tbelr guns.
of the country for that?- They said,
'You have let the cat out of the bag.'
go Inside a bouse, especially alone.
Manure Re-enforced With FerDEER ISLE.
If you take anything to drink make
I said. ‘No, I have not. because nobody
Deer Die high defeated Stonington high
tilizer Gives
will believe It.’
What did you think the Inhabitants drink first and keep at
at basket-hall at Stonington Friday evenThe newspaa distance from them.
of itf
Yields.
ing. The score, 24 to 13.
pers relate numerous cases In which
"I said. *OeneraI. I did not believe a
Capt. and Mrs. WtlDrd Haskell are reword of It when I read it but I now j they have fired on our soldiers whilst
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
With the prospect of a decided :
feel that you did not teU the whole they were drinking. Ton soldiers must
son, born Jan. 17.
shortage of plant food supplies, stable
truthand the old general looked spread around so much fear of yourMrs. E. B. Cook left Thursday for Milselves that no civilian will venture
manure takes on Increased Importance
actually pleased.”
j
ford, Conn., to visit her daughter, Mrs. R.
Remain always In
to come near you.
It has not yet
In crop production.
Speaking on Angust 29. 1914. at
O. Emmons. Mias Bates will have charge
I hope that j reached the point where It Is worth
of
others.
the
company
Munster, of the extreme measures
of her store.
the newspapers and that
from SC to $10 per ton, ss some would
which the Germans felt obliged to take you have read
The new members of the Red Croat met
know how to behave. Above all 1 have ns believe, bnt It Is certainly
against the civil population <4 Bel- you
have no compassion for these cutSaturday evening to organize. Meetings
worth enough to Jostlfy better care
gium. Gen. vou Blsslng said:
will be held Thursday afternoons in the
Make for them without pity
throats.
and attention than It has been get"The
Innocent
must suffer with the
ladies' aid room at the chapel.
1 with the butt-end of your rifle and the
ting.
In the repression of
guilty.
The Reach i* frozen over and safe for
bayonet
So much has been written about the
Infamy, human lives cannot be spared,
WTLLL"
•'Your brother,
travel between Deer Die and Sargentville. ;
saving of manure, bnt eo. much yet
and If Isolated houses, flourishing vilAutomobiles and teams are crossing for
sanction
to
The emperor gave his
remains to be done by the farmer that
lages, and even entire towns are annitbe first time in years.
the reports of the brutal acts of the
we are led to believe the recommendahilated, that is assuredly regrettable,
President
to
tions have been too complicated to
a.
8.
but It must not excite Ul-tlmed senti- Belgians In a telegram
follow, or else that the gain haa not
mentality. All this must not In our Wilson.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
“Berlin, via Copenhagen. Sept T, 1814. been worth the price. There are. howeyes weigh as much as the life of a
ever. three things which may easily be
“‘I feel It my duty, Mr. President
Harvard Stanley and wife are in tbeir
single one of our brave soldiers—the
done by any farmer, to Increase the
bew home.
rigorous accomplishment of duty la the to inform you as the most prominent
crop producing value of stable manure
emanation of a high kultur. and in
representative of principles of humanHeft Stanley went to Boston on the
on hi* farm from 50 to 100 per cent,
that, the population of the enemy ity, that after taking the French fortcoast patrol boat Hobo, last week.
and these without any material Incountries can learn a lesson from our ress of Longwy. my troops discovered
A dance was held at the hall Friday
crease either In labor or capital.
there thousands of dumdum cartridges
army.”
evening. Home talent furnished music.
made by special government machinThe Canadian held reports And a ton
Atrocities.
Officer*
Mrs. Florence Stanley of Islesford was
Encouraged
The same kind of ammunition
ery.
of fresh manure a little more valuable
the guest of Mrs. Hiram Stanley last
Gen. vou Biasing, after his appointwas found on killed and wounded
than a ton of rotted manure (made
week.
ment as governor general of Belgium,
troops and prisoners, also on the Britfrom two tone of freeh manure).
Rev. A. P. McDonald gave a party to
repeated In substance the above opin- ish troops. Ton know what terrible Therefore, we get twice as much value
tbe grammar school children on the Sunion to a Dutch Journalist. The Interwounds and suffering these bullet* infrom manure when we haul It direct
beam. two weeks ago, and Wednesday
view is published In the Dusseldorfer flict and that their nse I* strictly forto the field. Instead of throwing It Into
night entertained the primary school.
Anzeiger of December 8. 1914.
bidden by the established rules of Ina barnyard to rot.
address
Rooney.
Irvin S. Cobb states his conclusions
I
therefore
Jan. 21.
law.
ternational
The Pennsylvania agricultural exinto
to
on the responsibility of the higher Geragainst
solemn
a
yon
protest
periment station found that manure
NORTH BROOK.LIN.
to
the
which,
man command for the atrocities:
of
kind
warfare,
owing
spread at the rate of six tons per acre
Mrs. Annie Coombs has suffered a slight
methods of our adversaries, has be- | returns
“But I was an eyewitness to crimes
$3.29 per ton In crop Increase,
known
barbarous
most
of
the
|
shock.
which, measured by the standards of come one
while when spread at the rate of ten
emhave
Not
they
In history.
only
Dr. Raymond JCLarke and wife, of Deer humanity and civilisation. Impressed
tons per acre It returns only $2.29 per
me as worse than any individual exployed these atrocious weapons, but ton.
Isle, visited here last week.
enhas
openly
the Belgian government
could
William, son of James Seavey, a native cess. any individual outrage,
Re-Enforce With Fertilizer.
couraged aDd long since carefully preever have been or can ever be; beof this place, is supply sergeant for headof
the
Belgian
Manure la weak in the element
the participation
pared
cause these crimes indubitably were
of
the
t>th
Massachuquarters company
The
phosphorus, and benefits Immensely
Instigated on a wholesale basis by or- civil population In the fighting.
setts infantry, now at Camp Greene,
atrocities committed even by women
from the addition of phosphoric scid.
must have
and
officers
of
rank,
of
der
N.
C.
Charlotte,
and priests In this guerrilla warfare,
By adding about one-half a sack of
been carried out under their personal
Jaa. a.
Xenophon.
medical staff
add phosphate to each ton of manure,
supervision, direction, and approval. also on wounded soldiers,
CAPE ROSIER.
“Taking the physical evidence offer- and nurses, doctors killed, hospitals the Ohio experiment station Increased
attacked by rifle fire, were such that
Jar per Gray has bought the Jesse Gray
the crop producing value of a ton
ed before our own eyes, and buttresswere compelled to
wood lot.
of manure at least 50 per cent.
ing it with the statements made to us, my generals finally
orIn
take the most drastic measures
not only by natives, but German solThe plant food in ordinary manure
Samuel Green, a former resident, died at
diers and German officers, we could der to punish the guilty and to frightIs only about three-fifths as effective as
Brooksville recently.
from
en the bloodthirsty population
reach but one conclusion, which was
the plant food of commercial fertilizer.
The ice conditions are very bad making
continuing their work of vile murder For this reason manure should always
that here, in such and such a place,
it hard to get the mail to Casline.
There
and horror. Some villages and even
those in command had said to the
he supplemented with available fertilis also a shortage of grain.
‘Spare this town and these the old town of Loewen (Louvain), izer so tba* crops may he given a quick
troops:
Jaa a.
G.
1
excepting the fine hotel de vllle, had
And there they had said:
start In the early spring.
people.'
to be destroyed In self-defense, and
PASTRIDG E COVE.
‘Waste this town and shoot these peoBy handling manure as It should be
I
with available
Mrs. Laura Mears and Beatrice Burkple.’ And here the troops had dlscrlm- for the protection of my troops. My
handled—supplementing
;
hart Left Saturday for New Haven, Conn.
inateiy spared, and there they had in- heart bleeds when I see that such fertilizer and re-enforcing It with acid
discriminately wasted, in exact ac- measures have become unavoidable j phosphate—we will be able to make
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis of Northeast
and when I think of the numerous Inand
cordance with the word of their supeour present supply of fertilizer
Harbor have gone to Hartford, Conn., to
nocent people who lose tbelr home and
riors.”—Irvia Cobb, Speaking of Prusmanure more effective In the producwork.
Their children are with their
property as a consequence of the barNew York, 1617, pp. 32-34.
tion of food crops.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Eaton. sians,
barous behavior of tboae criminal*.
Hoodwinked German People.
Jan. 21.
Hubba&d.
Signed. William, Emperor and King.’
These ideas, then, were systemat“GERARD, Berlin."
ASSIST GOVERNMENT BY
NORTH SULLIVAN.
ically Impressed upon the military and
Lorens Muller In the German CathORDERING ALL YOUR
It waa necessary,
official classes.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
olic Review, Der Fels, February. 1816,
FARM SUPPLIES NOW.
however, to work upon the minds of
RoLertson, Jan. 14.
the German people, so that they might made the following statement In reMrs. N. H. Williams has entered the
to
the
telegram:
emperor's
the inhuman poligard
Eastern Maine general hospital for treat- lend themselves to
The great need of the railroads Just
cies advocated by the military leaders.
“Officially no instance has been
meat.
now Is cars, and more cars—that It
with
fired
as
has
of
To do this was difficult, for,
proven
persons having
Jan »H.
may care for normal traffic and assure
been shown often, many of the civil- the help of priests from the tower* of
the extra burden of troop and munimade
and
churches.
All
been
time
has
that
ian leaders of public opinion,
But It cannot get
tion movements.
airormannone.
again, expressed their horror of the known up to the preaent, and that has more cars over night or tomorrow,
i new spirit which was animating the
been made the object of Inquiry conThus It must try
or the next day.
The reichstag cerning alleged atrocities attributed to
FKKK OF UHABGK.
military authorities.
to make Its cars carry more—make
has
Why suffer with indigestion, dyspep- debates give ample evidence of this, Catholic priests during this war,
one car do the work which two cars
and the task of the military leaders I been shown to be false and altogether
sia, torpid liver, constipation, sour stomdid before the arar. This is where you
would have been still more difficult If Imaginary, without any exception. Our
ach, eoming-up-ol-food-after-eating, etc.
can help.
the reichstag had any real power. i emperor telegraphed to the president
a
when yon cau get
sample bottle o
When a dealer gets an order for
of the United States of America that
(See War Information Series No. S,
Green's August. Flower tree at A is lari
farm supplies, machinery, feed or coal,
even women and priests had commit“The Government of Germanysee
ihia medicine has re
der'a Pharmacy?
he holds It until ha gets more to go
also Gerard's “My Four Years in Ger- ted atrocities during this guerrilla warusarhable curative properties, and ha
wtth It—If be has time. If you get your
fare on wounded soldiers, doctors and
many,” chapter 2.)
demount rated its efficiency by fifty year
order* in early this year, you wilt make
nurses attached to the field ambuThe military authorities and those
of success. Headaches are often caused b;
the dealer happy, facilitate transportalances. How this telegram can be reein sympathy with, them have done all
a disordered stomach.
tion, aid the government and help
is put up in 35 am 1
in their power to stimulate a hatred of | onclled with the fact stated above we
August Flower
shall not be able to learn until after
yourself by Insuring delivery before
75 oeat bottles. For sale in all civiliaei j other peoples in the minds of the Gerthe time when goods are deeded.
mans.
A campaign of education be- ( the war."
es.
w»u

MAKING MANURE
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Largest
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Newaygo, Mich.—"My little t.
in a delicate, weak,
emaciw

was

condition and had a cough so we l»
to keep him out of school for a
Nothing teemed to help him w
Vino! was recommended, and s
change it made in him was ren-J
able. It has built him up and
mk
him strong so hit cough is
ata!
entirely gone. We can not recc*
mend Vino! too highly.”—Mrs. K t
1

Hanlon.

Mothers of weak, delicate alia
children are asked to try this fats*
cod liver and iron tonic on our »-i.
antee.
Children love to take it
Alexander's Pbsrasacy, C. E.
Alena*
Prop., Ellsworth.

COUNTY NKWs
\

WEST FRANKLIN.

seriously ill.
Mr. and Mr*. George Smith
are visiting here.
Doris Clark la

of

Mm. Frank Goodwin and two
returned to Hancock.

1918 WHEAT CROP
Top

Dress With Manure and Fer-

tilizer and Increase the
Yield.
The bureau of crop estimate* of tha
United States department of agriculture reports an Increase of four per
cent In the acreage of fall-sowa wheat,
as compared with that sows In the fall
of 1916.
This would ba highly encouraging. were It not for the fact
that mach of thts la In poor condition,
la In fact ten per cent under the average condition of tha last ten year*. Unless the coming spring Is remarkably
favorable for the development of winter wheat, the 1918 crop will ba even
smaller than that of 1917.
We have hut one more chance for
Increasing our W18 bread-grain crop,
and this la by top-dressing either with
fertiliser or with manure. In the latter case the work rosy be done sconce,
the msnure being spread thinly and
evenly, preferably with the manure
Manure so used protects
spreader.
the wheat from winter Injury, and at
the same time stimulates growth tu
the cold weather of early spring. Kerry
day gained at this season la Just so
much crop Insurance.
When fertiliser Is used It must he
applied Just as growth start* In th#
is then that available
early spring.
plant food Is most needed, and when
it is most efficient in causing th#
plant to “tiller out" and Increase the
Fertinumber of seed-bearing stems.
liser used at this time may change
crop failure to crop success, and is
certain to give results when the wheat
was sown late, or when It was sown
with an Insufficient aupply of plant
food.

tea*

a**

Mm. Ella Hardison and daughter Gsttg
visiting in Brewer.

Mm. Augusta Clark of Milo is the roc
of Mr. and Mm. A ohm Clark at Egypt.
tbe coot motor*

ou

the

Moog
too*

sec

job.

stone for the
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laataa

are

On* of

MORE VALUABLE

NEWS

Up and
Strong

Desert bridge has bean hem to

—

COUNTY

VN

Bissrng.

Of Sufferers In England
And Canada O we Their Recovery
To “Fruit-a-tives

general

carried on with the

Cruelty by

•FppU-Htm" Is M»d« From Tin
Jam Of Apples. Oranges. Figs And

WOMDERFLiltiiOftO OF
WONDERFUL REMEDY

wa»

of the Germans the treacherous nature
of the peoples against whom the military leaders were anxious to wage
war.
Not only were the Germans gradually led to believe that It was neces1 sary to fight a defensive war against
unscrupulous foes, hut also that those
German Soldiers Incited to Acts foes would violate every precept of humanlty, and consequently must be
of
General Von
! crushed without mercy as a measure
The fruits of this
of self-defense.
j campaign of suspicion and hatred bei came evident when almost at toe out'EMANATION OF HIGH KULTUIT break of the war many Germans be'■atne possessed with
the belief that
I the whole population of Belgium. the
Governor General of Belgium on Rec- first country to be Invaded, bad violated every rule of honorable warfare,
ord as Declaring the Innocent Must
that the francs-tireurs
(guerrillas)
Suffer With the Guilty—Irvin
were everywhere present doing their
Cobb's Tale cf Horrors.
deadly work In secrecy or under the
cover of darkness; that women and
The horrors deliberately and sys- even children were mutilating and killprisoner*.
tematically inflicted upon ths people ing the wounded or helpless
Extract from a letter written by a
of Belgium by the German soldiers, German soldier to hts brother. (This
under the orders of their command- letter, now In the
possession of the
ing officers, are shown in ail their Cnlted States government, was obtainhiifeousntss by official documents ed for this pamphlet from Mr. J. C.
ind the testimony of eye-vitnesses, Grew, formerly secretary to the Cnlted
States embassy at Berlin.)

MARVELLOUS
ERUIT JUICE
MEDICINE
Prases: With T

wap

object of Impressing upon the minds

Hardison of Butler, ¥%,
day*. Hke w ill take bad
with her her little daughter Arliae.
Mr*. Ear land
here for

ta

a

few

Dyer,

Alonzo F.

old and respect*
He bad not beea
his usual health for several days, but ti
end came suddenly. Gapt. Dyer follows
the sea nearly half a century, commit
ing vessels in both doraewt ic and foreig
trade; the larger past of the tune bets
In tbe employ of John S. Enter; 1
He was a kind bustasl
Co., Boston.
father and neighbor and a general h
vorlte. He was born aevanty*three yen
Since the dsatn
ago at Heechiand.
an

citizen, died Friday.

wife, about a year ago,
kindly cared for at the borne
bis

be had bea
of his

dsoffe
He leavesU*
ter, Mm. Julia Hutafctn*.
one son,
John O.*.and two other daut*
ter*, Mm. Irving Hodgkins of Bar ilsrM
and Mm. Everett Morse of Franklin, si
one stepson, E. J. Beilins, of this placeEcho.

Jan. 22.
SEDGWICK.

Sedgwick

is

entirely

abut

in from U

outside world

except by overland rocti
Haul Bymrd, oldest son of Mr. and Ma
K- J. Byard, was cpemted upon for spp*
dicitisJan 12, and is doing well.
I
East Tuesday Mr*. Irving Qaadag* t*
lerUined tbe ladies of the peblic i»
provemem society. Mm. C*nd«z« f*
uiahed a boiled dinner and ceffw. U
ladies bringing pees, cakes, etc.
The parent-teacher* association *
Friday evening. Tbe president hark
moved out of town, John W. Cousin* a
elected. Mm. A.
H. Sargent and Ml
F. J. Sargent furmahed an inter**: J
program.

Wednesday evening ofPjers of ’J
Royal Arch oAapter were mstalK:
Dr.
F. tL
Herrick. Friday evcd
officers of tba Eastern Star were Lbeufll
ul
by Mrs. NaLUe Robbins Both
ationa were followed
by program- «
supper*.

Jan.

21.__EICL
WALTHAM.

Joseph

Fox

lost

a

valuable

cow

I

Jan.

Court Soyctic will inatall oftE*

r“

*

|

28.

FOOD PRODUCTION ENDANGERED
BY FREIGHT EMBARGOES.

During the Inst week* of December.
1917, absolute embargoes were placed
on rail
shipments of phosphate rock
This fact was widely
from Florida.
reported In the dally press, yet few
people realized Its true significance. If

Mr. and

Mr*. Kdmo'cd Jordan ol iiac*1

visited here last week.

MiaaCiuda Garder er of Ea*t Ifacil
gu*»t of Leuor* Kingman rtveotfl
Tba many friends of Mr. and SLr* &

was a

gene Clark of
the death

EastLgook regyet to bear (
tine-mouths kd 01 ^

of their

1»

Jan. 22.

the embargo continues It will force the
Tl&NTOS.
closing of many fertilizer factories all
over the United State* aad wtU render
Mrs. Sabine upland and dime titer td
Impossible maximum production of 1 wiurm d from I/UIsdielrL
food crops so badly needed In the**
Mrs. Angie Alley baa faeea caliei 1
times of war. An embargo of this kind,
&vddtiigtou by Uie iIIujim ot. her
necessary though It be, vitally affect*
&
Jan. 21.
the mainspring of our national welfare. |
The first big effect of such nu emHeavy, impure LJeod makes
bargo Is to cause tbe closing at all de- pimply complexion, hmadache*- u%i*
I
partment* of many fertilizer plants. ludigestion. Thin blood makes yen *»
However, the big effect of this em- pale and aickiy. Bor pore blood.
bargo on rock phosphate movement la digestion.use BowtocA Blood Bitter* »l<
the
on
farm
Itself, where
fer- at ail atoees.-Atis*.
tillser Is needed for the work of food
iifiurtti&rtnnufc
production. Labor la short, greater
production can only be secured through

higher

acre

ylelda produced by using

what labor we have on land so fertilized as to make it productive. In thin
light, then, a continued embargo on
rock phoapbate, however necessary It
may be from the transportation viewpoint, I* a great national calamity. If
affects both our agricultural production and tbe ability of our country
to win the war speedily and
certainly.
What can you do to help!
Many
1
things
Order spring supplies now— fertlllners and farm machinery; feeds and
seeds; lime, and other needed material*
Unload aa soon as the car
arrives,
taking from the car whenever possible.
Do your part now, and trust that the
other man will also do hi* This is the
spirit of true co-operation, and Is the
only solution of difficulties caused by

freight congestion.

RHEUriATISn
IMiysiciau Believed a Gen^1
Ueutedy for tbe Disease H»*
Been Found.
Kboume, the wonderful rl)M®*J
remedy, told by C. K. Alexsnder s®®'
druggists, gives quioker snu more l"*-,

I relief then other remedies casting
times

st much.
Kheums pseses tbe desdiy
secretions into the bowels tud

pois®®"

kiaM
from which they ere quickly throe®
in
s
nstursl
I
faeslthy wsy.
Heed whtt s reputsbls pbysicis® *
»
shout Kheums:
“I hsve msde •
csreful investigation of tbe tonne!*
Kh«»
of
ployed in the msnufseture
I end
1 besrtily recommend it •* *
j,
edy for sll forms of rbeumstisin- 1"
Kheums fsr in sdvsnce of the n'®*,
! generslly employed in the trest®*®
rheumsliam, end sltogether diners®,
! composition from the remedies us®
prescribed."—Dr. M. C. Lyons.
M
®
This should give sny sufferer
j rhsumstism confidence to try Kheums-

irgnl Sfottcts,

J/Pll IiOtlKB.

^btatk

No.

ma»l

or

Name of

on

comtntnalonern in ucID, re
"■oidance with aectlon ». chapter
t.
of Maine, haring B*»t matte an
ol
month
the
In
.1 iaapecllon
September,
„( ell the county roada in ine nnln.rated townahlpaand tracta of laud In
made an
■.County and having thereupon
them !n
*ic of the amount ueeded to put
be aafe and convenient for
the folW travel, do hereby assess upon
.ow

.I.i.tee

Henry Premies,

r«bribed unincorporated townships

of land in said county of Hancock
of water and land reserved for pno1
for tb<* above nsrowl purpose of putffsiid keeplna said roads in repair for tbe
4. |*l». and also for permanent irov#ment*on HUte roads.ln accordance with
statute* of Maine, as
liter *tof
iiow*- W"11"
number
seven,
sooth di«
i’ron township
the sum of #29 19 for the rw•inn we assess
a*
in
Mid
in
township
provided
rosds
iV r.f
section C3 revised statutes of
1inter 1®*
desirous of Htate aid for
being
and
4
*„e0i improvement of the State road in
t0«nsh!p. we hereby rai«e and appro'! |t in addition to said amount regu'arlv
tsd appropriated for the care of hlghand bridges in aaid township, the sum
Ugo
provided in chapter 26 of the re
*
Said asswssri.euia amount in
< .taiutes.
of $129.19. Valuation $32,298.
I »the sum
©/taxation four mills on a dollar. And
assess unon each of the several
* brrebv
eacrs named in the following list, his re
Dsctive proportion therein set down of said
$129.19 as follows:

Elusive
J*

20,276

—

ta? of

owner.

Valuation.

acres,

Tax.

RKfttOBtrr OWWBMS.

Preble.
Ltraon
smith,
L

ISO
116
t60
160

n>ot

EvSatth’
L,ieL Hmitb.
heleoa A Tracy,
Lby J Tracy,

•

#

780
466

722
640

400
3)4

ICO

74

0u
1«
1W
2 *6
1 60
3

30

JOT

r90

tiaii

NOX-SBSIDSMT OWXBftS.

estate,
L*i Ashley
T Wood.

50
00
1SH
smith.
Valter
80
iC’in Baker estate.
80
Baker.
400
u*>r*f Downs,
400
join 0 Me Paul.
l^cklsnd * Rock port
Line i1,200
*7
Jobe H Tracy, 2d.
CPA Jerome Baker, 160
leks A Peters,
Henry W Cushmau,
Cksrles J Dunn,
Howard B Moor, 2,200
7,550
FW Goodwin,
200
Prank P Noyes.
25
Frank Johnson,
75
gilliam Hill,
ISO
Frank * (Libby.
|18
KUthun B Martin,
120
Edward O’Brien,
100
rh-o®»- Perry,
60
IF Hammer,
W
gverttt smith,
5

100
200

piftcber
A

if

6-4

8 20
20

W0

3

2.400
180

9

50

10
ho
ho
m

iso
180

72

20

08

400

80
1 60

270

1

100

4 00

C«

210

81

200

Valuation,

ber

$129 19

A Russell Mace,
Helen R Mace.
Whitcomb, Haynes

hereby appoint H. V. Smith of Steuben
agent to superintend the expenditure of

We
a*

el owner.

acre*,

Hiramt

j

!M

rh+r,
Howar*. ( P
< her,
Wuh.m H
kin.
Lore** 7. K etcher,
Jr!* I‘ Fit cher,

64
116

108
290

*38

$1,178

0©
2 88
170
IW

hert F Burn ham,
'ri'iBh.

2 30
$117$

650

11
MO

6,186
82
1,680

500

2,820
174
2.604
1,000

1,126

MM

10
V*)
40
466

7W)
*0
932

1,410
87

1,351

Ckarlf*J Treworgy,
LH Brown.
“IHmiIid,

Haverihy,

*C
unwood

275

575
M

Brown.
Brown and

Tctal

reaidenta. 9^59
338
reaidenta,

non

Totals.

9397

16 00
$128

9 33

1130
60

1,150
30

136

130
60

60

$19,318
1,176

$198

18

11

76

$20,494

$K4

Valuation.
690

94

Jordan of Wal•**“* to superintend the expenditure
•Mae »um of #*t.94 under our direction
upon
township No. 8; the sum of
eis/2?*4
six.’X)0 oi ksid assessment,
together with the
received from ill** htate. is to be exptnatd upon tbe Htate road in said
township
44 “‘tested
by the Htate highway commission.
Upon township number nine, south dlrnton we assess the sum of $86.52 for the re
wr of roads in said
towuabip as provided in
<-apt*r 10, sec'.ion 80 of the revised statutes
•r
Maine; and being desirous of State aid for
Improvements of the Htate road In
township, we hereby raise and approln addition to said amount regularly
f«i
5
'•‘•ed and
appropriated for the care of high
bridges in said township the sum of
ZH!4**
** provided in
chapter 25 of the revised
!*****•• o* Maine. Said srsessmeuts amount
r ,*8 tl 16.6*1.
Kate of taxation ten mills on
» dollar.
Valuation $11,6.1.
B.

¥.

]“**

Permanent

*S

Junker
JillArd

J®*n

r5*a»*«*
JL10,
r*.xa*fneiii
J,4?4***1

MS?**}?

4

Maine.

440

signed.

Charles C. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that barah Bur
rill Tatley or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator de boni» non with
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased, presented by Charles R. Burrill, a son
of raid deceased. Harry L. Crabtree, the administrator de b*>ni.« non with the will annexed, baviug resigned.
Stephen R. Crosby, late of Bucksport, in
satd county, deceased.
Petition that Ralph
L. Crosby or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, without giving bond, presented by
Ralph L. Crosby, son of said deceased.
Herbert L. Marks, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account of Ralph C.
Marks, administrator, filed for settlement.
Arie M. Crosby, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. .Second account of Sewell
M. Crosby, administrator, filed for settlement.
Ella F. Bowden, late of Oriand, in said
county, deceased. Third and final account of
Theodore H. Smith, administrator, c. t. a.,
filed for settlement.
Parker Spofford, late of Bucksport, iu said
Second account of John
county, deceased
A. Peters and William K. Whiting, administrators with the will annexed, filed for settle-

5 52
80
5 12

6 12

124 80

hereby appoint

#18.591

Frank

$308

19
75

(

8-

Name of owner.
acres,
Curtis L Lynch.
100
Eastern Manufactur9,117
ing Co,
Whitcomb, Haynes
& Wnituej.
12,703

Va!u>
ation.
$

330

Tax.
$

1 00

18.234

91.17

2M20

127 63

!

We

Super
e. three

weeks successively, the last
lion to be within three months from
assessment.

publica

the dale

of

Ellsworth, Maine, December II, 1917.
Mblvillm L. Allbn,
Co. Comr's
Winkibld 8. Tskworsy,
for
Hancock Co.
Howxab B Moon.
I
A true copy.
Attest: —T. F. Mahon by. Clerk.

[

1

headaches, nervousness or listlessness,
start today to build your strength with

concentrated medicinal food and buildingput power in the blood, strengthen
the life forces and tone up the appetite.
No alcohol in SCOTT’S.

which is
>
>

a

tonic to

imported Norwegian cod liver oil used in Scott's Emulsion is now refined
American laboratories which guarantees it free from impurities

The
in

our own

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

COUNT V

JAPANESE BUILD
250 SHIPS A YEAR

bit."
Jan. 17.

their

MOUNT DESERT.

I

Toklo.—Japan Is able to build
2f)0 ships a year, their tonnage
totaling 1.000.000, according to
a

government

statement.

Frances I). Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
Second and final account of Harry L. Crabtree, administrator
C. t. a., filed for settlement.
Charles Cl. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
Second and final account
county, deceased
of Harry L. Crabtree, administrator, d. b. n.
c. t. a., filed for settlement.
George VS'. Abbott, late of Bucksport, in
said county,
deceased.
First account of
Herbert L. Abbott, executor,
filed
for
settlement.
G. S. Hardison, late of Franklin, In said
county, deceased. Second account of Eugene
8. Orcutt. administrator, filed for settlement, i
Mary F. Pur*., late of Bucksport, in said
Petition filed by Louis F.
couuty. deceased.
Tapiey, an minis! rat or of the estate of said I
deceased, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the
amount remaining in the hands of said ad- I
mlnistrator, on the settlement of his first ac- 1
Charles V. Gray, late of Trenton, in said
Petition filed by Fred L.
county, deceased.
Mason, administrator tie boat's non of the estate of said deceased, that au order be issued
to distribute among
the heira of said deceased. the amount remaining iu the hands
of said administrator, on the settlement of
his final account.
Lydia J. Stratton, a person of unsound
mind, of Gouldsboro. in said county. Petition tiled by William K Hammond, guardian,
for license to sell certain real estaie of said
ward, situaed in said Gouldaboro, in said
county, and more fully described in said petition.
Elmer E. Lowell, late of Bucksport, in said
Petition filed by Hoy K.
county, deceased.
Homer, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, situated in
said Bucksport, and more fully described in
said petition.
Amos Ware of Brooklin, in said
county.
Petition tiled by Johu F. Giles, guardian, for
license to sell certain real estate of said ward,
situated in Brooklin. in said county, and
more fully described in said petition.
George W. Abbott, late of Bucksport. in
•aid county, deceased.
Petition filed by Herbert L. Abbott, executor of the estaie of said
deceased, that the amount of the inheritance
tax on said estate be determined by the judge
of probate.
Frances I). Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Resignation of Harry
L. Crabtree, administrator c, t. a., filed.
Charles C. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Resignation of Harry
L. Crabtree, administrator, d. b. n., c. t. a.,
filed.
Fxra C. Dodge, late of Hluehill, in said
count*, deceased. Petition filed by Abbie ».
Dodge, wioow, tor au allowance out uf the
p< rsuna' estate ot g.,ui deceased.
James T. Gardiner, late of tue city, county
and state of New York, deceased.
First and
final account of George Foster Peabody, Seth
Sprague Terry ami John S. Melcher, executors, filed for settlement.
Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of
first
at
this
said
Court
Ellsworth,
day of January, In the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Clara E. Mcllan, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Clara E. Mullas, Acting Register.

the year.
These facilities are
more than three times as great
as at the beginning of the war.
Each slip Is capable of turning
out a ship of more than 1,000
tonnage In less than a year.

|

Roy J.

Mrs. O. C. Nutting ia spending
weeks at her old home in Wiscasset.
turned

I

SORRENTO.

has employment at Seal
Harbor and has moved there.
Leland

Mr. and

The

shipbuilding business of Japan
has
had
an
unprecedented
growth since the beginning of
the war, and on September 1
there
were
113
shipbuilding
slips owned by 42 firms, besides
24 slips which are building and
will be reudy before the end of

Mrs. Arthur

to Bar

a

Thatcher have

Harbor after

Clark is building
in place of tbe one lost
August.
Edwin

few

visit here.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Somes have returned
from a visit in Boston.

j

Trundy.

Mrs. A. C. Fernald left last week fora
visit with her daughter Catherine in Bos-

j

has

Walter

!

much

Sgt. Roger H. Allen left Fort Ethan
Allen, Vt., last week for Camp Jacksonville, Fla., to report for training as second
lieutenant.
Mrs. Walter Grace and
of Bar

Harbor

week

with

her

little

days

of last

mother,

Mrs.

Mary

a

landings,
men

now
a

daughter
Bangor Tuesday.

1. E.

returned to

Goode and

invalid,

is felt for the

head of

For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
salt rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
scabies, Doan’s Ointment is highly recommended. 60c a box at all stores.—Adct.

the
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Murphy mill,

the

by the illness of
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and
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of Distress

faithful

was

relative.

a

will take

disposition.

Murphy Co.,
pneumonia.

the

have

had
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who

long

as

Postmaster

bad.

JL. Goodwin

the

as

believe

and

share

a

be

residents

He

was

week

field

are
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to

had

in

coal

Mrs. F. P.
was

the

Bragdon
[
I

are

before, ill of

Havey

is

other

no

here.

T.

Kane of Addison

is

spending

Warren Ford fell Sunday

on

the

home.
who has

Mrs.

been

to Owl’s Head.

mother,

West

j

who is ill of

Lottie Gay, while standing in a
adjust a window shade, fell, and
the pointed frame top of the chair penetrated her thigh, nearly severing a vein.
Mrs. Judson Gordon and young daughter Patricia, who were living in Halifax

A Red Cross social

was

held

at

Miss

Wednesday evening. Net
proceeds, fl2.50.
Benjamin B. Whitcomb, secretary of
Parker’s store

the American Red Cross Hancock county
chapter, h*« acknowledged receipt of fl52
with enrollment of 152 members,
Brooklin well
Jan.

21.

bringing

beyond its quota.
Une Femme.

disaster,
recently, coming from Sullivan,
are
they
spending the w inter.
at the time of the

Mercy

a

Mrs. Elmer Leach, who has been
in
Boston and Portland several weeks, is at

Mrs.

ready

there

the

ice and broke both bones of the left wrist.

chair to

the “first aid" for human ilia for
Whether you need
over 100 years.
it internally or externally, you’ll
find this soothing, healing, pain

as

for

burning

are

few weeks at his old home.

*rip.

A£££X££ UNDENT

situation

Johnson,
visiting
West Goaidsboro ;
her daughter, Mrs. H. M. Pease, has goae
and Mrs. W. E. t

and children of

with her

last
summer,
six tons in all.

BROOKL1N.
H. S.

last week.

Mrs. Galen
Sullivan

of

wood,

to

families

purchased

taken

house.

guest of Mr.

five

Several

cottages owing

tbe

supply

Jan. 17.

Mrs.

Relay
Noyes

from

green soft
wood to be

Percy Hanscom of Pitts-

at the

—

in

coal

limited

present.

Davis.

Mr. and Mrs.

—

Angel

much

as

Harbor,

That will relieve the

J. A.

FKANKL1N.

—

of

the

of

probably

called

charge in

Jan. 21.

the sudden cramp
in tho night
the aching
the dangerous chill
the throbbing sprain
throat
the sudden pain from many other
common i :s arc* quickly halted by

ever

Bar

Harbor,

Bar

and F.

summer

the

to

his absence.

3M—I——

an

of

was

amount

Concord, N. H., who is

home from his work in the woods here for

destroying anodyne

here is

committee at

Trundy

re-

Garland of Lakewood, w ho died
last week after a ^brief illness, was well
and favorably known here for his gentle

JOEimON'S

for tbe

and

Edward

—

and

weather

impossible

fuel situation

fuel

there

as

left the next day.

He

w’ar.

nurses

Mr. Smith of

—

cold

it

doctors.
their cottages, and they very
kindly
Fred, sou of E. J. Murphy, came from offered what coal they bad to be divided
New Hampbire Wednesday, to bid the where most needed. This will be a great
family good-bye, before entering the help, but there is an usually short

moved from

particular quiver or irregularity.—Industrial Management.

mill

car*

few weeks.

tbev should

far

so

aud

get clams, which is a large part
work^here in the winter. It looks
as if it would be pretty quiet for

residents

brought his feeble wife to
Salisbury cottage last week. Much

concern

the

made

of coal from Bar

Mina

Charles Watts
the

completed,

serious, aw
Harbor has
forbidden the coal company to ship any
more coal out of that town.
Tbe people
here have always depended ou their supply

OTIS.
Mrs.

All
is

to

The

S. S.

G.

on

of the

the

Jan. 21.

Significant Shakes.
As the thumbs of u dying person
fold beneath the fingers, so the handwriting begins to disintegrate when
the intellectual faculties and physical
vigor are on the wane. Observations
of this kind are possible for there Is
an outward
sign for each separate
nerve degeneration. The user of drugs
and stimulants can be easily discovered. for each of these positions has its

and

have

snow

j

daughter

few’

spent

last

peuters are now finishing.
The harbor is full of ice, so that the M.
C. R. R. boat does not make her regular

interest have been
received from Sgt. Richard O. Allen form
! France.
of

tire

of

here

plastering

and

Letters

by

East Sullivan
the new cottage
the outside work,

Esterbrook

employment

for Miss Shaw.

! ton.
[

laundry

a new'

A. 11. Stinson,w’ho has been in Aroostook
county several days, came Thursday, and
is with bis family at the home of F. L.

re-

Dickey.

—EM—ms I

Spec.

last week.
i

17-*I

Tuesday evening, and thf club has been
named “Daughters of the American Flag,"
and very proud these daughters are to “do

NEvV'S

Miss Louise Carter visited at West Eden

ment.

70

222

(417)

a*ed. presented
Churl* » R Burrill, a ^on
of raid deceased. Harr L. Crabtree, me administrator with the will annexed, having re-

12,174 97 39
15,600

Large

to

means

sms MUM

Parched commeal la the feature of
these excellent
wheatless biscuits.
First, the commeal—one-half a cup—
is put In a shallow pan placed In the
oven and stirred frequently until It
Is a delicate brown.
The Other ingredients are a teaspoon of salt, a cup
of peanut butter and one and a half
Mix the peanut butcups of water.
ter, water and salt nnd heat While
this mixture is hot stir In the mesl
which should also he hot. Beat thoroughly. The dough should be of such
consistency that It can he dropped
from a spoon.
Bake In smaU cakes
In an ungreased pan. This makes 16
hlsenlts, each of which contains onesixth of nn ounce of protein.

c*

j

subject

by all

bottle, small dose. Price SO cents. AH
druggists and general storekeepers.
He sure you get “L. F.” Simple free.
The “L. F." Medicine Co, Portland,

Tax.
$

To all person* interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court beld at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day. of January, in the year of our Lord
uine hundred and eighteen,
our thousand
mailers having been preri »HE following
| denied for the action thereupon hereinThat
after indicated. it is hereby ordered:
notice thereof be given to a’l persons interested. by causing a copy of this order to be
successively in the
published three weeks
Ellsworth American, s newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. on the fifth day of February, a. d.
1918, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon if they see cause.
Edward M. Cunningham, late of Surry, in
said couuty, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together witn petition for
probate thereof and for tne appointment of
the executrix without giving bond, presented
No.
Valu*.
Howard E. Cunningham, a beneficiary
^ame of owner.
Tax. by
acies.
ation.
named in said will.
H K
William H. Davis, late of Bar Harbor, town
BMnlio, ,nd WaIof Eden, in said county, deceased. A certain
.«r B
40 SO
4.050
OroAamAn,
3,015
instrument purporting to be the last will and
"‘ucock Lumber Co. 5#U
1000
1,000
testament of said deceased, together with peto
1 30
130
Brotner.,
tition for probate thereof and for the ap0 Bchoppe.
8 70
435
»70
of the executors without giving
■dWArd 8 Bowen.
54 13 pointment
2,804
5.413
bonds, presented by Bert H. Young and Luere
B. Deaay, the executors therein named.
(116 53
5,826 (11,652
Letitia B. Gumming, late of Snllivan, in said
hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of county, deceased. A certain instrument pur'«okUn ss agent to superintend the ex pen- porting to be the last will and testament of
•Unre of the sum of $66.32 under our direction said deceased, together with petition for pro■poa the roads in said
towuship No. 9; the bate thereof and for the appointment of the
•urn of $60.00 of said
executor without giving bond, presented byassessment, together
wun the amounts received from the
executor therein
Htate, is John A. Gumming, the
be expended
upon the State road in said named.
•• directed by the Htate highway
John W. Kane, late of Blnetill. in sa d
R
commission.
Petition that Edith D.
county, deceased.
be apsome other suitable person
Upoa township number ten, western part, Kane, or administrator
of the estaie of said
pointed
the sum of $178 08 for the repair of
without giving bond, presented by
deceased,
in •*‘<1 township as provided in chap
Edith D. Kane, widow of aid deceased.
•*?ctio“
of the revised statutes of
Gou.dsboro. in said
Ira Shaw, late of
^sine; and being desirous of Htate aid for couuty, deceased. Petition tbst Ells K. Ny‘“P cove menu of the State road iti j uisn or some other suitable person t*e ap•sic townsbin. we
hereby raise and appro- pointed administrator of the estate of said
in addition to said amouut
bate
regularly j uece-tsed, presented by Jeffeiaou B Sbaw, an
uistd and
appropriated for the care of high- heir of said deceased
i
a
said township, the sum
bridges
Ffauces D. Burriil, late of Ellsworth, in s-id
*» c4,50.00
as provided in chapter 25 of tbe re
vised statutes of Maiue. Said assessments couuty. deceased. Petition «tiai Sarah Bur
or some other suitable petson be
*■! to $326 08. Rate of taxation rill Tattt-y
administrator tie bonis n«m with
mills oa a dollar.
Valuation, $41,011.00. appointee!
the will annexed of the estate of said de-

..hereby appoint
**

Happy by keeping Healthy.

08

$220 40
22.040
$44,080
hereby appoint Frank 8. Rowe of Aurora as agent to superintend the expenditure
of the sum of $'.20.40 under our direction upon
the roads in said township No. 28; the sum of
$100 of said assessment, togetuer with the
28 20
amount received from the Mate, is to be ex1 ?4
pended upon the Stale road iu said township
26 04 as directed
by the State highway commission.
10 00
It is hereby ordered that a list or townships
22 80
20 I and of the foregoing aasessmeuts thereon be
publ.shed in the Ellsworth Americau, a
7 00
printed in the county where the land*
»>
61 66
82
16 80

20

Uawcxxi
Mr* Wiijum Brown. 60
wlgar W Moor.
80
Total

5 39.

Hay at*

Wt it ary,
wHHnn* l»a»i*.
BJ Burch,
Calrin F Thotnaa
6o*J John F. Littlefield.
Her**T Kingman,
Txoor I) Haney,
h)bn () Whitney,
■*ry 0 Aaattn eat,
JMper Frailer.
k

16 00

2.000

320

No.

xoa-anaingKT owkubs.
*

2,000

township,

$4

170

4316
2 46
2 20
9 60

Rowe of
Aurora as,
agent to superintend
the expenditure of the sum or #208 75 under our
direction upon the roads in said township
No. 22; the sum of $100.00 of said assessment
together with the amounts received from
the Mate i» to be expended upon the State
road in said
township as directed by the
State highway commission.
Upon township No. 2S, middle division,
wi* assess the sum of $120 40 for the
repair of
roads in said township, as provided in chapter
10. section to, of tne revised statutes of
Maine, and being desirous of State aid for
the permsuent Improvements of the State
road In said
we
hereby raise and
appropriate in addition to said amount
regolarly raised and appropriated for the
care of highways and bridges in said township, the s<uu ol $iouoo as provided In chap
ter 25 revised sla ules of
Maine. Said
seasjuenit* amount in all to $220 40
Rate of
taxation live mills on
a dollar.
Valuation,
$44,080.

Tax.

4#»
26*

59
10

5,420
308
275
1,200

8.850
640

21,897
We

—

Naiae

1.400

If you catch colds easily, if troubled with catarrh,

if

Tone up your system occasionally by
taking The True "L. F.” ATWOOD'S
Medicine, a preventive and relief for
digestive troubles.
With a clear head, well regulated
stomach, liver and bowels you cannot
help looking on the bright side of
things. Don’t let another day pass
without doing your part to keep

68

12 80
13 60
.5 84
11 JO

4,425
320

v

a* directed
by the State highway commixlion.
I ton townahip number eight, nouth dimien, we xsttraa the aura of $84 94 for the
repair of r«ad* in raid townahip, aa provided
in cnapu li>. aeciion 60 of the rev laed ataiatea
af Mast e. Bid being deairoua of State aid for
permanent improvement* of the State road
o aaid townahip,
we hereby raiae and appropriate to addition to aaid amount regu'arlv rai* d and appropriated for the care
of highway* and bridge* in aaid townahip,
the (urn c: $12* 00 aa provided in chapter 25
rtvi*«*o tint utea of Maine.
Said naaasameuta
amoort in all to the aum of $204 94.
Valuation 92^.494.00. Rate of taxation ten milia on
a dollar.
And we hereby aaaeaa opon each of the aeverai owa»r« wrred in tbe following liat. hla
rt
apeente
mportion therein net down of
laid MR.of #.t>4 94
» follow*:

Valu*
ation.

3

$41,011

$

A Whitney.
6.0e7
Whitcomb, Haynes
A Whitney,
10,400

the turn of $129.19 under oar direction upon
tbe re ads in a* id townahip No. ?; tbe aum of
ftro.Ot- of aaid »«*ea«meni. together with the
amount* received from tbe State, is to be ex<1 opon tbe State road in said townahip

No

Co,

343

A Natural Fortification

40

162 88

1,600
1,700
7«J

acres,

\AA^NA,'^VV'V-'^v^a "./'.JN^.'VVW' 'Vvrv-v.-v-v^

Your Stomach

km

4 60

No.
Name of owner.
Fred W Ayer,
Cberryfield Lum-

$116 Ml
13 21

$32,298

9 90

WHEATLESS BISCUITS.

Encourage

4.

80

$28,996
SJOt

16,068

08

40

1.000
20

1,238
M
20,360

4.162
$145 10
$10,340
We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of
Franklin as agent to superintend the expenditure of the sum of $105.10 under our
direction upon the roads in the eastern part
of said township No. 10, commencing at a
stake marked "A" on the north side of said
road and extending to the west line
of
Cberryfield ; the sum of #50 00 of said assess
went, together with the amount received
from the Htate, is to be expended upon the
Htate road In said township as directed by
the Htate highway commission.
Upon township No. 22, middle divlsiou
we assess the sum of $208.75 for the repair
of roads in said township as provided in
chapter 10, section 60 of tbe revised statute*
of Maine; and being desirous of Htate aid
for the permanent
improvements of the
State road In said
township, we hereby
raise
and appropriate in addition to said
amount regularly
raised and appropriated
for tbe car« of highways and bridges in said
township, the sum of $100.00 as provided
in chapter 23
revised statutes of Maine.
Raid assessments amount in all to $108 73.
Kate of taxation eight mills on a dollar.

17 60
60 40
2 00
20
60
1 20

1

150
300
26
200
200

Total nou-reaidenta, 14.178
690
Total reaidenta,

80

72
128

4.400
15.100
50

60

64

320

Basiem Pulp wood Co, 200
Helen vv Smith and
Utter H WhiUen, 135
f»
tUBam Sperry,
it to A Peters,
Howard B Moor,
Alexander C Haeerthy.
Heurv W Cushman.
500
Charles J Donn,
5
'M)ah Tracy,
legadaLoc Towing
105
Co.
leas 8 Young and
50
Lewis Kidder.

Totals,

40
80
1

400
160
160
moo

8 22

We hereby appoint Fred A. Gordon of
Franklin aa agent to superintend tbe expenditure of the *am of 91*8 08 und<*r our direction upon tbe roads in the western p-irt of
said township No. 10. commencing at me ea >t
line of township No. 9 and extending to a
stake marked "A” standing on the northern
side of Mid road in said township No. 10; ib<*
sum of $1602)0 of s»id assessment, together
with the amount received from tbe State, is to
be expended opon the Htate toad in said
township as directed by the State highway
commission.
Upon township No. 10, eastern part, we
assess the sum of $106.10 for the repair of
ro»ds in said township as provided in chapter
10, section 60 of the revised statutes of Maine;
and being desirous of Htate aid for permanent
improvements of the State rosd in said township. we hereby raise and appropriate in addition to said amount regularly raised and
appropriated for the care of highways and
bridges In said township, the sum of $50.00 as
provided in chapters of the revised statutes
of Maine. Raid assessments «mount in ail to
$166.10. Rate of taxation fifteen mills on a
dollar. Valuatiou, $10,340.
No.
ValuName of osrner.
acres,
Tax.
ation,
Cherryfleid Lum2508
ber Co,
$8,270
$ 94 06
120
Charles L Wooster,
50
1 80
139
380
6 70
George Downing.
*>
60
no
Robert R Walker.
960
Fred W Ayer,
2,400
36 00
W L Robertson,
260
600
9 00
890
5 86
Woodbury Small est, 1*6
50
120
Aaron Wooster,
1 80

iJtl
ir,

No.

1M

1,028
870

Frank E Hinckley,
John W Hinch,
Hillard C Hchoppe.
230
K H Greely,
H E Hamlin and
Gideon Joy.
800
850
CVey Holman,
Minnie Rom Holman, .166
Fred W Ayer,
700
Nash A Rewall,
2,710
Robert R Walker,
56
Herbert E Robbins,
4
A L Stewart A Rons.
600
Ed ward 8 Bowen,
1,000
Jasper Wyman A
1.000
Ron.

tracta

Tax.
$149
1 49

$188

98

93

ber Co.
614
Hancock Lnraber Co, 436
Percy Homer and
Merritt W Kldndge, 819
Charles Emery,
25
K K Ring Land Co.
10,180

day
’J^tbeuSthe
county

Jb©!

acre*,

A
Campbell Ar Co,
Joel Hinckley,
{ Cherryfleld Lum-

oommleelonera begun
‘".'court of county
within end for the
Kn w Rllewnrththeaecond
Tucaday
'°f*itr of Hancock
and
d.
1»1J.
by adlon-ment
“a.
^rnibe
of December, a. d. IM7.

a

owner.

3tat>rrtisrmtnUL.

Valuation.

were

in town

OAK POINT.
STATE OF MAINE.
where
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Mrs.Caroline H. Leland’sdeath occurred
Court in and tor the County of Hancock:
;
Jau. 8, after a long and patient suffering.
E8PECTFULLY represent* John F. Giles
Prof. White solicited the aid of local
Leland was of a kindly,
i of Brooklin, county of Haucock, State
lovable
and held a concert at the Baptist Mrs.
singers
Ware
of
Amos
of
said
Notice*.
of Maine, guardian
She was
nature and had many friends.
Brooklin, that said Amos Ware is the owner
Another concert
vestry Friday evening.
All right, title
of certain real estate, to wit:
the daughter of the late George C. and
STATE OF MAINE.
at the Methodist vestry is announced for
and interest acquired by said Amos Ware
Elizabeth A. (Stevens) Haynes, and was
Hancock sa. At a probate coort held at ; Wednesday evening.
These are prelimiunder the will ot Eliza B. Harriman, late of I
said Brooklin, deceased, in and to the home- I Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
born in Trenton July 20, 1841.
She marin musical ina
class
to
possible
nary
first
of
in
the
on
the
of
Eliza
B.
Harriman. |
day
January,
year
stead lot so called of said
ried in early life Pearl L. Leland of Trenour Lord one thousand nine hundred and
situated on Harrimau's Point so called, in
strnction.
eighteen.
the town of Brooklin, county of Hancock.
ton, and went as a bride to the old Leland
B.
Jan. 21.
and described as
State of Maine, bounded
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
*
farm, where she had since resided ar
follows, to wit: on the south by laud fora copy of the las: will and testament of
dl
where they celebrated the fiftieth anniv
merly owned by Phoebe Harriman, on the
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
DE
EDWARD
VEAUX
late
MORRELL,
east and north by low water mark of Bluesary of their wedding on December
of PHILADELPHIA, in the county of
bill Bay and Allen’s Cove, and on the west by
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN FLAG.
line of low water mark of Allen’s Cove.
1913. Mrs. Leland was for several
of
PHILADELPHIA, and state
The girls of South Brooksville have
/cars
PENNSYLVANIA.
treasurer of the society of Kings’ 1>
Amos Ware either for the payment of his
for
club
the
a
knitting
purpose
organized
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
**l*rhdebts or to provide a reasonable sum in anters and of the Christian Endeavor
It
has
been
exCross.
the
Red
of
of
aiding
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
ticipation of accruing expenses for said state
*>*'ing
Amos Ware, that there is not sufficient perhaving been presented to the judge of pro- tremely successful, aud the girls are all circle. The funeral was held at th
£
bate for our said county of Hancock for the
home,
sonal property to provide a reasonable sum
Rev. R. H. Moyle officiating.
T
industrious.
and
enthusiastic
filed
and
recorded
of beiug allowed,
in anticipation of accruing expenses for said
floral
offerings were profuse and
a the probate court of our said county of
Amos Ware exclusive of such as the judge of
a
has
been
it
only
Although
organized
**»tttiiui.
The only daughter, Mrs. Hat
probate may deem proper to reserve for the Hancock, and praying that letters testamen10
wash7
short
time, already
sweaters,
use of said Amoa Ware
Brow n*
tary issue to Louise Drexei Morrell, tbt execof Mt. Desert, was unable to
utrix therein named.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he
cloths and several scarfs have been knit
*** Present
on account of illness.
may be licensed to sell and convey at private
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all and sent to the
At
“over
there.”
boys
sale all of said real estate of said Amos Ware
persous interested therein, by publishing a
Jan. 21.
either all together in one parcel or from time copy of this order three weeks successively present the girls are making comfort kits. |
Sphc.
to time various portions of said real estate
a
in the Ellsworth American,
newspaper
needfor
to
obtain
In
order
money
yarn,
until all the same may have been sold for the printed at Ellsworth, in said county of HanWhen Your Child
the
for
of
was
money
purpose
of
a.
d.
of
50
cents
to
the
flftn
a
club
fee
cock, prior
charged
purpose
February,
day
les, etc,
providing
Or i««
of paying the debts of said Amos Ware and HUB, that they may appear at a probate court
Also a
farce, “Timothy ! at night and tosses resiles*
also for providing a reasonable sum in an- then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said each member.
J*v, you feel worried. Mother Gray’s Swee
for
said
Amos
with
the
i
of
in
forewas
of
at
ten
o’clock
the
accruing
expenses
Court
fch
Hancock,
Delano’s
4 Powders for
ticipation
given
county
ip,”
dren Break up Colds iChil-’
Ware, said sale or sales being for the benetit noon and show cause, if any they have,
x
24 hours.
aid of the high school pupils. The girls Feverishness, Cousiipa*
Relieve
of said Amos Ware.
against the same.
orders and destroy wor*
Teethiai? Dis'lon\.
Dated at Ellsworth. Maine, this first day of
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate. have Ruth Babson to thank for the idea.
All Dr
for 80 vears.
•n8\ csed by Mothers
A ti ue copy.
January, a. d. 19:8.
«*Wats, 25c.
FREE. A. 8. Olmstbd
s-un®**Meetings are held once a week, usually
X
John F. Giles,
Attest:—Clara E. Mcllan. Acting Register.
^ LeRoy, N. T
mark)
(His
Guardian as aforesaid.
gtobertiscments
STATE OF MAINE.
8TATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Hancock ss. At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
of January, in the year of
Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock, on the first
on the first day of January, In the year of
Lord one tnousand nine hundred and
our
hundred and eighteen.
our Lord one thousand nine
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
eighteeu.
On the foregoing petition ordered, that
a copy of the last will and
testament of
notice thereof be given to all persous interA. SCOTT, late of DENVER, in
JOHN
ested. by ci»usiug a copy of saia petition and
the county of DENVER, and state
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Ameriof COLORADO.
can. a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
and of the probate thereof in said
deceased,
said county, that they may appear at a pro- state of Colorado,
duly authenticate d, having
bate court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
been presented to the judge of probate for
said countv, on the fifth day of February, our said
county of Hancock for the purpose
a. d. 1918, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, aud
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
Mrs. Selena Tanner. Atb
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
Qjjjg
probate court of our said county of Hancock.
of the petitioner should not be granted.
•writes: “I cannot find Vonls to exOrdered, That notice thereof be given to
BKKTKANI) E. CLARK, Judge of Probate. ail persons interested therein, by puoiishing
press my thanks for your kind adA true copy:
a copy of this order tb'ee weeks successively
vice I never once
I had caAttest:— Clara E. Mullak, Acting Register. I in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
tarrh of the stomach. I commenced
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han
as
Peruna,
to
of
directed.
the fifth day
taking
you
cock, prior
February,
My
I'Al’PEH NOTICE.
1j
d 1DI8. that they may appear at a probate
a
stomach continued to hurt me for
contracted with the City of Ells- court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
two
weeks
about
after
I
who
began
the
those
for
ana
care
worth to support
for said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in
medicine, and then it stopped. I now
may need assistance during five years begin- tbe f. renoon, and show cause, if any they
ning Jau. 1. 1918, and are legal residents of have, against the same
have a good appetite, while before
them
Ellsworth, i forbid all persous trusting
E. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
BERTRAND
I was nearly starved.'’
on my account, as tb*re is plenty of room aud
A true copy.
Those who object to liquid mediaccommodations to care for them at the City Attest:—Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register.
A uthl a B. Mitchell.
Farm house
cinet can procure

1>

ILcgal

]

|

V

j

Kurpose

__

j

day

A

Catarrh of Stomach
Did Not Know It
Nearly
'.'nought

Starved

HAVING

Peruna Tablets.

j

PERUNA

Made Me Well

AN AIRPLANE CAMERA

AMERICA SPELLS
GERMAN DEFEAT

—

Shipped

Case in Which “the Dog Haa
Begun to Bite the Pig,” Says
Writer—Something Rotten

j

■

j

*

tc.fMcrrec

**

*■*

“It is as well." Mr. Wallace writes,
“to separate the causes of the present
This type of camera which no doubt
German offensives from the circumwill be used by American aviation
stances which have made them poscorps men for reconnaissance work
We know that the stagnation
sible.
and
to
the airplane
is
attached
Gerthe
of the Russian front allows
la operated by the pulling of strings
west
mans to employ in the
troops
The camor the pressing of buttons.
which, were the Rnssian army an acera i-s almost automatic, as everything
have
tive factor in the war, could not
can be set in advance and the entire
been employed; we know that the Italoperation of taking the picture Is the
lan has lost nearly 300,000 men in the
prerising of the button or the pulling
course of the fighting of the last
of the strings. The camera makes an
month: but neither of these facts exalmost perfect view’ of the terrain and
plains the German offensive plan. For will be invaluable in the reconnaissance
example, the push against the Isonxo work of the army.
The camera is
was obviously uninfluenced by Italian
loaded with plates and a number of
losses—because they had not occurred.
pictures can be taken successively withThe push against Italy was and is part
A British royal
out additional work.
of the great scheme which would cerflying corps man is in the machine.
tnlniy have been carried out even if
Russia had remained loyal to the alli-

STORK

MARS AND

ance.

COMBINE

"Reason Is ‘America ’**
Male Predominate In Denver Since the
“The reason Is summed up In the
United States Entered the
word ‘America.’ I do not particularly !
War.
refer to the forces which America will
into
field.
The
German
:
the
genput
Denver, Colo.—That old man Mars,
eral staff. I am certain, has no parthe god of war and destruction, has a
ticular fear that sufficient American
working agreement with that humble
troops will be put Into the field next and beloved
bird, the stork, to leave
a
Gerdecision against
year to secure
bahles instead of little sisters on
hoy
the
many. I doubt very much whether
his visits to Denver homes since the
German is worrying at all about what
United Stares entered the struggle
will happen In the field In the summer
against Germany, Is claimed by those
of 1918. But he is tremendously conwho dote on vital statistics In this
cerned over what will happen In Gercity.
many between May and August of that
John W. Fllntham. deputy health
year unless he can break the fighting
commissioner of Denver, has compiled
spirit of the entente during the forth;
figures showing that of the 1.861 chilcoming months of the winter.
dren born here from January 1 to
“It is no secret that Germany had
August 1, of this year, 1,141 were
been drawing large supplies of food
boys.
and necessary raw material from
Several physicians maintain that
America, via neutral countries. Amer- male children are more numerous durica supplied these articles In the way
ing war times than at any other peof business, just as she supplied Britriod. and say that during the past six
ain wi‘h material in the way of busi- months five out of
every eight children
ness. and strictly In the way of busibom have been boys.
ness the neutral
countries had been
And. despite the fact that she would
passing on their Imports to Germany.
to see suffragists increasing.

prefer

Dr. Alice T. Moore reports that of the
last 54 babies she has ushered into the
world, 48 have been boys.

1

£

WOMEN OF PRINCETON
ADOPT ENTIRE VILLAGE

|

X
X

X
T

Princeton. N". J.—The commitof women In charge of the
Rose Cottage tea house annex,
which
provides lodging and
meals at very reasonable rates,
"adopted” the little village
of St. Paul-aux-Bols In the Aisnc
region of France.
In the great drive on Paris In
1914
Germans
the
swept
through the little village, which
was held in the grasp of the Invaders until the retreat after
the battle of the Somme. The
575 inhabitants were left destl-

Z

tnte.

+

X

"But America understood. She said
very simply. ‘Feed yourselves, you big
stiffs!’ (if the picturesque vulgarity be

♦

allowed).
In the old nursery rhyme, when the
stick began to beat the dog. the dog
began to bite the pig. If the neutral
has no food to spare and cannot buy
any In America, the German cannot buy
food from the neutral. In fact, the dog
has begun to bite the pig. The neutrals have no right to complain.

X

J
a.
*

J

J
♦

♦
X
T

X

X
T

realizes

4

sum, which is T
being steadily forwarded to the X
4
French Tillagers.

$45,000

a

neat

PEARLS ARE SOUGHT

Bulgaria.
Package Containing 535 Gems Stolen
From Vessel Which Recently Ar-

;

rived at New York.
New York.—A search of New York
This unusual photo Is probably the
is being made by Pinkmost characteristic ever made of the
erton detectives for $45,000 worth of
hard-working king of the Belgians. He
pearls which were stolen from a
French ship that arrived on November i is busily engaged on some important
26. There were 535 pearls In the miss- piece of business in the simple little
room that Is bis headquarters not far
ing package, of which the three largest
weighed between 25 and 28 grains from the front Hues. From here he
directs the armies and the destinies
each. The others weighed from one
of the little nation whose entry Into the
to three grains each.
ft Is said that the pearls were sent war prevented Germany from overby a Paris dealer to one here: that to running all western Europe.
avoid an extra rate the shipper did
not reveal to the company the char“DRY SHAMPOO” IS FORBIDDEN
acter of the shipment, and that it was
not placed in the ship's' strong room.
British Hairdressers and Patron* Latest Victims of Defense of
Realm Act.
LAST OF HORSE CAR LINES

dty pawnshops

“Nobody but

a perfectly insane perstatistician—who will believe
anything—Imagines that the world
shortage of food does not affect Germany. It does affect her very seriously. It will affect her worse this year
than it did last.

son

or a

"Food is going to decide this war.
The fact that the German censor has
closed down all reference to food difficulties and coal shortages is significant. The things that Germans do not
talk about are the things that matter.
If we are witnessing the beginning of
a series of offensives in the west and
the opening of a new campaign, that
campaign, as I have said before, is a
hunger offensive, and the plan dates
from that day when America decided
that it was a good idea to ration the
neutrals, but they would have to find
the rations themselves.
"If my theory Is sound and well
founded we should look to the collapse
of the war in June or July. I do not
say If the German does not break us
In the field between now and August.
Be won't break us In the field or starve
us in our homes.”

London.—The defense of the realm
act, which has been nicknamed “Dora,”
has now come in for abase from hairdressers. owing to new restrictions on
the use of alcohol. This measure has
Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—The last
become necessary in consequence of
horse car Uns in Kansas, and one of
the euonnously' increased demand for
the last In the West, has quit business.
munition and Rpd Cross needs. Dry
It has been in operation for thirty
shampoos and hair lotions are all
.venrs. between this dty and Strong
threatened by the latest order or
City. Kan.
“Dora.”
As the nse of methylated
The horse car line will be replaced
with a single electric car, and while j spirit for hurtling also Is forbidden,
forced-draft oil stoves which cannot be
the track Is being relaid to accommo
date the heavier equipment, a hack It j lighted exrept by the aid of spirit are
taking care of the business.
| made napless.

Electricity Displaces Horse Drawn Vehicle on Line Between Kansas
Towns.

j

The 1917 corn crop la very poor In
Much of It la soft, ao soft
that It falls to keep In storage. A recent crop report from the United State*
Department of Agriculture indicate*
• n average condition of 73.2 for the
1917 corn crop over agalust an 84 per
cent average for the last ten years';
this valuing mature corn at 100.

quality.

♦

Through the operation of the j
annex, the committee regularly X

X

production

REDUCING SOFT CORN LOSSES.

♦

X

T

j

X

Ihave
♦

"So many millions of tons of foodstuffs which came to Germany once In
the dear dead days are not coming any
more.
She is that much shorter of
food. We do not know for certain the
conditions of Germany’s food reserves.
That there Is something rotten there
we know from the curious attitude of

tee

£
|

X
4

+

Germany.

“But if the German, with all the supwas securing from the neutral,
was short in the spring of 1917. what
will be his position in the spring of
1918, when the new American embargo
becomes fully operative? We think It
will be fairly bad. The German crops
were poor—as were all the world’s.

_

j

**

plies he

_
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London.—How America's entry Into
the war has hurt Germany Is the subject of an interesting article In the
Birmingham Post by Edgar Wallace,
author and military correspondent. It
Is now a case in wBich “the dog has
begun to bite the pig," he says.

in

Laroe-Sized

■

In Germany.

Something Rotten

by

_

a

“And so this jolly war might have
whilst
pone on
Germany's credit
abroad held—‘-only America came In.
She declared war, she called millions
of men. she reorganized her industries
to meet the demands of war—and then
she sat down to take a good look at the
neutrals.
And they seemed unnecessarily bloated. They did their best to
And they had
engage her sympathy.
little bread and potato riots just to
show there was no deception.

Rigidly Regulated

I

CONTROL OF FOOD WILL WIN

■

!

Burlap,

■

Writer.

AMERICAN SUGAR
SENT TO FRANCE

TRENCH WARFARE
DEMANDS BURLAP

%

Entry Into War Means Victory for
Allies, Says British

Now

Hoover Mid, "an examination «M
made of the costa and profits of refin.
Ing and It was finally determined that
GAVE COMMAND FOR
the spread between the cost of raw
*
FIRST SHOT AT KAISER
and the sale of refined cane sngar
::
should be limited to $1.30 per hundred
i»
Roodhonse. 111.—Central Till- < >
pounds. The pre-war differential had
averaged about 85 nents and Increased
j [ nols has the distinction of giv- J< |>
< >
Ing to Uncle Sam the man who
costs were found to have been ImposPrice
American
J J ordered the first American shell J< J To Save
ed., by the war In Increased cost of reFertilizers and
<
fired against the Germans In
United Stages Food
fining, losses, cost of hags, labor, Insur[
Other Commodities Must Be
] France. He Is MaJ. John R. !
anoe. Interest and other thlnga, rather
Administration.
< >
Starkey of this city. And It was ; J
more than cover the difference.
After
in
J ! an Irish "Sammle” from Indiana <.
prolonged negotiations the refiners
< • who fired the first shot.
Major J |
nnder
agreement estabwere
CONSUMERS HERE PAY 9c. lishingplaced
Bags.
11 Starkey designated the gnu and .,
these limits on October 1, and
*
sent
who
the
first
over
this
nmodnt
the
to be agreed
gunner
anything
<;
I ! historic shrapnel at the kaiser. 3.
extortionate under the law.
,7me for burlap come* from India—
35
a
Cents
Pound During
■*
Sugar Cost
“In the course of these InvestigaI ; Word to this effect has been <J |> that I* It used to. Just now tbla all
Civil War—Refiners' Profits
<
received here by relatives In a
tion* It was found by canvass of the
Important fiber either slay* In India,
hero. When the J |
Now Curtailed.
Cuban producers that their sugar had,
or on Its way to our shore* get* no
] >J letter from thethe
war broke out
major was de- < • further than the European battlefront.
during the first nine months of th*
J tailed to Gen. John J. Pershing's J•1\ Beenuae of the resulting shortage ferpast year, sold for an average of a bout
< > command
and Is now serving
Sugar Is selling today throughout $4.84 per hundred f. o. b. Cuba, ta
tilizers have to he shipped In large *
America at from 8>4 to t* con's a
u-t-n-b dvtv and freight added to the
! with "Black Jack” “over there," !! bags, ten to the ton. Instead of 12. 1(1
(
pound to the Amsoroer, e-.en tl ough refiners' cost amount to nhout *568
and
even 20 to the ton, as was formit*****************’*******
■ there is «
world shortage which lots
|ror hundred. The average sate price
erly the common practice. To men 1
reduced this nations «uaat all. mwnt of '-r-•in'iied hv vnrtona refineries, aenun ecu.mined to handling these hcr.vNAIL
CRACKS GLASS EYE
to 70 i**r cent, of normal.
cording to «*ur Investigation, was about
ler packages Ibis means Inconvenience
Through the efforts of the United $7.fid per hundred, or a differential of
and
even
actual
hardship.
Carpenter Asks Damages From ConStates food administration the sugar *t 84.
struction Company Because
Using the larger bag* economizes
market has heen regulated as far as
"In reducing the differential to *1.30
of Accident.
burlap—In fact save* 15 million yards
the producer, refiner and wholesaler: there was a saving to the public of 54
for more urgent needs. What farmer
tlnd such a difIs concerned. The food administration J cent* per hundred,
Camp Funston, Kan.—If a one-eyed would- not be glad to share this inhas no power to regulate retail prices ferential been In use front the 1st of
man Is driving a nail and the head convenience If he hut realized that
except hy pnlHlc opinion. Kvcn though j January, 1BJ7. the public would have
files off and hits him In his glass eye. one of the big reasons for the burlap
more than 8S.000 tons of sugar have
Saved In the first nine months of th»
breaking It. Is be entitled to damages shortage Is that our soldier boys are
been ship)>ed to France In the last year abont *24,800.000."
for “Injuries?"
four mouths the retail grocer'a sugar i
Next Year.
That Is the question that Is bother
price Is around 8 to SH cents. He j
With a view to more efficient organIng the Fuller Construction company,
hi
v
snnuia
neii
io
uub
lzatlon of the trade In Imported sugars
camp officials and Louis Scudder. a
cents, the food administration believes, :
next year two committees have been
of
Scudder
worked
Topeka.
carpenter
and asks the American housewife to
formed by the food administration :
for the Fuller Construction company,
pay no more than this amount.
1. A committee comprising reprethe
Funston
cantonment.
building
I-ast August when the food admin- sentatives of all of the elements of
Scndder went to the company doctstratlon was organized the price of American cane refining groups. Tbs
tor, who examined the eye. t«pok out
sugar rose suddenly to 11 cents a ! principal duty of this committee Is to
the broken glass, hut found no cnta.
pound. During the Civil War sugar divide the sugar Imports pro rata to
“Pon't I get damages for injuries?” J
cost the consumer 35 cents a pound.
their various capacities and see that
demanded Scudder.
By regulation of the sugar market and absolute Justice Is done to every reTil take It up with the company,”
reducing the price to 8H and 9 cents finer.
the doctor answered.
and keeping It from advancing to 20
2. A committee comprising three rep“Well. I'll go down to Topeka and
cents the food administration haa sarresentatives of the English, French
get another glass eye before I go back
ed the American public at least $180,-'
and Italian government*; two repreto work." said Scudder.
I
000.000 In four months, according to ! sentative* of the American refiners,
Hoover
In
th«
trenches?
solHerbert
It
made
a
statement
by
using
Every
with a member of the food administraLEASE OUT WOMAN CONVICTS dier on going to the firing line takes the other day.
tion. Only two of the committee have
with him one or more burlap bags.
"It Is our stern duty to feed the al- arrived from Europe, but they repreas
the
the
embankments
day,
Action of County Commissioners in During
lies, to maintain their health and
The dusent the allied governments.
are krorn down by continuous shell
Alabama May Bring Legislastrength at any cost to ourselves," ties of this committee are to determine
these
are
filled
with
earth
fire,
hags
tive Action.
Mr. Hoover declared. "There has not
the most economical source* from t
or
sand and then at nightfall are
been, nor will be as we see It. enough transport point of view of all the althrown
to
the
np
repair
parapet.
Mobile. Ain.—At the next session of
sngar for even their present meagre lies to arrange transport at uniform
and depressing ration unless they send
the stnte legislature a measure will i Here It Is not a question of convenirates, to distribute the foreign sugar
ence—It
is
a
question of necessity.
ships to remote markets for It. If we between the United States and allies,
probably be introduced looking to proThe
In
the
trenches must have
hoy*
In our greed and gluttony force them subject to the approval of the Amerihibiting counties from leasing womnn
either to further reduce their ration
convicts. A sensation was recently ere-, first call on the burlap supplies.
can, English, French and Italian govor to send these ships we will have
ated w hen the Escambia county com-:
The larger hags even have certain
ernments.
win
done damage to our abilities to
missioners leased negro womnn prison- advantages. When emptied they may
This committee, while bolding strong
thla wttr.
i ers to a contractor for 15 cents a day. be used to carry crops from the field
views as to the price to be paid for
For years to the bln or crib; a 200-pound hag
! for a term of two years.
Java
"If we send the ships to
Cuban sugar, lias not had the final
male prisoners have been leased to holds two bushels of potntoe*.
Very
for 250,000 tone of sugar next year
This voice has rested In the
voice.
mine operators and other employers of few men ever csrry two sacks of powe will have necessitated the emgovernments concerned, together with
labor, but this w-.as the first Instance tstoes In a single trip, even though
the Cuban government, and I wish to
ployment of eleven extra ships for
where women hud been leased. Until esch sack contains but one bushel.
These shlpi—If used In
state emphatically that all of the genone year.
the war made a strong demand for On the other hand most men can eastlemen concerned as good commercial
transporting troops—would take
labor there was no market for the ne- ily carry two bushels when they ars
men have endeavored with the utmost
150.000 to 200.000 men to France."
woman
tu
the same bag. and hence do thla
gro
prisoners. But in certain
patience and skill to secure a lower
Reason for Wogld Shortage.
,
lines of work It ftus been found they part of tbclr work mors rapidly. So
price, and their persistence has rethe
Hoover
Mr.
out,
As
pointed
have a small earning capacity and It happens that the large bag becomes
duced Cuban demands by 15 cents per
Cnlted States, Canada and England
other counties will probably follow the a very real labor saver, and this at a
The price agreed upon Is
hundred.
were sugar Importing countries before
lead of Escambia.
time when all farmers must cut corabout $4.00 per hundred pounds, f. o. b.
and Italy were
while
France
the
war,
ners to make most productive a labor
Cuba, or equal to about $0 duty paid
very nearly self supporting. The main
supply all too short.
New York.
KING OF THE BELGIANS
sources of the world's sugar supply
There are other advantages for the
“This price should eventuate,"
was Germany and neighboring powers,
larger hag. it Is much more useful
Mr. Hoover said, "to about $7.30
the West Indies and the East Indies.
as
wrapping material than are the
per hundred for refined sugar from
German sugar Is no longer available,
smaller slr.es.
It can be cut up for
the refiners at seaboard points or
as
it Is used entirely In Germany,
should place sugar in the hands of
packing purposes, and used In other
which slso absorbs sutmr of surroundto 8
ways. Once a fanner becomes accusthe consumer at from
ing countries.
tomed to this slr.e he never returns to
cents per pound, depending upon
England can no longer nuy i.nsu,««i
the smaller sires.
Whole stupe* In the i
locality and conditions of trade, or
long ton* of sugar each year ffcmi
south hove for years used nothing but
at from 1 to 2 cents below the
French
Tile
augar
produo(lermarty.
j
the 2 kVpound size.
prices of Auguet last and from one}I tion haa dropped Trom 700,0U0 to 210,half to a cent per pound cheaper
ha*
000 tons. The Italian
fallen from 210.000 tons to 75,000 tons.
Thus three countries were thrown
upon East and West Indian sources
for 1,025,000 tons annually to maintain
their normal consumption.
Because of the world's shipping
shortage the allied nations started
drawing on the West Indies for sugar;
East Indian sugar took three times
the number of ships, since the disSudtance was three times as great.
denly the west was called on to furnish and did furnish 1.420,000 tons of
sugar to Europe when 300,000 tons a
The
year was the pre-war demand.
allies had drawn from Java 400,000
tons before the shipping situation be-

i
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j
j

Early frosts and cold, late growing
are responsible for much of

seasons

the soft corn loss In the corn belL We
cannot control the weather but by
proper cultural methods, we eau hasten
came acute.
maturity of the corn by from one to ]
"In spite of these shipments," Mr.
two weeks, thus ripening the crop betloover stated the other day, "the
fore the arrival of disastrous frosts.
In August reduced
Cutting short fh* growing season of j English government ration to a basis
the crop seven to fourteen days will ; the household sugar
of 24 pounds per annum per capita.
In the majority of cases, make nine
And In September the French governears out of ten marketable Instead of
ration
ment reduced their household
two eara out of three as during the !
a hit over
to 13 2-10 pounds a year, or
season.
past
i l pound of sugar a month. Even this
filled hy
Proper Varieties Essential.
j meagre ration could not Ifbewas found
One great cause for the large amount 1 the French government
America was then
earlv In the fall.
of soft corn produced Is the planting
asked for 100.000 tons of sugar and
of varieties which are not adapted to
succeeded In sending 85,000 tons hy
climatic conditions under which they
December 1. The French request was
In our fervor for bigger
are grown.
granted because the American housecrops, we have often gone South for
hold consumption was then at least 55
large yielding varieties which require
and tt was considlonger growing seasons than prevail pounds per person,
ered the duty of maintaining the
tn most sections of the corn belt. Most
French morale made our course clear.”
of these varieties are large-eared end
Today the sugar altuation may
weigh heavily because they contain a
be summarised by stating that If
larger percentage of moisture than our
America will reduce Its augar connorthern grown varieties, and thus
sumption 10 to 15 per cent, thia
i mislead the farmer but not the grain
nation will be able to send 200.000
dealer, for much of the grading Is done
more soldiers to France.
on a basis of moisture contenL
today sells at seaboard reSugar
Insures
Plantfood
Balanced
Crops.
fineries at $7.25 a hundred pounds.
! Perhaps the biggest reason for the The wholesale grocer has agreed to
Urge amount of soft corn produced In limit his profit to 25 cents a hundred
1017 and In other years. Is the lack ;
plus freight, and the retail grocer la
\ of sufficient available plantfood In the 8U{gK>sed to take no more than 50 cents
a quick start to
the
to
soil
give
crop
|
! a hundred pounds profit This reguenable It to take advantage of every I latlon was made by the food adminisfill
the
to
and
day
growing
properly
tration, which now asks the housewife
i ears and hasteu maturity.
All othei
( to reduce sugar consumption as much
I conditions being equal, the use of suffi
as
possible, using other sweeteners,
1 clent amounts of a well-balanced, avail
and also reminds her that she should
able plantfood will shorten the-grow
; pay no more than 9 cents a pound for
ing season of a corn crop from ten t< i sugar.
fourteen days. This ten to fourteet
Control of Cans Refiners' Profits.
days often means a difference betweei
"Iinmedlnfely upon the eslabllsha crop of marketable ears and a cm;
meet of the food administration.'’ Mr.
|
which is hardly worth harvesting.

|

j

|

|

than

today.

-Tinere

is

now

an

elimination

vi

speculation, extortionate profits, and
In the refining atone the American
people will save over $23,000,000 of
the refining charges last year. A part
of these savings goes to the Cuban,
Hawaiian, Porto Rican and Unislanlan

producer aod part to the consumer.
••Appeals to prejudice against the
food administration have been made
because the Cuban price ts 34 cents
of 1917. It ts said tn effect
the Cubans are at our mercy;
that we could get sugar a cent lower.
We made exhaustive study of the cost
of producing sugar In Cuba last year
through our own agents In Cuba, and
we find It averages $3.39, while many
producers are at a higher level. We
found that an average profit of at
leust a cent per pound was necessary
In order to maintain and stimulate
production or that a minimum price of
$4.37 was uecessary, and even this
would stifle some producers.
"The price ultimately agreed was 23
cents above these figures, or about onefifth of a cent per pound to the American consumer, and more than this
amount has been saved by our reduction In refiners’ profits. If we wish to
stifle production tn Cuba we could
take that course Just at the time of all
times In our history when we want
production for ourselves and the allies. Further than that, the state department will assure you that such •
course would produce disturbances In
Cuba and destroy even our present
supplies, but beyond all these material
reasons is one of human Justice. This
great country has no right by the
might of Its position to strangle Cubs.
"Therefore there Is no Imposition
Charges
upon the American public.
have been made before this committee that Mr. Rolph endeavored to benefit the California refinery of which hs
was Manager by this 34 cent Increase
In Cuban price. Mr. Rolph did not fix
the price. It does raise the price to
that
about
the
farmer
Hawaiian
It does not raise the profit of
amount.
the California refinery, because their
charge for refining is. like all other reabove that
that

finers. limited to $1.30 per hundred
on
pounds, plus the freight differential
the established custom of the trade.
"Mr. Rolph has not one penny of Interest lu that refinery."

